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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Overview 
The Sand Availability and Needs Determination (SAND) study quantifies sand needs and available sand 
resources for all current beach nourishment projects, both federal and non-federal, in the South Atlantic 
Division (SAD) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) for the next 50 year. The SAND study is a 
component of the South Atlantic Coastal Study (SACS) which was authorized by Section 1204 of the Water 
Resources Development Act of 2016. This report is accompanied by a comprehensive geodatabase and 
web viewer available through the SACS website. 
 
The SAND study supports all Congressional requirements for SACS which are to: (1) conduct a 
comprehensive analysis of current hurricane and storm damage reduction measures with an emphasis on 
regional sediment management (RSM) practices; (2) identify risks and vulnerabilities of areas to increased 
hurricane and storm damage as a result of sea level rise; (3) recommend measures to address 
vulnerabilities; and (4) develop a long-term strategy to address increased storm damages and identify 
opportunities to enhance resiliency, increase sustainability, and lower risks.   
 
SACS utilizes a stakeholder and consensus building approach to achieve Congressional requirements. The 
SAND study exemplifies this collaborative approach by executing the project with 12 federal and state 
agencies led by technical experts from all five SAD districts and a contracted coastal engineering firm. The 
study engaged stakeholders, state and federal agencies, and coastal communities throughout the life of 
the study to receive input, promote transparency, vet results, disseminate findings, and build consensus. 
Engagement opportunities included a project introduction webinar, multiple status update webinars, and 
district workshops at all five SAD districts to present preliminary data results and solicit final input.  
  
Results 
Sand needs for all beach nourishment projects and available sand resources (e.g.  offshore, RSM, and/or 
upland sources) were quantified by county. Regionally, a total of 1,336,000,000 cubic yards of sand are 
needed to support the 50-year sand needs and 1,566,000,000 cubic yards of sand resources were 
identified. While regional sand resources are greater than documented sand needs as of today, 
economically viable long-term sources are limited in many areas across the region. Sand shortages are 
documented in numerous counties of every state in SAD and municipalities in Puerto Rico (Figure ES.1). 
Further, critical sand shortages were identified across regions of North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, 
Alabama, and Mississippi.  Considering the SAND study only accounted for permitted or near-permitted 
projects across SAD, it’s likely that additional projects will be permitted in the coming years, increasing 
the demand for beach quality sand. 
 
Recommendations 
Overcoming the sand needs challenges associated with rising sea levels, hurricanes and coastal storms, 
and natural coastal erosion for beachfront communities will require a coordinated effort among the 
coastal management community, stakeholders, and industry. The following recommendations and 
associated near-term actions were identified by the SAND team to address sand deficits and support long-
term coastal resilience:  
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Recommendation 1: Develop regional prioritization of strategies to address sand needs.  
 

• Maintain and update the SAND database. Accurate and up-to-date information is required to 
make informed decisions. This action also supports education, outreach, training, coordination and 
collaboration across the coastal management community, and keeps this critical issue visible to 
decision makers at all levels.  
 
• Prioritize offshore sand investigations into “Unverified Plus” borrow areas of coastlines identified 
with sand needs. “Unverified Plus” borrow areas are defined as those that are hypothesized to contain 
beach quality sand based on limited geophysical or geotechnical data.  

 
Recommendation 2:  Identify opportunities to increase efficiencies to optimize use of available resources.  
 

• Reduce borrow area excavation inefficiencies and dredging losses, promote research and 
innovation to expand use of previously discounted sand sources (e.g., sort, filter, remove undesirable 
material), and develop strategies to reduce buffers for environmental resources, infrastructure, and 
unexploded ordinances without adverse impacts. 
 
• Utilize and expand regulatory flexibility to increase utilization of additional sediment types. Many 
states provide flexibility for beneficial use of dredged material (e.g., increased % allowable for fine 
sediment) for beach nourishment projects as well as nearshore placement. Further use of current 
regulations to fill need gaps as well as exploring areas of regulatory expansion should be supported. 

 
The SAND study quantitatively identified risks and vulnerabilities for beachfront communities and 
suggested strategies to reduce vulnerabilities. The next logical step is to implement the identified 
strategies and recommendations. The SAND team recommends building on the current effort by 
supporting a two-year collaborative effort consistent with the stakeholder and consensus building 
approach employed by the SAND study to develop an execution plan to strategically implement the study 
recommendations. 
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Figure ES.1 SAND study results illustrating the 50-year beach quality sand availability by  
county for all beach nourishment projects in the South Atlantic Division 
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 INTRODUCTION 

Sea level rise and storms present a threat to natural resources and infrastructure in the coastal 
environment. A well-developed beach system— consisting of a healthy berm and dune— absorbs wave 
energy, reduces flooding to upland areas, and mitigates erosion. Strategic management of these systems 
helps combat the effects of climate change, such as increasing sea level rise and changes in the frequency 

or intensity of storms. Long-term maintenance of beach systems to support resilient coastal communities 

requires extensive management of sediment in nearshore, offshore, riverine, and estuarine areas. Sand is 
a finite resource often found within sensitive sites which may contain hardbottom habitat, cultural 
resources, unexploded ordnance, infrastructure such as pipelines and cables, or military or other exclusion 
zone. In addition to resilience, beaches provide recreational opportunities for people and a natural habitat 
for a variety of plants and animals. Both benefits often boost the state and local economy. To combat the 
threat of sea level rise and storm-induced and background erosion, beach nourishment provides a resilient 
“green” or “nature-based” shoreline stabilization technique that maintains the above-mentioned benefits 
of a healthy beach system. 

The South Atlantic Coastal Study (SACS) aims to “identify the risks and vulnerabilities … to increased 
hurricane and storm damage as a result of sea level rise” (Department of the Army 2017). SACS entails a 
comprehensive regional assessment within the South Atlantic Division (SAD) authorized by Congress in 
Section 1204 of the Water Resources Development Act of 2016. The SACS focus area covers 2,500 miles 
of Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, and Caribbean Ocean coastline within the USACE SAD covering seven 
states and two territories (Figure 1.1) (NOAA 1975).  

The goals of SACS are: 

1) Provide a Common Operating Picture of Coastal Risk  
2) Identify High-Risk Locations/Focus Current and Future Resources  
3) Identify and Assess Risk Reduction Actions 
4) Promote and Support Resilient Coastal Communities  
5) Promote Sustainable Projects and Programs  
6) Leverage Supplemental Actions  

This Sand Availability and Needs Determination (SAND) study meets all six of the SACS goals. The SAND 
study seeks to enhance coastal resilience by assessing the region’s current and future sediment demands 
and resources available for beach nourishment. The results of the study are summarized and presented 
in this report via SAND summary tables for each district and county, as well as a comprehensive ESRI 
ArcGIS geodatabase <web address to be assigned by USACE>. The SAND report and geodatabase are tools 
that USACE can use to assess the future coastal resilience of beaches within SAD and to develop long-term 
strategies for reducing damages to the region from sea level rise effects. The SAND summary tables and 
SAND geodatabase aid identification of areas at risk or in need of beach sand and address areas with 
deficiencies in coastal storm risk management, as well as support discovery of areas where resiliency and 
sustainability enhancements are possible. The collaborative region-wide effort of data gathering and 
review for the SAND study brought together USACE technical experts in each district along with local, 
state, and federal stakeholders to provide input for this product and to create an extensive overview of 
the sand needs and availability within the study area.  
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Figure 1.1 SAND Study Area and USACE Districts within SAD 

Taylor Engineering led the data compilation of past and planned federal and non-federal beach 
nourishment projects and past, current, and future sand sources throughout SAD. The study evaluates the 
50-year sand needs for each beach nourishment project using documented sand volume requirements 
and historic nourishment placement volumes combined with local and regional stakeholder inputs. To 
provide a contingency factor in assessing the 50-year need, USACE increased the sand needs volumes by 
55% to account for the effects of sea-level rise, dredge inefficiencies, and placement losses.  

In quantifying the volume of available sediment, offshore sand sources and sources of beneficial use 
within the region were investigated. Sediment characteristics and the amount of available geotechnical 
data within a defined area classified the offshore sand sources as Proven, Potential, Unverified, or 
Unusable. State agencies, local stakeholders, and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) 
served as the primary sources of this offshore sand data.  

Regional Sediment Management (RSM) best practices use a “systems approach [to manage] the effective 
use of sediments in coastal, estuarine, and inland environments” (USACE 2020). When beach quality sand 
is available, RSM practices can supply sediment as a beneficial use, providing additional beach value and 
savings. RSM provides economically viable and environmentally sustainable solutions. Examples of RSM 
sources for beneficial use in beach nourishment include dredging of navigation channels and areas 
adjacent to navigation channels, such as shoals and sand traps. Dredged material management areas 
(DMMA) identified as containing beach compatible sediment are also included in the RSM section of this 
report’s SAND summary tables.  
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 SAND GEODATABASE AND METHODOLOGY 

The SAND study includes a geodatabase with three feature classes: sand needs, offshore sand sources, 
and RSM sources. The sand needs feature class lists 192 current and future beach nourishment projects 
within SAD. The offshore sand sources feature class contains 891 areas which have been permitted or 
identified as containing beach quality sand in past investigations, or stakeholders have declared as 
depleted or unusable. The RSM sources feature class includes 130 historically renewable sand sources, 
such as inlets, ebb shoals, sand traps, and harbor entrance channels. DMMAs which may have beach 
quality sand are included in the RSM Source feature class. The successive sections in this report chapter 
describe the methodology used to populate each of these feature classes.  
 
The geodatabase links the various feature classes via relationship tables. Sand needs projects are linked 
to a nourishment history table, if applicable, which lists the previous twenty years of nourishment events. 
The source which supplied sand for a nourishment event, if known, is linked to the associated sand needs 
and nourishment event. This a one-to-many relationship, as one sand needs project may have multiple 
sand sources throughout its nourishment history. Similarly, a sand source, whether offshore or RSM, may 
have supplied sand to multiple sand needs projects in the past. Table 2.1 lists the geodatabase fields 
included in each of the three feature classes, and also includes those in the nourishment history table. 
 
The sand needs component of the geodatabase contains the past, current, and possible future beach 
nourishment projects within SAD, shown as polylines. Each beach project includes details such as location, 
the project sponsors, and its length. Some projects have additional project information such as sediment 
characteristics, the year of federal authorization, and previously used sand sources. Sand sources are 
quantified at the county level in the geodatabase and report, but that does not imply the resources are 
limited to use by the adjacent county or counties. Sediment resources are regulated by state and federal 
agencies as defined by the submerged lands act. The project notes include a variety of supplemental 
information; examples include stakeholder comments, information on the 50-year need calculation, or 
for future projects, the predicted date of initial nourishment. If the nourishment of a beach previously 
occurred, the geodatabase contains a link to the nourishment events over the last twenty years.  
 
The offshore sand source component of the SAND geodatabase contains polygon shapes for Proven, 
Potential, Unverified Plus, Unverified, and Unusable sand sources as detailed in Section 2.2. If a borrow 
area was the sand source for a project in the past, the borrow area is linked to the associated project and 
is included in the county’s SAND summary table that is associated with the sand need. If a sand source did 
not have an associated sand needs project, the study assigned it to the county whose shore is closest. 
Other information provided with each sand source includes its district, location information, the 
estimated volume of material available, when it was last used, permit or lease numbers, sediment 
characteristics, and further information.  
 
A coordinate point in the geodatabase represents each RSM sand source. Information details 
accompanying each RSM source include the associated beach placement area, estimated 50-year volume, 
location, and applicable notes. If there is no associated beach project, the study assigned the RSM point 
to the county where it is located. Where there was insufficient information to estimate future volumes, 
the study assigned the feature a 50-year volume of zero. Each RSM source’s notes contain specific 
assumptions regarding placement areas or volumes. 
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Table 2.1 List of Fields in SAND Geodatabase 
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 Sand Needs 

Sediment need determinations for the SAND study consider beach nourishment histories and erosion 
estimates available from published reports or provided by project stakeholders. Stakeholders supplied 
vital information about sediment needs and sources via an online questionnaire about beach nourishment 
projects within their area of expertise. The stakeholders sourced in this study included federal, state, 
county, and municipal governments and agencies, beach associations, ports, and navigation districts. 
Taylor Engineering and USACE, in addition to state and federal government agencies, reviewed the 
stakeholder information to research and supplement with further data when necessary. 

The sediment needs determinations include federal and non-federal beach nourishment projects with a 
history of nourishments or published studies for future work. County and district SAND summary tables 
include potential future beach nourishment projects that have permitting documents or official studies 
with associated project volumes. If a project is on the horizon but has not begun its design phases, the 
project is noted in the tables but not included in the final sand volume balance. The beach nourishment 
future needs estimates consider a project’s nourishment history irrespective of the sand source. Thus, the 
present study considers beach fill volumes derived from offshore sediment sources, upland sources, and 
historically renewable sand sources such as ebb shoals and navigation channels.  

The study calculates 50-year needs from available historic nourishment data. When no nourishment data 
existed, the team used erosion rates from published reports or data from design documents or feasibility 
studies to calculate the 50-year needs. The SAND geodatabase, previously discussed in Section 2.0, 
incorporates a field entitled “Is 50-year need based on nourishment history?” which differentiates the 
calculation method. The available nourishment histories are linked to their associated sand needs project 
in the geodatabase. For example, the user can apply the SAND geodatabase program’s “Identify” function 
to a beach project to access multiple linked nourishment events. 

The needs determinations are based on an estimated average annualized need, R, representing an 
annualized rate of placed beach fill. The total 50-year sand need includes a summation of the average 
annualized need over 50 years (i.e., R x 50) plus the current need, C. The current need equates to the 
average annualized need multiplied by the number of years that have elapsed since the most recent 
nourishment project. For example, a project last nourished in 2015 has a current need of C = R x (2020-
2015). For an unconstructed, imminent beach restoration project, C equals the planned initial 
construction volume, and R equals the projected average annualized need of the project. The estimated 
50-year sand need (F, 2020-2070) is the summation of the current need and the estimated average 
annualized need, F = C + (R x 50). Table 2.2 summarizes the 50-year needs calculation methodology. 

Table 2.2 Estimated 50-Year Sand Need Equations 

NOURISHMENT 
VOLUME 

(cy) 

YEARS 
(yr) 

NUMBER 
OF 

EVENTS 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE 
ANNUALIZED NEED 1, 2 

(cy/yr) 

ESTIMATED CURRENT 
SAND NEED 

(cy) 

ESTIMATED 50-YEAR 
SAND NEED (cy) 

V1,V2,…VN Y1,Y2,…YN N 𝑅 =
(𝑉1 + 𝑉2 + ⋯ 𝑉𝑁)/𝑁

(𝑌1 − 𝑌𝑁)/(𝑁 − 1)
 𝐶 = (2020 − 𝑌1) × 𝑅 𝐹 = 𝐶 + (𝑅 × 50) 

1If two nourishment events occurred, then the Estimated Average Annualized Need (𝑅) is given as 𝑅 =
𝑉1

(𝑌1−𝑌2)
. 

2 If one nourishment or no nourishments occurred then a published erosion rate or nourishment volume is used. 
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Although other methods could be implemented to calculate a 50-year need, the SAND study required a 
standardized 50-year needs estimate to consistently analyze the numerous beach projects throughout the 
large study area. The present study assumes a constant estimated average annualized need for each beach 
nourishment project over the next 50 years. Non-standard nourishments have been excluded from the 
50-year need calculation. Examples of non-standard nourishments are those which occur sooner than 
programmatic planned nourishments, such as a small-scale emergency project to renourish a beach after 
storm erosion. These non-standard nourishments, if used in the 50-year need calculation could 
underestimate or overestimate a beach’s 50-year need. Data from a longer project history is preferred, as 
it smooths out the variability in the data which could bias the 50-year need. 

Figure 2.1 shows an example calculation where non-standard nourishments have been excluded. An 
integral part of the 50-year sand needs calculation incorporated several opportunities for stakeholder 
input and reviews of the calculation inputs.  

 

Figure 2.1 50-Year Need Example Calculation 

While the sediment needs calculations incorporates past events, the 50-year needs calculation does not 
forecast either erosion or damage from a given future storm or the effects of sea level rise. However, 
USACE determined a 55% increase contingency to account for these uncertainties. The 55% contingency 
factor includes: 
 

• 10% - 30% dredge inefficiency (sand left in the borrow area) 

• 5% - 15% placement losses (dig-to-place losses) 

• 10% - 25% future project performance, including sea level rise impacts 
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USACE based the contingency for dredge inefficiencies and the contingency for placement losses on 
region-wide past project performance. The contingency for future project performance, including sea 
level rise impacts, was derived from project observations and average increased erosion calculations for 
the region using the Bruun Rule method and the intermediate sea level rise scenario from USACE sea level 
change guidance (EC-1165-2-212). The approach incorporates the methodology in the Southeast Florida 
Sediment Assessment and Needs Determination (SAND) Study (2014).  

The calculation of 50-year volume estimates assumes the following: 
 

• The project areas maintain a constant renourishment frequency and volume over the next 
50 years.  

• All projects will continue to receive funding until the end of 2070. 

• Background erosion rates will not change significantly in the next 50 years (i.e. constant 
estimated average annualized need assumed). Any increased erosion is captured in the 
contingency. 

• The project footprints stay constant for the next 50 years. 

 Offshore Sand Sources 

In addition to receiving stakeholder inputs, Taylor Engineering compiled and evaluated information about 
offshore sand availability from a variety of sources including local stakeholders, state agencies, USACE, 
and BOEM. Reviewed documents included maps, boring logs, boring location plans, sand source reports, 
geophysical and bathymetric data, permits and permit application documents, and National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) related studies. These published documents provided sand source 
volumes and sediment quality in established borrow areas. For borrow areas which were used in 
nourishment projects after the available sand volumes were published, Taylor Engineering subtracted the 
known dredged volume from the published volume to estimate borrow area current volume (2020). If a 
dredged volume was not available, the current (2020) volume incorporated a deduction of the published 
or planned project fill volume. If a sand source volume was not available but where data was sufficient to 
assume a constant depth of sand, this constant depth multiplied by the sand source footprint provided an 
estimated volume. In the SAND geodatabase, the “Notes” field records assumptions regarding sand 
source volume calculations. The source documents used to populate the sand source database and 
estimate sand source volumes are stored together in a folder which can be accessed in the SAND 
geodatabase via hyperlinks within the “Source” field. Some sand sources are linked to more than one 
source document. 
 
The study team categorized offshore sand sources into one of five categories: Proven, Potential, 
Unverified Plus, Unverified, or Unusable. A sand source’s category is defined by the available data and 
characteristics of material; full descriptions are presented in Table 2.3. This study derived the offshore 
sand source categories from both BOEM and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) 
offshore sand source categorization methods (Aptim 2018, BOEM 2020, and FDEP 2020c). The study 
redefined sand sources from those databases based on the modified criteria listed below. Confidence 
factors were applied to the estimated volume of each sand source using a similar methodology as previous 
USACE reports such as Ousley et al (2014) and Taylor Engineering (2009). Offshore sand source volumes 
do not account for buffers required for hardbottom habitat, cultural resources, unexploded ordnance, 
dredge location constraints, infrastructure such as pipelines and cables, or military or other exclusion 
zones. If a sand source has been used, or identified for use, on a beach project, the two are linked within 
the SAND geodatabase. If a sand source did not have an associated sand needs project, the study assigned 
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it to the county whose shores it is closest. The district and county SAND summary tables include estimated 
volumes of only the Proven and Potential borrow areas. 

Table 2.3 Sand Source Categories and Confidence Levels 

Category1 Confidence Description 

Proven 90% 
Resource areas with beach-quality sand whose thickness and lateral 
extent have been fully determined through design-level geotechnical 
data and in most cases are permitted. 

Potential 70% 

Resource areas with beach-quality sand whose existence has been 
verified through preliminary geotechnical and geophysical data (with 
vibracores approximately one mile apart). Thickness and/or lateral 
extent has been preliminarily determined. 

Unverified 
Plus 

can vary 
from  

5% - 30%2 

Resource areas hypothesized to exist on the basis of geophysical 
evidence (seismic profiles, bathymetry, or side scan sonar) and at least 
one geotechnical core or surficial samples verifying beach-quality sand. 

Unverified 0% 
Resource areas hypothesized to exist on the basis of indirect evidence 
for the presence of beach-quality sand. 

Unusable 0% 

Unusable for one or more of the following reasons: 
1. All beach-compatible material has been removed from the area prior 
to the SAND Study,  
2. The sand source is inaccessible due to current conditions. 
3. Area was investigated and the presence of non-beach quality 
material throughout the area was verified. 

1 Sand source categories modified from BOEM’s Marine Minerals Information System (2020), FDEP’s Regional Offshore Sand 

Source Inventory (2020c), and Southwest Florida Borrow Area Update (2017). 
2 Confidence level for Unverified Plus sand sources varies based on the density of the available geophysical and geotechnical 

data.  This study provides the estimated volumes of Unverified Plus sand sources but considers them as non-volume 
contributing for the summary tables. 

2.2.1 Quality of Beach Nourishment Sand 

Native beach sediment quality defines the characteristics of “beach compatible fill,” or sand that meets 
acceptable quality characteristics. Matching the characteristics of the placed sand to the native beach 
sand preserves the beach’s physical characteristics and performance, in addition to its suitability as 
habitat (Dean 2002). Specific sediment characteristics for comparison include mean and median grain size, 
sorting, skewness, silt content, carbonate content, organic content, minerology, and color (Coor et al 
2018). 

To determine the volume of beach compatible sediment in a sand source, the present study broadly 
defines “beach-quality” sand in terms of compatibility as defined by each state or territories. Thus, when 
the present study designates material as “beach-quality,” the material need not meet compatibility 
criteria over an entire region. The “beach-quality” designation may only represent potential compatibility 
of the material for specific beaches in the region. Table 2.4 shows the regulations which apply in each 
state for sand quality for beach nourishment projects.  
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Table 2.4 Sand Quality Requirements by State / Territory 

State / 
Territory 

Silt 
Passing 

#230 
Sieve 

Silt 
Passing 

#200 
Sieve 

Material 
Retained 

on #4 
Sieve 

Mean 
Grain 
Size  

(mm) 

Munsell 
Color 
Value 

Rules / Regulations 

 North 
Carolina 

--- 10% 10%1 similar to beach2 
15A NCAC 07H .0312, "Technical Standards 

for Beach Fill Projects"  (NCDEQ 2019) 

 South 
Carolina 

5% --- 5% similar to beach 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and SC DHEC  

Coastal Division Code § 30-13.N.(2)(a)   
(SC DHEC 2020c) 

 Georgia --- 10% 5%3 
0.15 - 

0.3 

10yr6.5/1 
to 

10yr7.0/1  

GA DNR Requirements for Beach 
Nourishment Projects  (GA DNR 2020) 

 Florida 5% --- 5% similar to beach 
Florida Administrative Code  

62B-41.007(2)(j) (FDEP 2017) 

 Alabama similar to existing beach No specific regulation 

 Mississippi similar to existing beach No specific regulation 

 Puerto Rico similar to existing beach No specific regulation 

USVI similar to existing beach No specific regulation 

1 Shell content less than or equal to (</=) average of native beach plus 15%. 
2 The average percent by weight of fine-grained, granular, or gravel sediments shall not exceed the average of the recipient beach plus 5%. 
3 Shell content should remain below 15% of total weight. 

 

 Regional Sediment Management (RSM) - Beneficial Use Sources 

This study incorporates RSM beneficial use opportunities such as dredging from navigational channels, 
inlets, flood shoals, and ebb shoals. The primary source of volume information for the federal RSM sources 
in this study is the 2020 RSM Optimization Update, produced by USACE for SACS. This study supplied the 
average dredge frequency and average dredge volume for federally managed RSM sources. This data 
provided inputs to calculate the volume of available sand over the next 50 years for the federal RSM 
sources. For non-federal RSM sources, published infilling rates or average dredge intervals and volumes 
informed the 50-year volume estimates. The RSM 50-year volume estimates assume that the renewable 
source will continue filling at the same historical rate and that dredging will occur at the same interval and 
magnitude. If a sand source is co-located with an RSM feature, such as an ebb shoal, that sand source’s 
volume is accounted for in the RSM portion of the SAND table, and not included as a sand source volume. 
Within the SAND geodatabase, this type of sand source is annotated as RSM, and the volume is listed in 
the RSM feature class. 
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 Regional Data Sources 

This study collected data from credible and up-to-date sources when populating the SAND geodatabase’s 
sand needs, offshore sand available, and RSM sand sources.  

2.4.1 Wilmington District Data Sources 

• American Shore and Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA) National Beach Nourishment 
Database 

• BOEM Marine Minerals Information System (MMIS) Viewer 

• USACE 2020 South Atlantic Division Regional Sediment Management Optimization Update 

• North Carolina Beach and Inlet Management Plan Update (NC BIMP), 2016 

• Regional Stakeholder Input 
o BOEM 
o Dare County 
o Moffatt & Nichol 
o New Hanover County 
o North Carolina Department of Environmental Equality, Division of Coastal 

Management 
o Town of Nags Head 
o Town of Oak Island 
o USACE, Wilmington District 

2.4.2 Charleston District Data Sources 

• American Shore and Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA) National Beach Nourishment 
Database 

• BOEM Marine Minerals Information System (MMIS) Viewer 

• USACE 2020 South Atlantic Division Regional Sediment Management Optimization Update 

• Regional Stakeholder Input 
o BOEM 
o Coastal Science & Engineering 
o Town of Garden City 
o Horry County 
o National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
o South Carolina Beach Advocates 
o SC DHEC, Ocean and Coastal Resource Management 
o The Nature Conservancy 
o Town of Pawleys Island 
o Town of Surfside Beach 
o USACE, Charleston District 

2.4.3 Savannah District Data Sources 

• American Shore and Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA) National Beach Nourishment 
Database 

• BOEM Marine Minerals Information System (MMIS) Viewer 

• USACE 2020 South Atlantic Division Regional Sediment Management Optimization Update 
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• Regional Stakeholder Input 
o USACE, Savannah District 
o BOEM 
o The Jekyll Island Authority 
o University of Georgia, Skidaway Institute of Oceanography 
o GA DNR, Coastal Resources Division 

2.4.4 Jacksonville District Data Sources 

Florida 

• American Shore and Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA) National Beach Nourishment 
Database 

• BOEM Marine Minerals Information System (MMIS) Viewer 

• USACE 2020 South Atlantic Division Regional Sediment Management Optimization Update 

• Regional Stakeholder Input 
o APTIM Corp. 
o BOEM 
o Brevard County 
o Broward County 
o Captiva Island Erosion Prevention District 
o City of Delray Beach 
o City of Naples 
o Collier County 
o Dania Beach 
o FDEP 
o Flagler County 
o Indian River County 
o Lee County 
o Martin County 
o Olsen Associates, Inc. 
o Sarasota County 
o Sebastian Inlet District 
o St Johns County 
o St Lucie County 
o Town of Hillsboro Beach 
o Town of Jupiter Island 
o USACE, Jacksonville District 
o USACE, Norfolk District 
o Village of Key Biscayne 
o Volusia County 

Puerto Rico 

• Puerto Rico Department of Environmental and Natural Resources (PR DRNA) 

• USACE, Jacksonville District 

U.S. Virgin Islands 

• USACE, Jacksonville District 

• U.S. Virgin Islands Department of Planning and Natural Resources 
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• University of the Virgin Islands 

2.4.5 Mobile District Data Sources 

Florida 

• American Shore and Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA) National Beach Nourishment 
Database 

• BOEM Marine Minerals Information System (MMIS) Viewer 

• USACE 2020 South Atlantic Division Regional Sediment Management Optimization Update 

• Regional Stakeholder Input 
o BOEM 
o City of Destin 
o Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource Damage Assessment 
o FDEP 
o MRD Associates, Inc. 
o National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  
o National Park Service 
o Olsen Associates, Inc 
o Panama City Beach 
o Santa Rosa County 
o Santa Rosa Island Authority 
o Sustainable Beaches, LLC 
o USACE, Mobile District 

Alabama 

• American Shore and Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA) National Beach Nourishment 
Database 

• BOEM Marine Minerals Information System (MMIS) Viewer 

• USACE 2020 South Atlantic Division Regional Sediment Management Optimization Update 

• Regional Stakeholder Input 
o Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (ALDCNR), State Lands 

Division, Coastal Section 
o Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) 
o Alabama Gulf Coast Recovery Council (AGCRC) 
o BOEM 
o Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA) 
o Geological Survey of Alabama (GSAL) 
o National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
o Olsen Associates, Inc. 
o South Coast Engineers 
o The Water Institute of the Gulf 
o Thompson Engineering 
o USACE, Mobile District 

Mississippi 

• American Shore and Beach Preservation Association (ASBPA) National Beach Nourishment 
Database 

• BOEM Marine Minerals Information System (MMIS) Viewer 
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• USACE 2020 South Atlantic Division Regional Sediment Management Optimization Update 

• Regional Stakeholder Input 
o BOEM 
o Brown, Mitchell & Alexander, Inc. 
o Gulf of Mexico Alliance, Habitat Conservation and Restoration Team 
o Hancock County 
o Harrison County 
o Jackson County 
o Mississippi Beneficial Use (BU) Program 
o Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) 
o Mississippi Department of Marine Resources 
o National Park Service 
o The Water Institute of the Gulf 
o United States Geological Survey 
o University of Southern Mississippi Stennis 
o USACE, Mobile District 
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 WILMINGTON DISTRICT OVERVIEW 

The North Carolina coast is a rich resource of beaches, sounds, rivers, and creeks that contribute to the 
state’s economy and ecosystem. Combined, the coastal communities boast 12,000 miles of estuarine 
shoreline and 320 miles of Atlantic Ocean facing beaches. The Division of Coastal Management (DCM) is 
a subset of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) and serves as staff to the 
Coastal Resources Commission (CRC) (NCDEQ 2020a). The DCM protects, conserves, and manages North 
Carolina's coastal resources ensuring activities in the coastal environment. Members of the CRC develop 
guidance and policies that meet the objectives set in the Coastal Area Management Act, the Dredge and 
Fill Law, and the federal Coastal Zone Management Act (NCDEQ 2020b).  

The USACE Wilmington District (SAW) encompasses all of North Carolina’s coastal counties and works 
with the NC DEQ to regulate permitting of the State’s coastal resources. NC DEQ works together with 
USACE and BOEM to permit borrow areas located in federal waters. The state’s upland sand sources, such 
as DMMAs, are managed by USACE SAW. Of the North Carolina’s eight oceanside counties, six of which 
indicate future beach nourishment needs: Brunswick, Carteret, Dare, New Hanover, Onslow, and Pender.  

In 2009, DCM adopted the North Carolina Beach and Inlet Management Plan (NC BIMP). The State 
updated the plan to include additional coastal and socioeconomic data in 2016. This plan provides an 
overview of coastal data and management statewide to assist in conservation and the development and 
execution of beach and inlet management strategies. Without comprehensive and proactive management 
of the State’s coastal resources, the effects of erosion, sea level rise, shifting shorelines, and storms will 
influence the coastal communities and their economies. North Carolina uses this plan to serve as a long-
term foundation to address the coastal resources, funding mechanisms, and management strategies 
(NCDEQ 2011). The Beach Nourishment Database and Dredging Database published in the NC BIMP served 
to be a critical resource while analyzing the coastal resources within SAW.  

 Wilmington District SAND Summary 

The sand needs analysis for the Wilmington District includes 21 federal and 5 non-federal beach 
nourishment projects that meet the requirements for this study and require 445,900,000 cubic yards of 
sand district- wide (287,800,000 cubic yards of sand without the 55% contingency). In addition to the 50-
year sand needs, Taylor Engineering compiled the offshore and RSM sand sources to estimate the scale 
of each County’s sand surplus or deficit. A district overview map illustrates the location of beach 
nourishment projects and available sand (Figure 3.1). Figure 3.2 summarizes the SAND balance volumes 
and percentage of sand need available in each county. 
 
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 summarize the 50-year needs for the USACE Wilmington District. The Percentage 
of Sand Need Available column in the SAND summary tables illustrates the ratio of sand available (offshore 
sand sources and RSM sources) to the sand needs for each county. If this percentage is greater than 100%, 
it indicates a sand surplus; if less than 100%, a sand deficit is identified. 
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Figure 3.1 District Overview Map Highlighting RSM Features, Sand Needs, and Sand Sources 
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Figure 3.2 SAND Balance Volume and Percent of Sand Need Available  
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Table 3.1 50-year SAND Summary for Wilmington District with 55% Contingency 
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Table 3.2 50-year SAND Summary for Wilmington District without 55% Contingency 
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 SAND Summary Tables by County 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for each county. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore sand 
sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand sources, 
they are not included in the county’s summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each coastal county’s SAND summary, 
organized from north to south. The estimated volumes in each table are rounded to the nearest 100,000 
cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

3.2.1 Dare County 

Dare County (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4) is the eastern most county of North Carolina and home to much 
of the Outer Banks. The County is comprised of many coastal communities located on barrier islands with 
the Atlantic Ocean on one side and the Albemarle, Currituck, or Pamlico Sound to the other. Due to their 
location, these barrier islands are extremely exposed to storms, which are the primary cause of changes 
in their landscapes (USGS 2000). As a result, there are many beach nourishment projects within Dare 
County. Duck, Hatteras Island (Buxton), Kill Devil Hills, Kitty Hawk, Mirlo Beach/Rodanthe, Nags Head, Pea 
Island, and Southern Shores have all been nourished in the past.  
 
Located just south of Currituck County, Duck is at the northern section of the outer banks with Currituck 
Sound to the west. The shoreline experiences a mix of erosion and accretion with an average rate of 
change of less than 0.5 feet per year of erosion (NCDCM 2019). The first and only nourishment project at 
Duck occurred in 2017, placing 1,260,000 cubic yards along 1.6 miles of shoreline. The 50-year sand need 
is based on design documents indicating a renourishment volume of 234,000 cubic yards every 5 years 
(CP&E 2018).   
 
The town of Southern Shores lies at the southern portion of the Currituck Sound, just north of Kitty Hawk. 
The town encompasses 4.5 miles of shoreline which experiences mild erosion. In 2017, a small 1,500 foot 
stretch of shoreline was nourished placing just over 80,000 cubic yards of material (NCDEQ 2016). The 50-
year need for the project area is estimated as 2,500,000 cubic yards is based on an erosion rate of three 
cubic yards per year throughout the project area (CP&E 2015). 
 
Kitty Hawk is located east of Point Harbor at the confluence of the Albemarle and Currituck Sounds. 
Throughout the town, its shoreline experiences erosion, with an average shoreline retreat of 2.2 feet per 
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year (NCDCM 2019). To date, two nourishment events have occurred along this stretch of coast. The most 
recent nourishment placed 1,800,000 cubic yards of sediment sourced from Borrow Area A, which is 
located between eight and ten miles southeast of the project area. This project was constructed 
simultaneously with the Towns of Duck and Kill Devils Hills. The Beach Maintenance Plan indicates 
renourishment of the project every five years with 645,000 cubic yards of material. Using the maintenance 
interval and volume listed in the Beach Maintenance Plan, a 50-year need of 6,800,000 cubic yards is 
predicted for Kitty Hawk. The Maintenance Plan also suggests continued use of Borrow Area A indicating 
it has sufficient sand to meet the needs of all three projects (CP&E 2015).  
 
Kill Devil Hills is located on the barrier island system between Kitty Hawk and Nags Head. Its shoreline 
experiences both erosion and accretion with an average shoreline change rate of less than one foot per 
year (NCDCM 2019). Kill Devil Hills has been nourished twice, yielding an estimated 50-year need of 
3,400,000 cubic yards. 
 
With over 12 miles of nourished shoreline, Nags Head lies north of Oregon Inlet and east of Roanoke Island 
and the Roanoke Sound. Four nourishment events have occurred within Nags Head. The first two 
nourishments, in 2001 and 2002, were small beneficial use projects which placed approximately 100,000 
cubic yards (NCDEQ 2016). Offshore Borrow Area S1 provided 4,600,000 cubic yards to the beach in 2011 
and another 4,000,000 cubic yards in 2019 (ASBPA 2020). Using the most recent nourishment events, 
Nags Head yields a need of 25,500,000 cubic yards.  
 
To the South of Oregon Inlet, Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge contains 13 miles of Atlantic facing 
shoreline and nearly 6,000 acres of land (USFWS 2016). With 85% of its shoreline eroding, Pea Island 
experiences an average erosion rate of 5.8 feet per year (NCDCM 2019). Pea Island has been regularly 
nourished beneficially placing over 9,500,000 cubic yards from navigation projects since 1990 (NCDEQ 
2016). This study determined a 50-year need of 19,400,000 cubic yards for Pea Island, based on past 
beneficial placement from navigation dredging.  
 
Rodanthe, also known as Mirlo Beach, is located on the Outer Banks of North Carolina on the Pamlico 
Sound, just south of Pea Island and north of the towns of Waves and Salvo. The stretch of shoreline from 
Oregon Inlet to Salvo averages 5.3 feet of erosion per year, with values over 14 feet per year within 
Rodanthe (NCDCM 2019). The first and only nourishment occurred in 2014 placing 1,600,000 cubic yards 
of sand from an offshore borrow area (NCDEQ 2016). This project was an emergency Department of 
Transportation project to protect the vulnerable road. The 50-year need is just under 100,000 cubic yards 
based on an erosion rate of 1,691 cubic yards per year within the project area (NCDCM 2011).  
 
Located on the eastern most barrier island, Hatteras Island– Buxton is separated from the mainland of 
North Carolina by the Pamlico Sound. The island suffers from a high amount of erosion, averaging 8.3 feet 
per year (NCDCM 2019). The first constructed nourishment project at Hatteras Island was in 1974 with a 
small 135,000 cubic yard beneficial use placement. Since then, the beach has been nourished eight times, 
six of which were beneficial use projects (NCDEQ 2016). The latest project utilized an offshore sand source 
to construct a 2,600,000 cubic yard nourishment project along nearly three miles of shoreline in 2018 
(ASBPA 2020). Planning and permitting is currently underway for nourishment of the Buxton Project.     
 
Combined, these projects indicate a 50-year sand need of 107,300,000 cubic yards for Dare County. To 
supplement this large need, there are 5 proven and 6 potential borrow areas that contain an estimated 
volume of 239,500,000 cubic yards. Combined with the 4,000,000 cubic yard 50-year volume estimate for 
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Manteo (Shallowbag) Bay and Hatteras Channel, the County yields a net positive sand budget for the next 
50 years as indicated in Table 3.3.  
 
The 50-year sand needs volumes for Duck, Southern Shores, and Kill Devil Hills are based on a limited 
project history. Ongoing efforts to estimate future sand needs have resulted in higher estimates than 
those noted in this report.  
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Figure 3.3 Dare County Sand Needs and Sources (North) 
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Figure 3.4 Dare County Sand Needs and Sources (South) 
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Table 3.3 50-year SAND Summary for Dare County 
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3.2.2 Carteret County  

Located in the center of the North Carolina coast, Carteret County (Figure 3.5) extends from Ocracoke 
Inlet to Bogue Inlet, encompassing sections of the Neuse River, Pamlico Sound, Core Sound, Back Sound, 
Onslow Bay, Bogue Sound. Four federally funded projects are located in the County and together create 
a 50-year need of 51,900,000 cubic yards. The needs projects are in Atlantic Beach/Fort Macon, Emerald 
Isle, Indian Beach, and Pine Knoll Shores and are discussed below.  
 
To the west of Beaufort Inlet is Fort Macon State Park and the town of Atlantic Beach. These beaches 
receive sediment regularly from the Morehead City Harbor Navigation Project that includes Beaufort Inlet. 
Due to consistent nourishment events, the beaches here are stable and experience net accretion (NCDCM 
2019). Historically, projects have dredged anywhere between 92,000 cubic yards and 4,660,000 cubic 
yards from the channels placing some material on the beach and some in offshore material management 
areas, such as the Morehead City Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Site (ODMDS), for future use (NCDEQ 
2016). The estimated 50-year sand need for the Atlantic and Fort Macon Beaches is 14,600,000 cubic 
yards. The project is now linked to the Bogue Banks Coastal Storm Risk Management project and expected 
to occur every three years.  
 
Pine Knoll Shores is located along the Bogue Sound between Atlantic Beach and Indian Beach. The 
shoreline along this section of barrier island experiences erosion rates of less than one foot per year 
(NCDCM 2019). Since 2002, the beach at Pine Knoll Shores has been nourished five times using sediment 
from both offshore borrow areas and navigation channels (NCDEQ 2016). To maintain its stable shoreline, 
this study predicts a 50-year sand need of 7,400,000 cubic yards.  
 
Located between Emerald Isle and Pine Knoll Shores, Indian Beach shares a shoreline with the Bogue 
Sound and Atlantic Ocean. This section of beach experiences minimal erosion throughout (NCDCM 2019). 
This 3.6 mile stretch of shoreline was first nourished in 2002 and has since been renourished three times 
(ASBPA 2020). As Part of the Bogue Banks Coastal Storm Risk Management Project, this shoreline has 
upcoming nourishments planned which intend to extract sand from the Bogue Banks ODMDS. The 50-
year need for Indian Beach is 2,900,000 cubic yards.  
 
Emerald Isle is east of Bogue Inlet along the Bogue Sound. The shoreline here is stable with an average 
shoreline change rate of 0.3 feet per year of accretion (NCDCM 2019). Nourishment of Emerald Isle has 
occurred since 1984, although larger nourishments over 100,000 cubic yards have only taken place since 
2003. Prior to 2003, all placement was beneficial use placement from Bogue Inlet. Since then full 
nourishments of the beach have occurred in addition to the beneficial placements contributing to the 
stability of the shoreline (NCDEQ 2016). This project is part of the larger Bogue Banks Coastal Storm Risk 
Management project and has an estimated 50-year need of 8,600,000 cubic yards. 
 
Table 3.4 indicates that the 50-year need should be satisfied by the County’s active borrow areas and RSM 
strategies.  Together, the proven and potential borrow areas off the County’s coast have an estimated 
40,900,000 cubic yards. RSM occurs at both Morehead City and Bogue Inlet. It is predicted that the 
Morehead City Harbor will provide 55,000,000 cubic yards of sediment to Atlantic Beach/Fort Macon. The 
Bogue Inlet AIWW crossing is dredged about every three years providing 100,000 cubic yards of beach 
compatible sediment to Emerald Isle. The sediment directly from Bogue Inlet has historically been side-
cast to locations outside the channel, but within the inlet system. Compatible material from within the 
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inlet is available for placement at Emerald Isle, but there is not enough information to warrant a 50-year 
estimate. 
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Figure 3.5 Carteret County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 3.4 50-year SAND Summary for Carteret County 
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3.2.3 Onslow County 

Separated from Carteret County by Bogue Inlet, Onslow County (Figure 3.6) contains New River Inlet, 
Browns Inlet, and Bear Inlet. The County has a sand need of 46,500,000 cubic yards spread across three 
projects. Of these three projects the Surf City and North Topsail Beach is a Beach Coastal Storm Risk 
Management (CSRM) project with two local sponsors, the Town of Surf City in Pender County and the 
Town of North Topsail Beach in Onslow County. Initial construction on the federal project at Surf 
City/North Topsail is scheduled to commence in 2020. 
 
With New River Inlet to the southwest and Browns Inlet to the north east, Onslow Beach has 7.3 miles of 
Atlantic facing shoreline. Of this, the northern most 3.3 miles receives beach nourishment via RSM of the 
AIWW (NCDEQ 2016). With a 50-year need volume estimate based on nourishment history, the need for 
Onslow is 2,600,000 cubic yards.  
 
North Topsail Beach is located at the southwestern portion of Onslow County. Over the past 10 years, the 
beach has received over 2,700,000 cubic yards of sediment with approximately one third of which 
originating from New River navigation channels (NCDEQ 2016). On average, the shoreline experiences 1.1 
feet of erosion per year (NCDCM 2019). To meet its 50-year needs, it is estimated that the project will 
need 15,700,000 cubic yards of sediment.  
 
Adjacent to the current North Topsail Beach project is the Surf City and North Topsail Beach CSRM project 
which has an estimated initial nourishment value of 11,900,000 cubic yards with renourishment events 
occurring every 6 years at 2,600,000 cubic yards. With a distribution of 45% to 55% across Onslow and 
Pender Counties, the project adds a 50-year need of 18,200,000 cubic yards to Onslow County with the 
55% contingency applied to this study.  
 
Within Onslow County there is an estimated 17,800,000 cubic yards in proven or potential offshore 
borrow areas and 10,300,000 in RSM sources. Subtracting these sources from the County’s need of 
46,500,000 yields a need of -18,400,000 indicating additional sand resources should be investigated to 
meet the 50-year needs (Table 3.5).  
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Figure 3.6 Onslow County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 3.5 50-year SAND Summary for Onslow County 
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3.2.4 Pender County 

Pender County (Figure 3.7) is southwest of Onslow County and separated from New Hanover County by 
Rich’s Inlet. Within Pender County are the Towns of Surf City and Topsail Beach. Both contribute to the 
County’s 50-year need of 45,700,000 cubic yards.  
 
As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, the future Surf City and North Topsail Beach CSRM project footprint 
extends from Pender to Onslow County. 55% of the project lies within Pender County. Assuming an equal 
distribution of sand with project distance in each county, the 50-year need for the portion of the Surf City 
and North Topsail Beach CSRM Pender County is 14,500,000 cubic yards.  
 
Adjacent to this anticipated CSRM project is the locally funded Topsail Beach project, previously known 
as the West Onslow authorized federal project. Since 2005, this project has received over 2,500,000 cubic 
yards of sediment originating from the AIWW or New Topsail Inlet (NCDEQ 2016). The consistent 
placement within the project area has created a relatively stable shoreline that has an annual shoreline 
advancement rate of 3.6 feet per year (NCDCM 2019). To continue maintaining a stable shoreline, the 
Topsail Beach project has an anticipated 50-year need of 11,700,000 cubic yards. It is predicted that New 
Topsail Inlet and the AIWW will provide 8,200,000 cubic yards of sediment for the project over the next 
50 years.  
 
Table 3.6 summarizes the sand needs and availability for Pender County. Within the county there is a 
deficit of 11,200,000 cubic yards indicating additional offshore borrow areas or regional sediment 
management strategies should be investigated to meet the 50-year sand needs. It should be noted that 
there are two DMMAs within the County that may contain beach quality sediment and can be investigated 
for future offloading to a compatible beach.  
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Figure 3.7 Pender County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 3.6 50-year SAND Summary for Pender County  
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3.2.5 New Hanover County 

Separated from Pender County by Rich’s Inlet, New Hanover County (Figure 3.8) runs along the Cape Fear 
River to Zeke’s Island Reserve at the border of Brunswick County. The County has five beach nourishment 
projects which contribute to its 50-year need of 102,400,000 cubic yards.  
 
Located at the County’s northern border, Figure Eight Island lies between Rich’s Inlet and Mason Inlet. 
Since its first nourishment in 1977, Figure Eight Island has had 22 nourishment events. The main sediment 
source for Figure Eight Island is Mason Inlet and the connecting AIWW channels (NCDEQ 2016). The NC 
DCM indicates erosion is minimized on the island as a direct result of beach nourishment citing no long 
term erosion trends (NCDCM 2019). To continue maintaining its current shoreline trends this study 
predicts a sand need of 15,300,000 cubic yards over the next 50 years.   
 
South of Figure Eight Island is Wrightsville Beach. To the southwest of Wrightsville Beach is Masonboro 
Inlet which is defined by two jetties. The northern Masonboro Inlet jetty, at Wrightsville Beach, contains 
a weir allowing for sand to enter a deposition basin for dredging on a regular basis (Seabergh and Thomas 
2002). With nourishment events dating back to 1939, nearly 30 projects have occurred at Wrightsville 
Beach. Projects have been federally sponsored for the purpose of navigation or coastal storm damage 
reduction (NCDEQ 2016). Within the last 10 years, over 2,000,000 cubic yards have been placed onto the 
beaches; due to the proactive placement, the northern and southern tips of the island are the only areas 
to experience erosion (NCDCM 2019). To continue maintaining the shoreline at Wrightsville Beach 
9,200,000 cubic yards of sand is needed over the next 50 years.  
 
Masonboro Island is an undeveloped natural area defined by Masonboro Inlet and Wrightsville Beach to 
the north and Carolina Beach Inlet and Pleasure Island to the south. On average, the island experiences 
7.0 feet of shoreline retreat per year. Shoreline advance only occurs directly south of the Masonboro Inlet 
Jetty which is maintained with sand placement (NCDCM 2019). To mitigate the effects of the jetties at 
Masonboro Inlet, sand is bypassed from the inlet’s navigation channels and deposition basin. An 
estimated 10,000,000 cubic yards of sediment is needed to continue bypassing activities to Masonboro 
Island for the next 50 years.  The need for the island does fall in line with the estimated sand available in 
the Masonboro Inlet and Ebb Shoal, but the resource is shared with Wrightsville Beach and must be 
properly managed to meet the needs of both project areas.  
 
Carolina Beach is located on Pleasure Island and is separated from Masonboro Island by Carolina Beach 
Inlet. Pleasure Island is defined by the Cape Fear River to the west and the Atlantic Ocean to the east.  The 
island experiences an average shoreline retreat of 2.5 feet per year (NCDCM 2019) despite nearly 40 
nourishment events. Since its first nourishment in 1955, the beach has received regular placement often 
from the AIWW or Carolina Beach Inlet (NCDEQ 2016). The 50-year sand need for Carolina Beach with 
55% contingency is 25,800,000 cubic yards. Of this 25,800,000 cubic yard need, the RSM sources of 
Carolina Beach Inlet and Snows Cut are estimated to be able to provide 16,700,000 cubic yards of 
sediment which, coincidentally, aligns to the 50-year needs without the 55% contingency factor.  
 
Kure Beach is located south of Carolina Beach on Pleasure Island. The town receives regular nourishment 
as part of the USACE Area South Coastal Storm Damage Reduction project. The initial nourishment 
occurred in 1998, placing nearly 3,400,000 cubic yards. Seven renourishments of Kure Beach have taken 
place with placement volumes ranging from 300,000 cubic yards to 1,000,000 cubic yards (NCDEQ 2016). 
There is a trend moving from accretion to erosion from north to south along the Town’s shoreline, peaking 
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at 6.4 feet of erosion per year at the start of Fort Fisher State Park (NCDCM 2019). In recent years, Borrow 
Area B has acted as the sand source for Kure Beach. Borrow Area B is located 0.5 to 2.5 miles off the coast 
of Carolina Beach. Although Borrow Area B has an estimated 12,600,000 cubic yards of sand, additional 
borrow areas will need to be investigated as the sand need for Kure Beach over the next 50 years is 
18,500,000 cubic yards and the borrow area is shared with Carolina Beach (USACE 2019).  
 
New Hanover County has a sand need of 102,400,000 cubic yards to continue maintenance of its beaches 
over the next 50 years. This need cannot be satisfied by the current offshore borrow areas and RSM 
strategies, yielding a deficit of 23,000,000 cubic yards (Table 3.7). There are a few DMMAs within New 
Hanover County that may have beach quality sand, but their volumes are unknown. The District should 
further evaluate these DMMAs to see if they are eligible for offloading. Additional sand sources will need 
to be investigated to meet the 50-year sand requirements for New Hanover County.  
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Figure 3.8 New Hanover County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 3.7 50-year SAND Summary for New Hanover County 
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3.2.6 Brunswick County 

Brunswick County (Figure 3.9) extends from Bald Head Island at the mouth of the Cape Fear River to the 
North Carolina/South Carolina Border at Little River Inlet. Brunswick County is home to five current beach 
nourishment projects—Bald Head Island, Caswell Beach, Oak Island, Holden Beach, and Ocean Isle Beach.  
 
Bald Head Island is located at the mouth of the Cape Fear River and is only accessible by ferry or plane. To 
the south of the Island off of Cape Fear, is Frying Pan Shoals, a series of complex, shifting shoals. 
Historically, the Island was one of the State’s most dynamic shorelines, consistently experiencing 
significant erosion. In 2015, the Village constructed a terminal groin on the western shoreline of the Island 
to slow transport into the Cape Fear Inlet. Construction of the groin combined with other management 
has reduced the erosion rates on the south side of the island to 4 feet per year. Meanwhile, the eastern 
side of Bald Head Island accretes at 2 feet per year (NCDCM 2019). Since its first nourishment in 1991, the 
Island has been renourished 13 times using sand sourced from navigation projects and Jay Bird Shoals 
(NCDEQ 2016). The 50-year sand need for Bald Head Island is 25,700,000 cubic yards.  
 
The town of Caswell Beach is located on the western bank of the Cape Fear River. The shoreline 
experiences a mix of accretion and erosion with an average shoreline advancement of 1.6 feet per year 
(NCDCM 2019). To date, three nourishment events placed a combined 2,000,000 cubic yards on Caswell 
Beach from the Wilmington Harbor Entrance Channel in the Cape Fear River (NCDEQ 2016 and ASBPA 
2020). The 50-year sand need for Caswell Beach is 4,200,000 cubic yards.  
 
West of Caswell Beach is the Town of Oak Island. The central portion of the island has a 4.7-mile-long 
nourishment project. The project receives sand from USACE navigation projects within the AIWW or at 
the nearby Lockwoods Folly Inlet or Cape Fear Inlet. Nourishment projects at Oak Island have varied in 
size with volumes of 20,000 cubic yards to 2,650,000 cubic yards (NCDEQ 2016). Based on past project 
history, Oak Island has a 50-year need of 9,600,000 cubic yards. However, due to impacts from several 
recent storms and hurricanes, this 50-year need is likely to increase due to focused efforts on developing 
a 50-year Master Plan for the Town. 
 
Located between Shallotte Inlet and Lockwood Folly Inlet, Holden Beach is home to a 5-mile beach 
nourishment project. Erosion decreases with western movement down the island, transitioning to 
shoreline advancement by Lockwood Folly Inlet (NCDCM 2019). With over 50 nourishment events, only 
one project sourced sand from an offshore borrow area placing 1,300,000 cubic yards in 2017. All other 
nourishment events at Holden Beach were small, beneficial use placements (NCDEQ 2016). The 50-year 
sand need for Holden Beach is 12,900,000 cubic yards.  
 
Ocean Isle Beach is the most southern nourished beach in North Carolina. Ocean Isle Beach is located 
between Tubbs Inlet and Shallotte Inlet. With a long history of nourishments and the establishment of a 
Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Project in 2001, the shoreline at Ocean Isle Beach experiences shoreline 
advancement along 81% of its shoreline with erosion occurring near the inlets (NCDCM 2019). Many of 
the nourishments sourced sand from Shallotte Inlet or the surrounding AIWW channels (ASBPA 2020). 
The 50-year sand need for Ocean Isle Beach is based on the nourishment history and estimated to be 
10,400,000 cubic yards.  
 
Table 3.8 summarizes the sand needs and availability within Brunswick County. Wilmington Harbor, 
Lockwoods Folly Inlet, and Shallotte Inlet are predicted to provide 34,600,000 cubic yards of material to 
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beaches in the next 50 years. Tubbs Inlet and DMMA DA 286 are listed as two possible RSM sand sources, 
but do not have an estimate on their beach quality sand that will be available over the next 50 years. 
Offshore there is an estimated 33,100,000 cubic yards of beach compatible sand available. An estimated 
9,600,000 cubic yards of sand is estimated to be in unverified plus borrow areas off of Brunswick County, 
however, these areas require additional studies to confirm sediment quality and extent. Overall, 
Brunswick County has a sand deficit of nearly 30,000,000 cubic yards indicating a need to search for 
additional sand sources to meet the County’s 50-year sand needs.  
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Figure 3.9 Brunswick County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 3.8 50-year SAND Summary for Brunswick County 
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 CHARLESTON DISTRICT OVERVIEW 

Numerous inlets and large ebb shoal complexes influence South Carolina’s 187 miles of coastline. The 
northern beaches known as the “Grand Strand” lie between Little River Inlet and Murrels Inlet. The central 
portion of the State’s coastline contains beach-ridge barrier islands and is home to Charleston’s 
surrounding beaches. The southern portion of the state is dynamic and greatly influenced by the 
confluences of many rivers and sounds including Calibogue Sound, Port Royal Sound, and the Ashepoo-
Combahee-Edisto Basin (Kana 2012). These coastal areas provide vital habitat for a variety of species and 
are an essential component of the state’s economy. 

USACE Charleston District (SAC) encompasses five coastal counties in South Carolina—Horry, 
Georgetown, Charleston, Colleton, and Beaufort. South Carolina’s Department of Health and 
Environmental Control (SC DHEC) runs the Ocean & Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) Program 
which regulates the permitting of the state’s coastal resources. SC DHEC-OCRM has a goal to achieve, “a 
balance between the appropriate use, development, and conservation of coastal resources in the best 
interest of all citizens of the state” and is responsible in implementing policies laid out in the state’s 
Beachfront Management Act (SCDHEC 2020c). SC DHEC works together with USACE and BOEM to permit 
borrow areas located in federal waters. The District manages many of the state’s upland DMMA sand 
sources. 

Chronic erosion, sea level rise, and the threat of coastal storms continue to pose the potential for 
significant losses along the South Carolina coastline. For this reason, nourishment projects continue along 
the coast to provide coastal protection and recreational benefits within the coastal counties of Beaufort, 
Charleston, Colleton, Georgetown, and Horry. 

 Charleston District SAND Summary 

The sand needs analysis for the Charleston District includes 9 federal and 11 non-federal beach 
nourishment projects that meet the requirements for this study and require 131,800,000 cubic yards of 
sand district- wide (85,100,000 cubic yards of sand without the 55% contingency). Within the District there 
are four potential future projects which may occur at Litchfield Beach, Harbor Island, Morris Island, and 
Cape Romain. In addition to the 50-year sand needs, Taylor Engineering compiled the offshore and RSM 
sand sources to estimate the scale of each County’s sand surplus or deficit. A district overview map 
illustrates the location of beach nourishment projects and available sand (Figure 4.1). Figure 4.2 
summarizes the SAND balance volumes and percentages of sand need available in each county. 

Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 summarize the 50-year needs for the USACE Charleston District. The Percentage 
of Sand Need Available column in the SAND summary tables illustrates the ratio of sand available (offshore 
sand sources and RSM sources) to the sand needs for each county. If this percentage is greater than 100%, 
it indicates a sand surplus; if less than 100%, a sand deficit is identified. 
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Figure 4.1 District Overview Map Highlighting RSM Features, Sand Needs, and Sand Sources 
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 Figure 4.2 SAND Balance Volume and Percent of Sand Need Available  
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Table 4.1 50-year SAND Summary for Charleston District with 55% Contingency 

 

 

Table 4.2 50-year SAND Summary for Charleston District without 55% Contingency 
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 SAND Summary Tables by County 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for each county. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore sand 
sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand sources, 
they are not included in the county’s summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each coastal county’s SAND summary, 
organized from north to south. The estimated volumes in each table are rounded to the nearest 100,000 
cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

4.2.1 Horry County 

Horry County is the northernmost coastal county in South Carolina, lying just south of the North Carolina 
border. The roughly 14-mile segment of coastline is home to five nourishment projects, four of which are 
federal and one is non-federal. Projects in the County include Waites Island, North Myrtle Beach (Reach 
1), Arcadian Shores, City of Myrtle Beach (Reach 2), and a portion of Garden City/Surfside Beach (Reach 
3) which are seen in Figure 4.3. These projects combined create a total estimated 50-year sand need of 
32,800,000 cubic yards.  
 
Waites Island is an approximately 3-mile long undeveloped barrier island in northeastern Horry County. 
The island is home to the County’s two main tidal inlets with Little River Inlet to the north and the 
unstabilized Hog Inlet to the south. Jetties were constructed at Little River Inlet between 1981 to 1983, 
but the Island had experienced significant erosion at its northern end prior to the construction. 
Approximately 513,000 cubic yards of sand sourced from Little River Inlet was placed along the shoreline 
in 1982. The island has not received nourishment since. Waites Island is now considered relatively stable 
thanks to the construction of the Little River Inlet jetties and does not require a 50-year need (Horry 
County 2013). 
 
Just south of Waites Island and Hog Inlet lies North Myrtle Beach. This heavily developed area of shoreline, 
which includes the City of North Myrtle Beach and Atlantic Beach, experiences a long-term erosion rate 
between zero to 4.4 feet per year (SCDHEC 2020d). Initial nourishments were carried out by USACE in 
1996 and 1997 (SCDHEC 2020a). Since that time, four additional nourishments totaling approximately 
1,737,000 cubic yards have taken place (ASBPA 2020). North Myrtle Beach has an estimated 50-year need 
of 7,800,000 cubic yards after consideration of the most recent nourishment events.  
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Arcadian Shores is located between North Myrtle Beach and Myrtle Beach and experiences a long-term 
erosion rate of less than one foot per year (SCDHEC 2020d). Initial nourishment took place in 1999, 
followed by two additional nourishments in 2009 and 2019 (SCDHEC 2020a). An estimated 50-year need 
of 3,300,000 cubic yards was determined for Arcadian Shores using the three most recent nourishment 
events. 
  
The City of Myrtle Beach is an eight-mile segment of shoreline just south of Arcadian Shores within the 
central Grand Strand. Due to its geologic setting and predominant southwest alongshore transport, Myrtle 
Beach experiences a long-term erosion rate of less than one foot per year (Barnhardt et al. 2009 and 
SCDHEC 2020d). This area has received nourishments in 1997, 2009, and 2018 (SCDHEC 2020a). Using the 
two most recent projects, the City of Myrtle Beach yields a 50-year need of 11,900,000 cubic yards. 
 
At the southern end of Horry County, downcoast of Myrtle Beach, is Garden City/Surfside Beach. This 
section of shoreline spans between two counties with 82% of the project located in Horry County and the 
remainder in Georgetown County. The project was first constructed in 1979. This project has utilized 
offshore borrow areas and RSM strategies from Murrells Inlet. Garden City/Surfside has received three 
nourishments since 2008, totaling approximately 2,200,000 cubic yards (SCDHEC 2020a). Garden 
City/Surfside yields a 50-year need of 9,800,000 cubic yards for Horry County. 
 
Horry County contains an estimated volume of 32,400,000 cubic yards of material in proven and potential 
offshore borrow areas as seen in Table 4.3. Balancing this with the County’s total 50-year need volume of 
32,800,000 yields a sand deficit of 500,000 cubic yards. Additional sources may need to be investigated to 
maintain the County’s beaches for the next 50 years.  
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Figure 4.3 Horry County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 4.3 50-year SAND Summary for Horry County 
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4.2.2 Georgetown County 

Separated from Horry County by the Pee Dee River, Georgetown County has 34 miles of coastline and is 
home to seven inlets, including Murrells Inlet (South Carolina Coastal Council 1989). The County contains 
five beach nourishment projects, which yield a 50-year sand need of 13,400,000 cubic yards can be seen 
in Figure 4.4.  
 
At the northern end of Georgetown County is Garden City/Surfside Beach. This section of shoreline spans 
between two counties with 18% of the project located in Georgetown County and the remaining 82% 
spanning north into Horry County. The project was initially constructed in 1998. This project has utilized 
offshore borrow areas and RSM strategies from Murrells Inlet. Garden City/Surfside has received three 
nourishments since 2008, totaling approximately 2,200,000 cubic yards (SCDHEC 2020a). The Georgetown 
County Segment of the Garden City/Surfside nourishment project yields a 50-year need of 2,100,000 cubic 
yards.  
 
South of Garden City/Surfside Beach is South Garden City/Huntington Beach. The project area is bounded 
by Murrells Inlet to the north. The shoreline in this region becomes increasingly dynamic with proximity 
to the inlet (SCDHEC 2009). South Garden City/Huntington Beach has received two nourishments since 
2002, totaling approximately 1,055,000 cubic yards. Both events utilized sand from Murrells Inlet which 
is expected to provide an additional 2,100,000 cubic yards of sediment over the next 50 years (USACE 
2020). The 50-year need for South Garden City/Huntington Beach is 2,900,000 cubic yards.  
 
Litchfield Beach lies just south of South Garden City/Huntington Beach extending south to Midway Inlet. 
Although the project has not been nourished in the past, Litchfield Beach is being considered as a future 
project and has an estimated 50-year sand need of 2,000,000 cubic yards over the next 50 years, as per 
USACE sources noted in the SAND geodatabase. 
 
Pawleys Island is located between Litchfield and Debidue Beaches with Midway Inlet to the north and 
Pawleys Inlet to the south. Pawleys has a relatively stable shoreline due to the construction of groin fields 
along the island, resulting in a long-term erosion rate of zero. However, since the construction of the 
groins an erosion rate of less than 2 feet per year has occurred along the beach (SCDHEC 2020d). 
Nourishments occurred along the island in 1999 and 2019, totaling approximately 1,370,000 cubic yards 
obtained from offshore sources (SCDHEC 2020a). The project has an estimated 50-year need of 2,600,000 
cubic yards.  
 
Debidue Beach is the southernmost populated beach of the Grand Strand. A continuous bulkhead armors 
the central portion of Debidue. The long-term erosion rate for Debidue Beach is between 1 to 5.3 feet per 
year (SCDHEC 2020d). The first recorded nourishment took place on the island in 1990 as was privately 
sponsored. Southern Debidue Beach has received two nourishments since 2006, contributing to the 
project’s 50-year sand need of 5,900,000 cubic yards (SCDHEC 2020a).  
 
Georgetown County has a 50-year sand need of 13,400,000 cubic yards spread across its five projects. 
Murrells Inlet contributes 2,100,000 cubic yards of sand to the 50-year sand resources, while proven 
offshore borrow areas provide an additional 4,700,000 cubic yards. This leaves a sand deficit of 
approximately 6,600,000 cubic yards for the County, indicating a need to search for additional sand 
sources. Table 4.4 summarizes the sand needs and availability for Georgetown County.
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Figure 4.4 Georgetown County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 4.4 50-year SAND Summary for Georgetown County 
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4.2.3 Charleston County 

Located in the center of the South Carolina coast, Charleston County (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6) extends 
from the South Santee River to Edisto Island and the South Edisto Inlet. Charleston Harbor is in the center 
of the County and provides port access. The County contains seven beach projects along its approximately 
90 miles of coastline. These projects contribute to the County’s 50-year need of 39,600,000 cubic yards 
which is broken down by project in Table 4.5. Captain Sam’s Inlet, Folly River, and Stono Inlet and Ebb 
Shoal are also located within the County and serve as RSM sand sources.  
 
The northernmost project in Charleston County is the future Cape Romain project, which includes both 
Lighthouse Island and Cape Island. The area’s shoreline has not previously been nourished. U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Services has indicated there is a need at the site, but it has not been quantified. 
 
South of Cape Romain is the Isle of Palms, extending from Dewees Inlet to Breach Inlet. The shoreline 
experiences a mixture of accretion and erosion, with a long-term erosion rate up to 3.5 feet per year at 
the northern end (SCDHEC 2020d). The first nourishment was recorded in the area in 1984 with a 
placement of 350,000 cubic yards. More recently, 930,000 cubic yards of sand were placed from a series 
of offshore borrow areas in 2008 and an additional 2,300,000 cubic yards in 2018 (SCDHEC 2020a). There 
is a need of 13,000,000 cubic yards to maintain the Isle of Palms project area over the next 50 years. 
 
Sullivan’s Island is separated from Isle of Palms by Breach Inlet and is bordered to the southwest by 
Charleston Harbor. The shoreline is relatively stable due to the Charleston Harbor north jetty interrupting 
longshore transport to the south. The northwestern portion of the island near Breach Inlet is more 
dynamic, with a long-term erosion rate of up to 4 feet per year (SCDHEC 2020d). No nourishments have 
occurred since the beach’s initial nourishment in 1998 which placed 35,000 cubic yards of sand from the 
Breach Inlet Shoal (SCDHEC 2020a). The project does not meet the criteria to calculate a 50-year need as 
it only has one nourishment event. 
 
Morris Island is an uninhabited barrier island just south of Charleston Harbor. Construction of the 
Charleston Harbor jetties has resulted in significant erosion along Morris Island, averaging about 30 feet 
per year (SCDHEC 2020b). Future nourishment is planned for the island, with an estimated initial 
placement volume of 350,000 cubic yards to be sourced from the Charleston Harbor federal channel. 
Based on this study’s criteria, Morris Island currently has no quantified 50-year need.  
 
Folly Island is home to the federally sponsored Folly Beach nourishment project. To the north of the island 
is Lighthouse Inlet, with Folly River and Stono Inlet to the south. Folly River is an RSM source, providing 
sediment via navigation dredging. Stono Inlet, a significant RSM source due to its large ebb shoal, 
separates Folly and Kiawah islands. Folly Island experiences long-term erosion rates of 1 to 5 feet per year 
(SCDHEC 2020d). Seven nourishments have occurred since 2003, totaling approximately 6,110,000 cubic 
yards of sand which have been sourced from offshore borrow areas and the Folly River (SCDHEC 2020a). 
The nourishment history at Folly Beach was used to estimate a 50-year need of 26,600,000 cubic yards. 
 
Bird Key Island lies just south of Folly Beach, between Folly River and Stono Inlet. The island is uninhabited 
and provides a nesting site for thousands of sea and shore birds (SCDHEC 2009). Historically, Bird Key has 
received beneficial use placement of material from the Folly/Stono River entrance. The USACE indicates 
that Bird Key Island will need future RSM nourishments to maintain its shoreline, however there is 
currently no 50-year need quantified for Bird Key although future nourishment is likely.  
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Seabrook Island is located between Captain Sam’s Inlet and North Edisto Inlet. The 4-mile long barrier 
island has not received nourishment since 1990 but does receive sand as a result of the relocation of 
Captain Sam’s Inlet. The Inlet is relocated every 12 years and each relocation generates approximately 
1,000,000 cubic yards of sand on the shoreline, as per USACE sources noted in the SAND geodatabase. 
Seabrook Island currently has no 50-year need.  
 
Table 4.5 summarizes the sand needs and availability for Charleston County over the next 50 years. The 
County has an overall sand need of 39,600,000 cubic yards. An estimated 38,500,000 cubic yards of sand 
is available in proven and potential offshore borrow areas. Folly River is expected to provide an additional 
8,800,000 cubic yards over the next 50 years. This leaves a sand deficit of 7,600,000 cubic yards for 
Charleston County, which suggests that additional sand sources be investigated to meet the County’s 50-
year needs.  
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Figure 4.5 Charleston County Sand Needs and Sources (North) 
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Figure 4.6 Charleston County Sand Needs and Sources (South) 
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Table 4.5 50-year SAND Summary for Charleston County 
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4.2.4 Colleton County 

Colleton County is in located southern South Carolina between Charleston and Beaufort Counties. 
Colleton is home to one beach nourishment project, the Edisto Beach nourishment project, which 
contributes to the county’s 50-year need of 7,100,000 cubic yards and can be seen in Figure 4.7.  
 
Edisto Beach is in north Colleton County between Jeremy Inlet and the South Edisto River. The barrier 
island contains an extensive groin field. The northeastern portion of Edisto experiences long-term erosion 
rates between 1 and 4.9 feet per year (SCDHEC 2020d). Since 2006, the project has received approximately 
1,900,000 cubic yards of sediment from offshore borrow areas (SCDHEC 2020a). It is estimated that Edisto 
Beach will require 7,100,000 cubic yards of nourishment over the next 50 years.  
 
Colleton County’s estimated 50-year sand need of 7,100,000 cubic yards is balanced by the 31,200,000 
cubic yards of sediment that the Edisto Inlet Ebb Shoal is projected to provide over the next 50 years 
(Table 4.6). This yields a positive sand balance for the County of 24,200,000 cubic yards.  
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Figure 4.7 Colleton County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 4.6 50-year SAND Summary for Colleton County 
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4.2.5 Beaufort County 

Beaufort County is the southernmost coastal County in South Carolina. Projects in the county from north 
to south include Harbor Island, Hunting Island State Park, Hilton Head Island, and Daufuskie Island which 
yield a 50-year sand need of 38,900,000 cubic yards for the county (Figure 4.8). 
 
Harbor Island is located to the south of the St. Helena Sound and is bordered to the southwest by Johnson 
Creek. The island’s shoreline is dynamic, with the north-central portion experiencing long-term erosion 
rates of less than 2 feet per year (SCDHEC 2020d). There have been no nourishments on Harbor Island, 
but future nourishment is expected however no volume estimates are currently available.  
 
South of Johnson Creek and north of Fripp Inlet lies Hunting Island State Park. The Park contains 
approximately 5 miles of beaches that have experienced long-term erosion rates between 3 and 20.5 feet 
per year (SCDHEC 2020d). The northern end of the island is relatively stable due to the 800-foot groin near 
the lighthouse (SCDHEC 2009). Four nourishments have taken place along Hunting Island since 1991, 
totaling over 1,700,000 cubic yards of fill sourced from offshore borrow areas (SCDHEC 2020a). The 50-
year sand need for Hunting Island State Park is 8,500,000 cubic yards. 
 
Hilton Head Island is one of South Carolina’s largest barrier islands, with over 12 miles of coastline 
extending from Port Royal Sound to Calibogue Sound. The shoreline along the southwestern portion of 
the island is accretional, while the central and northern shorelines have varying long-term erosion rates 
ranging from 1 to 6.9 feet per year (SCDHEC 2020d). Four scheduled nourishment events have taken place 
along Hilton Head since 1990 with varying extents and fill volumes. Offshore borrow areas served as the 
sand sources for nourishment of Hilton Head Island (SCDHEC 2020a). The island’s 50-year need of 
17,600,000 cubic yards was calculated using the four scheduled nourishment events of 1990, 1997, 2007, 
and 2017. 
 
The southernmost beach project in Beaufort County is Daufuskie Island. The island is bordered to the 
north by Calibogue Sound and to the south by Mungen Creek. In 1999 over 1,400,000 cubic yards of fill 
was placed on the island and no nourishments have occurred since. The island experiences erosion rates 
between 1 to 8 feet per year, with an average long-term erosion rate of 4 feet per year (SCDHEC 2020d). 
This erosion rate was used to calculate the project’s 50-year need of 3,000,000 cubic yards.  
 
Table 4.7 summarizes the sand needs and availability for Beaufort County over the next 50 years. Proven 
offshore sources are estimated to contain 6,000,000 cubic yards of beach compatible sediment. Port Royal 
Sound Ebb Shoal and Calibogue Sound Ebb Shoal are projected to provide 400,000 cubic yards and 
3,500,000 cubic yards respectively over the next 50 years. This yields a 50-year sand deficit of 29,000,000 
cubic yards for Beaufort County, indicating that additional sand sources will need to be investigated in 
order to fill the County’s needs. 
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Figure 4.8 Beaufort County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 4.7 50-year SAND Summary for Beaufort County 
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 SAVANNAH DISTRICT OVERVIEW 

Georgia has approximately 100 miles of Atlantic Ocean facing coastline and 386,000 acres of 
environmentally sensitive estuarine tidal marsh. These coastal areas provide vital habitat for a variety of 
species and are an essential component of the state’s economy (GADNR 2020). The fisheries, 
manufacturing, and tourism industries rely on the health of the coastal Georgia plains (GADNR 1997). 
USACE Savannah District (SAS) encompasses all the coastal counties along the Georgia coastline extending 
from Port Royal Sound in South Carolina to the Nassau River in Florida. Georgia’s Department of Natural 
Resources (GA DNR) Coastal Resource Division administers the Georgia Coastal Management Program and 
regulates the permitting of the state’s coastal resources. Their jurisdiction includes 11 counties— 
Brantley, Bryan, Camden, Charlton, Chatham, Effingham, Glynn, Liberty, Long, McIntosh, and Wayne— all 
of which are tidally influenced or have an economic tie to coastal resources (GADNR 1997). GA DNR works 
together with USACE and BOEM to permit borrow areas located in federal waters. USACE, with the 
partnership of local sponsors— such as the Georgia Department of Transportation (GA DOT) and the South 
Carolina Office of Ocean and Coastal Resources— manages many of the state’s upland sand sources. 

Within SAS, only four Georgia beaches are accessible by vehicle—Tybee Island, St. Simons Island, Sea 
Island, and Jekyll Island (Explore Georgia 2019). These beaches are all located on barrier islands and 
experience varying degrees of coastal erosion. Natural coastal processes, storms, the presence of inlets, 
and the development of infrastructure near the shoreline all contribute to shoreline erosion. In general, 
the southern shorelines of Georgia’s coastal islands accrete while the northern shorelines are more 
dynamic, exhibiting both erosion and accretion (Schoettle 2016).  

 Savannah District SAND Summary 

The sand needs analysis for the Savannah District includes one federal and two non-federal beach 
nourishment projects that meet the requirements for this study and require 27,200,000 cubic yards of 
sand district- wide (17,600,000 cubic yards of sand without the 55% contingency). Within the District there 
are two potential future projects which may occur at St Simons Island and Jekyll Island. In addition to the 
50-year sand needs, Taylor Engineering compiled the offshore and RSM sand sources to estimate the scale 
of each County’s sand surplus or deficit. A district overview map illustrates the location of beach 
nourishment projects and available sand (Figure 5.1). Figure 5.2 summarizes the SAND balance volumes 
and percentage of sand need available in each county. 
 
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 summarize the 50-year needs for the USACE Savannah District. The Percentage of 
Sand Need Available column in the SAND summary tables illustrates the ratio of sand available (offshore 
sand sources and RSM sources) to the sand needs for each county. If this percentage is greater than 100%, 
it indicates a sand surplus; if less than 100%, a sand deficit is identified. 
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Figure 5.1 District Overview Map Highlighting RSM Features, Sand Needs, and Proven Sand Sources 
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Figure 5.2 SAND Balance Volume and Percent of Sand Need Available 
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Table 5.1 50-year SAND Summary for Savannah District with 55% Contingency 

 

 

 

Table 5.2 50-year SAND Summary for Savannah District without 55% Contingency 
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 SAND Summary Tables by County 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for each county. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore sand 
sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand sources, 
they are not included in the county’s summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each coastal county’s SAND summary, 
organized from north to south. The estimated volumes in each table are rounded to the nearest 100,000 
cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

5.2.1 Chatham County 

Chatham County (Figure 5.3) is the northernmost coastal county in Georgia and lies south of the Savannah 
River and the South Carolina state border. Along Chatham County’s 30 miles of Atlantic Ocean coastline, 
Tybee Island is the only developed barrier island. The federal Tybee Island Shore Protection Project (SPP) 
is located at the mouth of the Savannah River, east of Savannah and Fort Pulaski. The project spans 3.5 
miles from the northern terminal groin to Back River Beach located near the southern corner of the island. 
Initially constructed in 1974, the project has a 7-year nourishment interval over a 50-year life. Over the 
past 20 years, Tybee was renourished 4 times with interim nourishments to account for storm damage. 
Expansion of the original borrow area, located approximately 4,000 ft offshore of southern Tybee, has 
occurred several times to provide sand for the nourishment events. Locally, the City of Tybee Island 
sponsors the project with support from USACE and the State of Georgia.  
 
With only one beach nourishment project, the total sand need for Chatham County is 21,000,000 cubic 
yards. The Proven Tybee Borrow Area contributes a volume of 5,200,000 cubic yards. In the past, the 
original borrow area expanded in size when needed, and it could continue to do so to meet the county’s 
50-year sand need requirement. Currently there are no Potential or Unverified plus sand sources with 
volume estimates in the county. Just over the Savannah River in South Carolina is the Jones Oysterbed 
DMMA which contains an estimated 5,600,000 cubic yards of beach quality material that is suitable for 
placement in the county. The current sand deficit for Chatham County is 10,300,000 cubic yards.  
 
Table 5.3 summarizes the Chatham County sand needs and availability. Savannah Harbor is another RSM 
source with sediment available for use at Tybee Island. Although not included in the summary table, 
beach-quality sediment totaling 300,000 cubic yards dredged every two years could supply the Tybee SPP 
and an additional 300,000 cubic yards dredged and annually placed in the nearshore (USACE 2020). 
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Figure 5.3 Chatham County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 5.3 50-year SAND Summary for Chatham County 
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5.2.2 Glynn County 

Glynn County (Figure 5.4) lies between Macintosh County and Camden County and has approximately 25 
miles of Atlantic facing coast. Nourishment projects in the county include St. Simons Island, Sea Island, 
and Jekyll Island, with St. Simons and Jekyll being future projects. The total sand need for Glynn County is 
6,200,000 cubic yards which includes Sea Island and St. Simons Island. Glynn County is currently not using 
an active sand source. Hampton River Inlet Shoals and Black Banks River Shoals were previously used as 
RSM sources. However, both have been expended since they filled in with silty material and were deemed 
unusable for a 2018 beach nourishment.  
 
Originally constructed in 1968, Sea Island has a sand need of 3,500,000 cubic yards. In 2018, Sea Island 
LLC expanded the project footprint. It now encompasses the island between Cherokee Road and 
Oglethorpe Drive. In the past, Hampton River Inlet Shoals and offshore borrow area A were the source of 
sand (GADNR 2018). Offshore borrow area A is now expended, and is therefore not shown on Figure 5.4, 
since the figure shows only Proven and Potential borrow areas. However, the location of the borrow area 
is available in the SAND geodatabase. 
 
The St. Simons Island project was permitted in 2004, but as of 2020, construction has not begun. The 
project extends between the U.S. Coast Guard Station and 4th Street and requires 500,000 cubic yards of 
sediment.  
 
Jekyll Island Shore Rehabilitation is another future need within Glynn County, but permitting is not 
completed for the project. The 9,000,000 cubic yards estimate is based on five nourishment events of 
1,800,000 cubic yards over the 50-year period. The projected need for Jekyll Island is not included in the 
overall balance for Glynn County due to it being only in initial planning stages. 
 
In summary, Glynn County has 1.25 miles of active beach nourishment and 4.7 miles of future beach 
nourishment projects. The total sand need for the county is 6,200,000 cubic yards, as summarized in Table 
5.4. Currently there are no offshore sand sources or RSM sources with volume estimates in the county. 
This leads to a 6,200,000 cubic yards deficit for Glynn County and indicates that additional sand sources 
should be investigated to meet the county’s 50-year sand need requirement.  
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Figure 5.4 Glynn County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 5.4 50-year SAND Summary for Glynn County 
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 JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT OVERVIEW – FLORIDA  

Florida has 1,350 miles of coastline which includes environmentally sensitive wetlands and over 800 miles 
of sandy beaches (FDEP 2019a). These coastal areas provide important habitats for a variety of species 
and are a vital component of the state’s economy. As the state’s primary tourist attraction, Florida’s 
beaches produce millions of dollars for Florida’s economy each year (FDEP 2020g). USACE Jacksonville 
District (SAJ) encompasses 27 of the 35 coastal counties along the Florida peninsula. Florida’s Department 
of Environmental Protection (FDEP) Office of Resilience and Coastal Protection regulates the state’s 
coastal resources, managing over 4.9 million acres of subaerial and subaqueous coastal land in Florida 
(FDEP 2020b). The Beaches, Inlets, and Ports Program and the Coastal Construction Control Line Program 
manage the permitting for beach nourishment projects (FDEP, 2020a). FDEP works together with USACE 
and BOEM to permit borrow areas located in federal waters. The Florida Inland Navigation District (FIND) 
and the West Coast Inland Navigation District (WCIND) partner with USACE and local sponsors to manage 
many of the state’s upland sand sources and waterway dredging, both of which are vital RSM programs. 

All of Florida’s coastal counties experience erosion. Natural coastal processes, storms, the creation of 
inlets, and the development of infrastructure near the shoreline all contribute to shoreline erosion (FDEP 
2020g). The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) defines a ‘critically eroded shoreline’ 
as: 

a segment of the shoreline where natural processes or human activity have caused or 
contributed to erosion and recession of the beach or dune system to such a degree that 
upland development, recreational interests, wildlife habitat, or important cultural 
resources are threatened or lost.  

In 1986, the State of Florida tasked the FDEP with determining which of the State’s beaches met the 
‘critically eroded’ criteria and developing a comprehensive long-term plan for their restoration (Florida 
Statute 161.101 and 161.161). This long-term plan calls for the annual publication of the State’s Critically 
Eroded Beaches Report and Strategic Beach Management Plan. The Critically Eroded Beaches Report 
updates the list of beaches designated as critically eroded and the Strategic Beach Management Plan 
details beach management activities (FDEP 2019b). FDEP develops inlet management plans which provide 
maintenance plans for many of the inlets statewide. According to FDEP, a combination of local, state, and 
government agencies actively manage 53% of the State’s critically eroded shoreline within peninsular 
Florida through beach restoration and nourishment (FDEP 2020g).  

 Jacksonville District SAND Summary 

The sand needs analysis for the Jacksonville District includes 38 federal and 69 non-federal beach 
nourishment projects that meet the requirements for this study and require 525,900,000 cubic yards of 
sand district- wide (339,200,000 cubic yards of sand without the 55% contingency). Within the District 
there are eight potential future projects, denoted by italics in each the respective county’s table. In 
addition to the 50-year sand needs, Taylor Engineering compiled the offshore and RSM sand sources to 
estimate the scale of each county’s sand surplus or deficit. A district overview map illustrates the location 
of beach nourishment projects and available sand (Figure 6.1). Figure 6.2 summarizes the SAND balance 
volumes and percentage of sand need available in each county. 

Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 summarize the 50-year needs for the USACE Jacksonville District. The Percentage 
of Sand Need Available column in the SAND summary tables illustrates the ratio of sand available (offshore 
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sand sources and RSM sources) to the sand needs for each county. If this percentage is greater than 100%, 
it indicates a sand surplus; if less than 100%, a sand deficit is identified. 
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Figure 6.1 District Overview Map Highlighting RSM Features, Sand Needs, and Offshore Sand Sources 
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 Figure 6.2 SAND Balance Volume and Percent of Sand Need Available  
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Table 6.1 50-year SAND Summary for Jacksonville District with 55% Contingency 

SAJ-FL Summary 
50-yr Sand Need 
Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency  

Proven and Potential 
Offshore Borrow 
Areas Estimated 
Volume (cy) with 
Confidence Factor  

Estimated 50-yr RSM 
Volume (cy) 

Balance (cy) 
Percentage of Sand 
Need Available (%) 

Brevard County, FL 51,100,000 32,200,000 13,000,000 -5,800,000 88% 

Broward County, FL 20,400,000 4,700,000 6,600,000 -9,000,000 55% 

Charlotte County, FL 3,800,000 3,500,000 700,000 500,000 111% 

Citrus County, FL 0 0 0 0 - 

Collier County, FL 12,000,000 7,600,000 4,900,000 500,000 104% 

Dixie County, FL 0 0 0 0 - 

Duval County, FL 14,600,000 3,600,000 6,800,000 -4,300,000 71% 

Flagler County, FL 6,800,000 46,900,000 300,000 40,400,000 694% 

Hillsborough County, FL 5,500,000 0 10,000,000 4,500,000 182% 

Indian River County, FL 13,500,000 3,900,000 1,700,000 -7,900,000 41% 

Lee County, FL 26,500,000 9,400,000 12,100,000 -5,000,000 81% 

Levy County, FL 0 0 0 0 - 

Manatee County, FL 23,800,000 9,000,000 6,900,000 -7,900,000 67% 

Martin County, FL 43,100,000 82,800,000 3,600,000 43,200,000 200% 

Miami-Dade County, FL 16,500,000 0 2,900,000 -13,700,000 18% 

Monroe County, FL 200,000 0 0 -200,000 0% 

Nassau County, FL 42,400,000 7,100,000 40,300,000 5,000,000 112% 

Palm Beach County, FL 91,200,000 139,500,000 13,800,000 62,000,000 168% 

Pasco County, FL 0 0 0 0 - 

Pinellas County, FL 32,800,000 14,300,000 11,100,000 -7,400,000 77% 

Sarasota County, FL 30,500,000 1,400,000 23,200,000 -5,900,000 81% 

St Johns County, FL 54,200,000 80,600,000 19,700,000 46,200,000 185% 

St Lucie County, FL 28,200,000 85,100,000 3,800,000 60,700,000 315% 

Volusia County, FL 7,500,000 5,200,000 6,300,000 4,000,000 153% 

  524,600,000 536,800,000 187,700,000 199,900,000 138% 
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Table 6.2 50-year SAND Summary for Jacksonville District without 55% Contingency 

SAJ-FL Summary 
50-yr Sand Need 

Volume (cy) 

Proven and Potential 
Offshore Borrow 
Areas Estimated 
Volume (cy) with 
Confidence Factor  

Estimated 50-yr RSM 
Volume (cy) 

Balance (cy) 
Percentage of Sand 
Need Available (%) 

Brevard County, FL 32,900,000 32,200,000 13,000,000 12,300,000 137% 

Broward County, FL 13,100,000 4,700,000 6,600,000 -1,800,000 86% 

Charlotte County, FL 2,400,000 3,500,000 700,000 1,800,000 175% 

Citrus County, FL 0 0 0 0 - 

Collier County, FL 7,700,000 7,600,000 4,900,000 4,800,000 162% 

Dixie County, FL 0 0 0 0 - 

Duval County, FL 9,400,000 3,600,000 6,800,000 1,000,000 111% 

Flagler County, FL 4,400,000 46,900,000 300,000 42,800,000 1073% 

Hillsborough County, FL 3,600,000 0 10,000,000 6,400,000 278% 

Indian River County, FL 8,700,000 3,900,000 1,700,000 -3,100,000 64% 

Lee County, FL 17,100,000 9,400,000 12,100,000 4,400,000 126% 

Levy County, FL 0 0 0 0 - 

Manatee County, FL 15,400,000 9,000,000 6,900,000 500,000 103% 

Martin County, FL 27,800,000 82,800,000 3,600,000 58,600,000 311% 

Miami-Dade County, FL 10,700,000 0 2,900,000 -7,800,000 27% 

Monroe County, FL 200,000 0 0 -200,000 0% 

Nassau County, FL 27,300,000 7,100,000 40,300,000 20,100,000 174% 

Palm Beach County, FL 58,900,000 139,500,000 13,800,000 94,400,000 260% 

Pasco County, FL 0 0 0 0 - 

Pinellas County, FL 21,200,000 14,300,000 11,100,000 4,200,000 120% 

Sarasota County, FL 19,700,000 1,400,000 23,200,000 4,900,000 125% 

St Johns County, FL 34,900,000 80,600,000 19,700,000 65,400,000 287% 

St Lucie County, FL 18,200,000 85,100,000 3,800,000 70,700,000 488% 

Volusia County, FL 4,800,000 5,200,000 6,300,000 6,700,000 240% 

  339,200,000 536,800,000 187,700,000 385,300,000 214% 
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 SAND Summary Tables by County 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for each county. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore sand 
sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand sources, 
they are not included in the county’s summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each coastal county’s SAND summary, 
organized from north to south down the Atlantic coast, then following the Gulf coast from south to north. 
The estimated volumes in each table are rounded to the nearest 100,000 cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

6.2.1 Nassau County 

Nassau County (Figure 6.3) is the northern most community on the east coast of Florida. FDEP considers 
7.7 miles of Nassau County’s 13 miles of coastline as critically eroded (FDEP 2019b). Nourishment projects 
in Nassau County include Fort Clinch State Park, Nassau County Shore Protection Project (SPP), and the 
South Amelia Island Beach Nourishment Project (FDEP 2020h). Table 3.4 summarizes the County’s sand 
needs and indicates a 50-year need of 42,400,000 cubic yards. The county’s needs are satisfied by 
Potential borrow areas and RSM sources. The Potential borrow areas provide an estimated 7,100,000 
cubic yards. Together, the RSM sources of Kings Bay Channel, Sawpit Creek, St Mary’s Ebb Shoal, Nassau 
Sound Ebb Shoal,  and NA-1 (Crane Island) DMMA are estimated to provide 40,300,000 cubic yards of sand 
for the county’s beaches over the next 50 years.  
 
Fort Clinch State Park is part of a 2.5-mile segment of critically eroded shoreline extending from Amelia 
Island to St. Mary’s River Entrance Inlet (FDEP 2019b). In 1998, FDEP adopted the St. Mary’s River Entrance 
Inlet Management Implementation Plan—this plan established an annual bypassing goal between 
554,000 and 779,000 cy of material.  In 2007, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2015, and 2017, 2018, and 2019 sand 
from maintenance dredging of the inlet was placed within the project area, yielding a 50-year need of 
3,600,000 cubic yards for the project area. This project was constructed at the same time as the Nassau 
County SPP (FDEP 2020h). 
 
The Nassau County SPP is a federally authorized project that includes the restoration of 4.4 miles of 
critically eroded shoreline in Fernandina Beach (R-11 to R-34.5). The project was first constructed in 2008 
placing 1,932,000 cy of sand from an offshore borrow area. RSM strategies have been implemented for 
the project, placing sand from maintenance dredging of the St. Mary’s Entrance Channel to supplement 
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the project in 2001, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019. The project is federally authorized until 
2058 and has an estimated 50-year need of 17,300,000 cubic yards (FDEP 2020h). 
 
The southern region of Amelia Island contains a 3.3-mile segment of critically eroded beach (FDEP 2019b). 
To combat the erosion, local entities first constructed the three-mile-long South Amelia Island Beach 
Nourishment Project in 1994. The project design indicates a nourishment interval of eight years with sand 
sourced from an offshore borrow area. In 2004, a terminal rock groin and offshore breakwater were 
constructed to further stabilize the south end of the island. Between full scale nourishments, the project 
receives sand and from maintenance dredging of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway (AIWW) (FDEP 
2020h). The 50 yr sand need for South Amelia Island Beach Nourishment is 21,400,000 cubic yards (Table 
6.3).  
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Figure 6.3 Nassau County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.3 50-year SAND Summary for Nassau County 
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6.2.2 Duval County 

Duval County (Figure 6.4) is located south of Nassau County in northeast Florida. The county contains 10.1 
miles of critically eroded shoreline and has one federal beach nourishment project, the Duval County SPP 
(FDEP 2020h). The Duval County SPP uses sand from the St Johns River and an offshore borrow area. Since 
its initial construction in 1980, several nourishment events and post-storm projects have been 
constructed. These projects utilized sand from both offshore areas and river maintenance dredging (FDEP 
2020h). The 9.9-mile project has an estimate 50-year sand need of 14,600,000 cubic yards. Proven 
offshore borrow areas provide a sand resource of 3,600,000 cubic yards while RSM strategies for the St 
Johns River and local DMMAs provide 6,800,000 cubic yards. There are three DMMAs within the county 
which have historically provided sand, however their current volumes of beach quality material are 
unknown. When combined, the 50-year needs for the county indicate a sand deficit indicating additional 
sand sources need to be investigated to meet the county’s needs. It should be noted that Table 6.4 
indicates there are ample resources currently located in Unverified Plus offshore sand sources that need 
further investigations and permitting to be utilized.  
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Figure 6.4 Duval County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.4 50-year SAND Summary for Duval County 
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6.2.3 St Johns County 

South of Duval county is St Johns County (Figure 6.5). This county contains 43.1 miles of coastline, of which 
16.3 miles are critically eroded (FDEP 2019b). FDEP attributes the erosion to frequent storms in addition 
to the effects of the St. Augustine and Matanzas Inlets which both lie within county limits. Currently there 
are four projects in the county: Vilano Beach, St Johns County SPP, Summer Haven, and Anastasia State 
Park Beach (FDEP, 2020h). There are two planned future projects, Ponte Vedra Beach and South Ponte 
Vedra Beach, which are both in design study phases.  
 
The Ponte Vedra Beach Project, located at the northern portion of the county, is currently in 
reconnaissance level planning. The proposed project would span from R-1 to R-46, extending the well-
maintained Duval County SPP. With an initial nourishment of 2,500,000 cubic yards and an erosion rate 
of 120,000 cubic yards per year, the project yields a 50-year need of 8,740,000 cubic yards. Erosion rate 
provided by stakeholder input as noted in the SAND geodatabase. Offshore sand sources are being 
investigated for this project. Olsen Associates, Inc. and St Johns County provided project information for 
Ponte Vedra Beach.  
 
South Ponte Vedra and Vilano Beaches are just north of St Augustine Inlet and consist of a stretch of 
critically eroded shoreline. The passing of Hurricanes Matthew (2016) and Irma (2017) combined with a 
series of northeasters accelerated erosion in these areas increasing the severity of the critically eroded 
shoreline. USACE initiated a federal feasibility study to evaluate erosion control alternatives in 2005. After 
being put on hold the study was completed in 2015. In 2015, USACE placed dredged material from St. 
Augustine Inlet in the nearshore placement area off Vilano Beach. In 2017, Vilano Beach received material 
from St. Augustine Inlet and the Intracoastal Waterway. After the release of the draft feasibility study in 
2016, a long-term nourishment plan was selected for Vilano Beach however, the majority of South Ponte 
Vedra Beach is not eligible to federal funding due to public access restrictions (FDEP 2020h). St Johns 
County received hurricane relief funds to fund the remainder of the South Ponte Vedra Beach. This future 
project will be a one-time placement using an offshore borrow area. The South Ponte Vedra Beach Project 
yields a 900,000 cubic yard need. The federal Vilano Beach project yields a 50-year need of 7,600,000 
cubic yards based on its design documents which anticipate an initial nourishment of 1,300,000 cubic 
yards and subsequent nourishments every 12 years with 866,000 cubic yards (USACE 2017).  
 
Just south of St Augustine Inlet is Anastasia State Park Beach which has used RSM strategies for past 
nourishments. This project is a locally funded add-on to the St Johns County SPP and receives fill at the 
same time (FDEP 2020h). This portion of the beach has a 50-year need of 2,000,000 cubic yards. 
 
Directly south of Anastasia State Park is the St Johns County SPP, located in St Augustine Beach. The 
project utilizes the St Augustine Inlet and Ebb Shoal as borrow areas and has a 50-year need of 14,300,000 
cubic yards. The project’s permit limits placement to 179,000 cubic yards per year. Since its original 
construction in 2003, USACE has placed nearly 10,000,000 cubic yards on the beach. The project is 
authorized until 2051 (FDEP 2020h). 
 
The stretch of beach in Summer Haven is a 2.4-mile segment of critically eroded shoreline extending from 
R-197 to R-209. FIND and USACE dredge the AIWW and place sand onto the beaches of Summer Haven 
when available. Placement events occurred in 1992, 1999, 2004, 2007, 2015, and 2017. Barrier island 
overwash during periods of increased wave action is a continuous problem at Summer Haven, with 
breaches occurring in 2008, 2016, and 2019 causing the Summer Haven River to fill with sand. In 2014, 
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FDEP issued a permit to excavate sand from the river and place it between R-200 and R-208. The 
separately funded river restoration project commenced in 2016 and was completed in 2019. This project 
placed approximately 250,000 cy of sand between R- 200 and R-208. Due to the low benefit to cost ratio, 
USACE did not include Summer Haven in the St Johns County feasibility study (FDEP 2020h). 
 
Combined, St Johns County’s two future projects and four current projects yield a 50-year need of 
54,200,000 cubic yards over the next 50 years. Table 6.5 breaks down the county’s available offshore sand 
resources and 50-year RSM predictions, yielding a net positive balance of 46,200,000 cubic yards of sand 
for St Johns County.  
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Figure 6.5 St Johns County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.5 50-year SAND Summary for St Johns County 
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6.2.4 Flagler County 

Flagler County (Figure 6.6) is located south of St. Johns County on the east coast of Florida and contains 
6.8 miles of critically eroded shoreline. FDEP attributes the erosion to winter northeasters, occasional 
tropical storms and hurricanes, and the effects of Ponce de Leon Inlet (FDEP 2019b). USACE finalized the 
Flagler County Hurricane and Storm Damage Reduction Project Draft Integrated Feasibility Study and 
Environmental Assessment in 2014. The feasibility study selected Reach A (R-50 to R-60) and Reach C (R-
80 to R-94) for federal projects, whereas Reaches B and D did not meet benefit to cost ratio requirements 
(FDEP 2020h).  

Flagler County has two upcoming nourishment projects, Flagler Beach SPP and the local Flagler County 
Project. The SPP extends the length of Flagler Beach, with federal authorization until 2070. The initial 
nourishment of the project anticipates a fill volume of 600,000 cubic yards, with renourishment events 
every 11 years with 300,000 cubic yards (USACE 2014b). Flagler County is currently permitting a project 
to extend the initial nourishment footprint of the SPP and provided a sand need of 6,800,000 cubic yards 
of sand over the next 50 years. The county is in the final permitting stages for a series of Proven borrow 
areas with an estimated 18,000,000 cubic yards of sediment and an additional volume of Potential borrow 
areas of 28,900,000 cubic yards. The FL-3 DMMA contains beach compatible sediment. The county has 
ample sand sources to meet their needs over the next 50 years with over 40,000,000 cubic yards of sand 
available (Table 6.6). 
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Figure 6.6 Flagler County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.6 50-year SAND Summary for Flagler County 
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6.2.5 Volusia County 

Volusia County (Figure 6.7) is on the east coast of the Florida peninsula between Flagler and Brevard 
Counties. FDEP deems 21 miles of Volusia County’s shoreline as critically eroded due to winter 
northeasters, occasional tropical storms and hurricanes, and the effects of the Ponce de Leon Inlet (FDEP 
2019b). The county is pursuing two nourishment projects: one of which is county-wide and the other is 
within the Ponce De Leon Inlet area of influence.  

To mitigate the inlet’s effects on the nearby beaches, the County and USACE have strategically placed 
sediment via RSM strategies on the beaches and nearshore areas both north and south of Ponce De Leon 
Inlet. Together, the north and south placement areas have a 50-year need of 7,500,000 cubic yards based 
on project history (Taylor Engineering 2019). It is estimated that Ponce De Leon Inlet can provide 
5,500,000 cubic yards of sediment to these project areas over the next 50 years which corresponds well 
to the 50-year need without the 55% contingency factor. 

To mitigate for the large amounts of critically eroded shorelines, the County is in the planning stages of a 
large scale, county-wide nourishment project. The County applied an erosion rate of 7.5 cubic yards per 
foot of beach per year, multiplied by the length of critically eroded shoreline, providing a 50-year need of 
nearly 44,000,000 cubic yards. USACE chose not to include this volume estimate in the county’s sand 
needs summation since it is a future project without design-level documentation. To fulfill this sand need, 
the county must pursue additional offshore sand resources.  

With an estimated 5,200,000 cubic yards of sand available in offshore sand sources and RSM benefits from 
Ponce Inlet and two local DMMAs, the county has a sand surplus as indicated in Table 6.7. However, if the 
county decides to carry out a large-scale project to nourish the critically eroded shorelines, additional 
offshore sand sources will need to be investigated. 
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Figure 6.7 Volusia County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.7 50-year SAND Summary for Volusia County 

 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)*

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

Ponce De Leon Inlet North Beach 1,700,000 2,700,000

Volusia County Critically Eroded North Beaches 26,300,000 -

Volusia County Critically Eroded South Beaches 17,600,000 -

Ponce De Leon Inlet South Beach 3,100,000 4,800,000

Proven BA (90% Confidence) 2,500,000 2,200,000

Potential BA (70% Confidence) 4,300,000 3,000,000

Unverified Plus BA (non-volume contributing) 5,000,000 0

Ponce Inlet 5,500,000

MSA 434S DMMA 500,000

V-26 (Edgewater Business Park) DMMA 300,000

7,500,000 5,200,000 6,300,000 4,000,000

50-yr Sand Need Offshore Borrow Areas

Estimated 50-yr 

RSM Volume (cy)
Balance (cy)
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n

d
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d

s

Volusia County

*Volumes in the above table are an estimate as of July 2020. Information is sourced from stakeholder input and various source documents. Full source information is located in the main report and within the 

accompanying geodatabase. 
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6.2.6 Brevard County 

Located on Florida’s central east coast, Brevard County (Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9) sits between Volusia 
and Indian River Counties. This area contains 41.2 miles of critically eroded shoreline, of which 17.2 have 
been restored (FDEP 2019b). FDEP attributes the erosion to frequent northeasters, occasional tropical 
storms and hurricanes, and the effects of Canaveral Inlet. Current projects in Brevard County include 
Kennedy Space Center, Brevard County SPP Canaveral (North, Mid, and South Reach), Patrick Air Force 
Base, and the South Beaches placement (FDEP 2020e). Together, these six projects have a 50-year sand 
need of 51,100,000 cubic yards.  
 
With one historic nourishment and one planned nourishment, Kennedy Space Center has an estimated 
50-year need of 2,800,000 cubic yards. The nourishment event in 2014 placed sand from an upland sand 
source along the coast. The Space Center contains 4.7 miles of critically eroded shoreline and currently 
has an environmental assessment under review to investigate shoreline protection strategies (FDEP 
2020e). 
 
The Brevard County SPP north reach nourishes Canaveral and Cocoa Beaches, while the mid reach 
nourishes Satellite Beach and Indian Harbour. The south reach nourishes Indialantic to Spessard Holland 
Park. Together, these reaches have 21 miles of critically eroded shoreline and nearly 24 miles of nourished 
beach (FDEP 2019b). These projects account for 82% of the county’s 50-year need, totaling 41,900,000 
cubic yards. The 50-year need for the mid reach is based on the shoreline’s general reevaluation report 
(GRR) indicating an initial placement volume of 655,000 cubic yards, with renourishments of 210,000 cubic 
yards every 3 years (USACE 2014a). The 50-year needs for the north and south reaches are based on their 
nourishment histories since 2005. Historically, the north and south reaches used the Canaveral Shoals 
offshore borrow areas and the mid reach received sand from upland sand sources (FDEP 2020e).  
 
Patrick Air Force Base’s nourishment history on record starts in 2001. The base also uses sand from 
Canaveral Shoals and the nearshore area off the Port Canaveral North Jetty (FDEP 2020e). The 50-year 
need for this project is 3,200,000 cubic yards.  
 
The South Beaches of Brevard County contain over 11 miles of critically eroded shoreline. Since 2005, over 
700,000 cubic yards of sand were placed in the project area from upland sand sources (FDEP 2020e). 
Based on these periodic nourishments, there is a 3,200,000 cubic yard 50-year need for this segment of 
shoreline. Stakeholders note that a long-term plan and offshore resource will be investigated in the future. 
 
Table 6.8 summarizes the results of the SAND investigation for Brevard County. The results of this study 
suggest that additional sand resources are needed to meet its 51,100,000 cubic yard 50-year sand need. 
Several Unverified Plus offshore areas indicate prospective sand sources which can be investigated for 
future use. The Canaveral Harbor bypassing project and the Proven offshore borrow areas located off the 
coast of Brevard County are estimated to be able to provide 40,000,000 cubic yards of sand over the next 
50 years.  
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Figure 6.8 Brevard County Sand Needs and Sources (North) 
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Figure 6.9 Brevard County Sand Needs and Sources (South) 
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Table 6.8 50-year SAND Summary for Brevard County  

Estimated Volume 

(cy)

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)*

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

Brevard County Shore Protection Project- North 

Reach
16,200,000 25,100,000

Brevard County Shore Protection Project- Mid Reach 3,600,000 5,600,000

Brevard County Shore Protection Project- South 

Reach
7,200,000 11,200,000

South Beaches dune/beach CCCL placement 2,100,000 3,200,000

Patrick Air Force 2,000,000 3,200,000

Kennedy Space Center 1,800,000 2,800,000

Proven BA (90% Confidence) 35,800,000 32,200,000

Potential BA (70% Confidence) 0 0

Unverified Plus BA (non-volume contributing) 36,800,000 0

R
SM Canaveral Harbor Federal Sand Bypass 13,000,000

51,100,000 32,200,000 13,000,000 -5,800,000

50-yr Sand Need Offshore Borrow Areas

Estimated 50-yr 

RSM Volume (cy)
Balance (cy)

Sa
n

d
 N

ee
d

s

Brevard County

*Volumes in the above table are an estimate as of July 2020. Information is sourced from stakeholder input and various source documents. Full source information is located in the main report and within the 

accompanying geodatabase. 
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6.2.7 Indian River County 

Indian River County (Figure 6.10) contains 22.4 miles of Atlantic Ocean facing coastline and falls in 
between Brevard and St Lucie Counties. According to FDEP, 15.7 miles of the county’s shoreline are 
critically eroded due to northeasters, tropical storms, and the effects of Sebastian Inlet. The Indian River 
County Board of Commissioners adopted a Beach Preservation Plan in 1988, which divided the county 
into eight sectors. Since 1988, the combined efforts of the county, local municipalities, and private 
residents have placed 3,600,000 cubic yards of sand along the beaches of Indian River County. These 
projects have restored and maintained 11 miles of shoreline which include Ambersand Beach (Sectors 1 
and 2), Indian River County Sector 3, Indian River County Sector 5, and Indian River County Sector 7 and 8 
(FDEP 2020e). 
 
The Ambersand Beach Nourishment Project is a 3.1-mile segment of critically eroded shoreline which 
includes Sector 1 (R-1 to R-11) and Sector 2 (R-11 to R-17), as defined by the County’s Beach Preservation 
Plan (FDEP 2020e). Initially constructed in 2003, this non-federal project required the construction of 6.6 
acres of artificial reefs to alleviate adverse impacts to the nearshore hardbottom. The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) funded emergency protective berms in 2007 following severe impacts from 
the 2004 hurricane season. Additional nourishments were constructed in 2007, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 
2015 using sand from offshore borrow sites and from Sebastian Inlet (FDEP 2020e). To continue nourishing 
this stretch of beach, this study estimates a 50-year sand need of 4,000,000 cubic yards.  
 
Indian River County Sector 3 contains portions of Orchid Island and Wabasso Beach and has an estimated 
50-year sand need of 5,500,000 cubic yards. These beaches received emergency FEMA berms following 
storms in 1999 and 2004. Initial construction of the Sector 3 project occurred in three phases—the first in 
2010, the second in 2011, and the third in 2012. This three-year project placed over 500,000 cubic yards 
from inland sand mines. There is a nourishment planned for Sector 3 which anticipates the placement of 
450,000 cubic yards of material (FDEP 2020e). 

The shoreline along the City of Vero Beach includes part of Sector 4 (R-55 to R-72) and all of Sector 5 (R-
72 to R-86). Much of the 3.1 miles of critically eroded shoreline within the City have seawalls. Similar to 
Sector 3, Sector 5 received FEMA funds following severe impacts from storms in 1999 and 2004, 
constructing protective berms in 2005. The county is conducting a feasibility study to determine preferred 
alternatives to manage the Sector 5 segment of the shoreline and is planning a small nourishment project 
to take place in 2020 (FDEP 2020e). Sector 5 has a 50-year need of 1,000,000 cubic yards.  

Most of Sector 7 and part of Sector 8 lie within South County Beach. This segment of the shoreline contains 
a 3.1-mile segment of critically eroded shoreline. There are seawalls located throughout the Sector. 
Nourishment occurred in 2007 using sand from an offshore borrow source. The northern portion of the 
project area has experienced significant loss of material. The County is pursuing a permit for an additional 
nourishment in 2020-2021 (FDEP 2020e). The 50-year need for this Sector is 2,900,000 cubic yards. 
 
Table 6.9 summarizes the sand needs and availability for Indian River County and shows a sand deficit of 
7,900,000 cubic yards. Offshore sand sources indicate 3,900,000 cubic yards in the Proven and Potential 
borrow areas. Sebastian Inlet is predicted to contribute 1,700,000 cubic yards of sand to the local beaches. 
Based on project history, the Inlet has a bypassing rate of 90,000 cubic yards per year (FDEP 2020e). The 
project team suggests further investigation of Unverified Plus sand sources to meet the county’s future 
sand needs.  
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Figure 6.10 Indian River County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.9 50-year SAND Summary for Indian River County 
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6.2.8 St. Lucie County 

St. Lucie County (Figure 6.11) is located on the central east coast of Florida between Indian River and 
Martin Counties. The County has restored and continues to maintain 7.6 miles of critically eroded 
shoreline. FDEP attributes the erosion in this area to frequent northeasters, tropical storms and 
hurricanes, and the effects of the Fort Pierce Inlet (FDEP 2020e). Current projects in the county with 50-
year needs include the Fort Pierce SPP and the South St Lucie County Dune Restoration Project.  
 
With initial construction and federal authorization in 1971, the Fort Pierce SPP has received over 
4,000,000 cubic yards of sand in the last 20 years. The 1.3-mile project area extends from R-34 to R-41. In 
1996, project reauthorization occurred, changing the nourishment interval to seven years. In 2007, USACE 
approved the Limited Reauthorization Report changing the nourishment interval to two years. Since 2007, 
the project has been renourished frequently with intermittent nourishment events to combat erosion 
between its authorized cycle. The project is authorized to 2020 with a six-year extension to 2026. The 
project has utilized several sand sources including Capron Shoal, the AIWW, upland mines, and the Fort 
Pierce Inlet (FDEP 2020e). Due to its frequent nourishments, the project yields a 50-year need of 
20,200,000 cubic yards.  
 
In 2007, a one-time dune restoration event took place at Walton Rocks. This 1.9-mile segment of critically 
eroded beach is located on Hutchinson Island in south St Lucie County (FDEP 2020e). Due to restoration 
efforts being a one-time emergency placement, this study did not calculate 50-year sand needs for Walton 
Rocks.  
 
South St. Lucie County is a 3.4-mile segment of critically eroded shoreline on Hutchinson Island. Storms in 
1999 and 2004 severely impacted the beaches in South St Lucie County. The USACE initiated a feasibility 
study in 2004 following the storm damage and an emergency dune restoration project was constructed 
in 2005. In 2013, the County completed the planning and design of a locally funded project. Restoration 
took place in 2013 using sand from an offshore borrow area. The county constructed 1.9 acres of reef to 
mitigate impacts to nearshore hardbottom. The non-federal project has a nourishment interval of 10 years 
and the next nourishment is scheduled for 2023. The County is awaiting federal funding after 
authorization in the 2018 WRDA (FDEP 2020e). The project is estimated to a have a 50-year need of 
8,000,000 cubic yards, based on erosion rates of 90,000 cubic yards per year at the adjacent Martin County 
SPP. 
 
With an estimated 90,300,000 cubic yards of sediment in Proven and Potential offshore sand sources off 
the coast of St. Lucie County, the estimated sand surplus is 65,900,000 cubic yards. Together the Fort 
Pierce Harbor and Ebb Shoal RSM sources are estimated to provide 3,800,000 cubic yards. The SL-2 DMMA 
has areas containing beach compatible material; however, there is no 50-year volume estimate available 
for the site at this time. Table 6.10 indicates the sand available is sufficient to meet the county’s 
28,200,000 cubic yard 50-year estimate.  
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Figure 6.11 St. Lucie County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.10 50-year SAND Summary for St. Lucie County 
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6.2.9 Martin County 

Martin County (Figure 6.12) is between St Lucie and Palm Beach County on the central east coast of 
Florida. FDEP attributes the County’s critically eroded shorelines to frequent northeasters, tropical storms 
and hurricanes, and the effects of St. Lucie Inlet (FDEP 2019b). Beach nourishment projects in the county 
include the Martin County SPP, Bathtub Beach and Sailfish Point, Jupiter Island, and Blowing Rocks Beach. 
The Martin County SPP, Bathtub Beach and Sailfish Point, and Jupiter Island Project have a combined need 
of 43,100,000 cubic yards. Blowing Rocks Beach received a one-time emergency dune restoration project 
in 2012 placing under 10,000 cubic yards from an upland source and does not meet the requirements for 
a 50-year need as outlined in Section 2.1 (FDEP 2020e).  
 
With federal authorization until 2046, the Martin County SPP spans from R-1 to R-23 along Hutchinson 
Island and nourishes 4.2 miles of the 5.7 mile stretch of critically eroded shoreline. Initial project 
construction occurred in 1996 with renourishments in 2001, 2002, 2005, 2013, and 2018. Directly south 
of the federal project area Martin County has funded small emergency projects and extensions of the 
federal project. Except for an emergency truck haul project in 2005, the SPP project implements offshore 
borrow areas (FDEP 2020e). Based on project history, the study anticipates a 50-year need of 8,600,000 
cubic yards for the SPP.  
 
South of the federal SPP area is Bathtub Beach and Sailfish Point. Since 2008, these neighborhoods have 
been regularly repaired as storm events continue to worsen erosion. Eleven nourishments have placed 
nearly 650,000 cubic yards of sand over this one mile stretch of beach. Sand for the projects originated 
from upland sand sources and St Lucie Inlet (FDEP 2020e). Applying the study methodology, the 50-year 
need for Bathtub Beach and Sailfish Point is 6,000,000 cubic yards.      
 
The Jupiter Island Beach Nourishment Project in a non-federal project located along Jupiter Island. The 
project encompasses a seven-mile section of the island’s 11.5 miles of critically eroded shoreline with a 
28,500,000 cubic yard 50-year need. The project was initially constructed in 1973-1974 using sand from 
an offshore borrow area. Until 1996, sections of the project area were renourished every three to four 
years. Since its original nourishment, the project area has received 13 nourishments with the latest 
occurring in 2019. The project has utilized offshore and nearshore borrow areas to maintain the project 
area (FDEP 2020e).  
 
Martin County has a large amount of Potential sand sources offshore, totaling approximately 65,000,000 
cubic yards. Together, the Proven and Potential offshore sand sources are estimated to contain 
82,800,000 cubic yards of sand. RSM sources at St Lucie Inlet and the MSA M-5 DMMA have an estimated 
50-year volume of 3,600,000 cubic yards to supplement the county’s beach needs. Table 6.11 summarizes 
the study’s results, indicating a positive sand budget for Martin County over the next 50 years.  
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Figure 6.12 Martin County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.11 50-year SAND Summary for Martin County 
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6.2.10 Palm Beach County 

Palm Beach County (Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14) is located in southeast Florida, with Martin County to 
the north and Broward County to the south. The county has 45.8 miles of beaches, 31.5 miles of which 
are critically eroded because of northeasters, tropical storms and hurricanes, and the effects of the 
Jupiter, Lake Worth, South Lake Worth, and Boca Raton Inlets (FDEP 2019b). There are currently 12 active 
beach nourishment projects in the county generating a 50-year sand need of 91,200,000 cubic yards for 
Palm Beach County. A one-time emergency dune restoration was completed in 2014 at Coral Cove and 
the project area does not meet the 50-year need specification (FDEP 2020i). 
 
 The Jupiter-Carlin SPP, also known as Segment 1, is a federally authorized project within a 1.1-mile 
segment of critically eroded shoreline between Jupiter Beach Park and Carlin Park. Initial construction 
took place in 1995 using the Jupiter Inlet Ebb Shoal. Following initial construction, the project area has 
received multiple renourishments, often coincident with dredging of Jupiter Inlet and the AIWW. The 
project area has received sand from offshore and upland sand sources, in addition to the RSM from Jupiter 
Inlet. The most recent nourishment placed over 500,000 cubic yards on the mile stretch of beach from an 
offshore borrow area (FDEP 2020i). Based on its nourishment history, the Jupiter-Carlin project has a 50-
year need of 7,800,000 cubic yards. A portion of this sand need can be satisfied by RSM strategies in the 
vicinity of Jupiter Inlet, but additional offshore sources must also be used.  
 
Juno Beach extends from R-26 to R-38 in Palm Beach County and contains a 2.4-mile segment of critically 
eroded shoreline. The Juno Beach Nourishment Project, also known as Segment 3, was initially 
constructed in 2001 using 1,500,000 cubic yards from an offshore borrow area. In 2002, 4.5 acres of 
artificial reef were constructed to mitigate for adverse impacts to the nearshore hardbottom. The County 
chose to add an additional 0.75 acres of artificial reef after aerial photography showed unanticipated 
coverage of hardbottom. The project area has received one nourishment since initial construction and has 
a 50-year need of 12,500,000 cubic yards (FDEP, 2020i). 
 
Singer Island receives regular truck haul dune restorations incurring a 50-year need of 2,100,000 cubic 
yards. The Island has 1.7 miles of critically eroded shoreline which is influenced by a rock outcrop near R-
67. Since 2001, the project has trucked sand from an upland mine 12 times averaging almost 40,000 cubic 
yards per project (FDEP 2020i).  
 
The Town of Palm Beach contains 12.2 miles of critically eroded shoreline. The Town of Palm Beach acts 
as the local sponsor to the projects within the Palm Beaches. Erosion in the region is attributed to the 
effects of Lake Worth Inlet (FDEP 2019b). The Town split up the region into eight reaches, of which, 
Reaches 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8 have been nourished historically and have 50-year sand needs totaling 33,000,000 
cubic yards. Just south of Lake Worth Inlet is Reach 1 which is maintained through RSM strategies. Reaches 
3 and 4 are also known as Mid-Town Beach and have been nourished 8 times since 1995. These reaches 
have utilized both upland and offshore sand sources. Reach 7 is known as the Phipps Ocean Park Beach 
Restoration Project and encompasses a stretch of critically eroded shoreline. The County has nourished 
the Park’s beach five times, using an upland mine for the 2011 nourishment and an offshore borrow area 
in 2006, 2015, 2016, and 2020. The final segment of beach, Reach 8, surrounds the Lake Worth Municipal 
Pier. Since 2006, a few small-scale nourishment events have taken place trucking sand from stockpiles or 
upland sources (FDEP 2020i).  
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The Ocean Ridge Beach Nourishment project has a six-year renourishment interval and is federally 
authorized until 2039. First constructed in 1998, the project constructed eight groins and placed nearly 
800,000 cubic yards from an offshore borrow area. The five most southern groins lie south of the South 
Lake Worth sand transfer plant’s discharge pipe and receive benefits from sand transfer operations. 
Subsequent nourishments of the project area have occurred in 2005, 2014, and 2019-2020 placing 
500,000 cubic yards on average indicating a 50-year need of 5,600,000 cubic yards (FDEP 2020i).  
 
Located in the southern portion of Palm Beach County, Delray Beach is a federally sponsored beach 
nourishment project. With its first nourishment in 1973, Delray Beach is authorized until 2023. The project 
received eight renourishments sponsored by the City of Delray Beach since initial construction. Initially, 
the project was projected to have a nourishment cycle of six-years, but after exceeding expectations the 
design interval increased to eight years (FDEP 2020i). This project has a 50-year need of 12,400,000 cubic 
yards.  
 
With federal authorization until 2038, the North Boca Raton SPP is locally sponsored by the City of Boca 
Raton. The project required the construction of an artificial reef to mitigate hardbottom impacts, but 
environmental monitoring post-construction indicated no need for additional mitigation. The project also 
met its ten-year design life with initial nourishment in 1988 and renourishment in 1999. Since then the 
1.5-mile project has been nourished three times. The Central Boca Raton Project nourishes the 1.5 miles 
of Boca Raton north of the inlet. This project has been nourished three times using offshore borrow areas 
and the Boca Raton Inlet Ebb Shoal. The next nourishment of this area is not anticipated until 2024-2025. 
The South Boca Raton project is directly south of the Boca Raton Inlet. Successful bypassing operations 
have helped to maintain this beach and meet its six-year design interval. The Boca Raton Inlet Ebb Shoal 
acts as the borrow area for this project (FDEP 2020i). The north, central, and south Boca Raton projects 
have a combined 50-year need of 17,800,000 cubic yards. 
 
RSM sand sources in Palm Beach County include the AIWW, Jupiter Inlet, Palm Beach Harbor, Boynton 
Inlet, Boca Raton Inlet and Ebb Shoal, Jupiter Ebb Shoal, and the Lake Worth Ebb Shoal. Although volume 
information is not available for the Jupiter and Lake Worth Inlet Ebb Shoals, the county’s RSM sources are 
estimated to provide 13,800,000 cubic yards of sand over the next 50 years. Palm Beach County has an 
estimated 46,100,000 cubic yards of sand in offshore sand sources categorized as Proven and 93,400,000 
cubic yards of sand in those categorized as Potential. Table 6.12 summarizes the county’s SAND results 
indicating a positive balance of 62,000,000 cubic yards.  
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Figure 6.13 Palm Beach County Sand Needs and Sources (North) 
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Figure 6.14 Palm Beach County Sand Needs and Sources (South) 
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Table 6.12 50-year SAND Summary for Palm Beach County 
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6.2.11 Broward County 

Located in southeast Florida, Broward County (Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16) lies between Palm Beach 
County and Miami-Dade County. According to FDEP, Broward contains 21.3 miles of critically eroded 
shoreline, of which 13.8 miles have been regularly nourished. Frequent winter northeasters, tropical 
storms and hurricanes, and the effects of the Boca Raton Inlet, Hillsboro Inlet, Port Everglades Entrance 
Channel, and the Bakers Haulover Cut attribute to the county’s coastal erosion issues. Nourishment 
projects throughout the county include Broward County Segments I, II, and III projects (FDEP 2020i).  
 
Segment I, also known as the Hillsboro Beach Nourishment Project, is the northern-most nourishment 
project in the county. The project area is a 3.2-mile segment of critically eroded shoreline which extends 
south to Hillsboro Inlet. Initial construction occurred in 1972 and utilized sand from an offshore borrow 
area. Additional nourishments have taken place in 1998, 2008, 2011, 2015, and 2018 using offshore and 
upland sand sources. The project design consists of a 30 ft berm with 10 years of advance nourishment. 
The project is not federally funded and is sponsored by the Town of Hillsboro Beach (FDEP 2020i). This 
study estimates a 3,200,000 cubic yard 50-year need to continue the Hillsboro Beach Project. 
 
Segment II of the USACE federal Broward County SPP includes the restoration of Pompano Beach, 
Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, and Fort Lauderdale Beach. Initial construction took place in Pompano Beach in 
1970 using sand from an offshore borrow area. The second nourishment nourished Pompano Beach and 
Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, while more recent nourishments have nourished all three areas. The project has 
performed better than expected, but hurricanes in 2004, 2005, and 2012 brought additional erosion. 
FDOT constructed a seawall following Hurricane Sandy in 2012 in Fort Lauderdale seaward of A1A in order 
to protect the roadway. The first two nourishments of the project (1970 and 1983) used offshore sand 
sources, the five projects that have occurred since 2012 have used upland sand sources (FDEP 2020i). The 
Segment II shoreline has an anticipated 50-year sand need of 5,600,000 cubic yards.  
 
The Dr. Von D. Mizell-Eula Johnson State Park, Dania Beach, Hollywood Beach, and Hallandale Beach are 
co-located with Broward County SPP Segment III. Segment III has a 50-year need of 11,500,000 cubic 
yards. This 8.1-mile stretch of critically eroded shoreline received its first nourishment in 1971. Since then, 
11 nourishment events have taken place using both offshore sand sources, RSM strategies, and upland 
sand sources. In 2006, a spur groin and two T-head groins were constructed at the Dr. Von D. Mizell-Eula 
Johnson State Park (FDEP 2020i).  
 
Broward County estimates 4,700,000 cubic yards of sand available in offshore sand sources. The county 
implements RSM strategies at Port Everglades and the Hillsboro Inlet and Inlet Sand Trap. It is estimated 
that these sources can provide 6,600,000 cubic yards of sand over the next 50 years. Sand from Port 
Everglades is placed within Segment III in the Dr. Von D. Mizell-Eula Johnson Beach State Park. Segment II 
receives sand bypassed from Hillsboro Inlet and has an estimated 50-year availability of 5,900,000 cubic 
yards. The county’s balance indicates a 9,000,000 cubic yard deficit over the next 50 years indicating the 
need to investigate future sand sources to meet the nourishment project needs (Table 6.13). A 
comprehensive sand search investigation exploring offshore sand sources is underway and results will be 
available by the end of 2020. 
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Figure 6.15 Broward County Sand Needs and Sources (North) 
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Figure 6.16 Broward County Sand Needs and Sources (South) 
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Table 6.13 50-year SAND Summary for Broward County 
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6.2.12 Miami-Dade County 

Miami-Dade County (Figure 6.17) is located south of Broward County and is the last of the Atlantic Ocean 
facing counties in peninsular Florida. The County has 14.5 miles of critically eroded shoreline and has 13.4 
miles of federally restored beaches. Nourishment projects in the county include the following segments 
of the Miami-Dade County SPP: Golden Beach-Sunny Isles-Haulover Beach Park, Bal Harbour, Surfside, 
and Miami Beach. The Southern Barriers region is south of Government Cut and includes Fisher Island, 
Virginia Key, and Key Biscayne. The region contains 6.4 miles of critically eroded shoreline. Nourishment 
projects in the Southern Barriers region include the Fisher Island, Virginia Key, and Key Biscayne (FDEP, 
2020i). Both Fisher Island and Virginia Key have received small emergency events in the past but do not 
meet the criteria for a 50-year need.  
 
The Sunny Isles portion of the Miami-Dade SPP is authorized until 2038. The northern end of the project 
experiences increased erosion, however its other segments meet performance expectations. USACE is 
currently investigating rehabilitation of the nearshore breakwaters built at the northern end of the project 
area in 2002. Since the 2002 nourishment, only upland sand sources have been used to nourish the beach 
(FDEP 2020i). Sunny Isles has a 50-year sand need of 4,100,000 cubic yards and a planned nourishment 
for 2021.  
 
Directly south of Sunny Isles is Haulover Park. Haulover Park has not been nourished since 1987 and has 
no associated 50-year need (FDEP 2020i).  
 
The Bal Harbour segment of the Miami-Dade SPP extends from Bakers Haulover Inlet to Surfside and 
contains 0.75 miles of critically eroded shoreline within its 0.9-mile project area. This project area has 
received sand from offshore sand sources, upland sand mines, Bakers Haulover Inlet and Ebb Shoal, and 
the AIWW (FDEP 2020i). To maintain this beach, its 50-year need is estimated to be 3,000,000 cubic yards, 
which almost matches the 2,900,000 cubic yard RSM 50-year sand estimate of available sand at Bakers 
Haulover.  
 
Surfside Beach lies between Bal Harbour and Miami Beach. The project has been nourished four times 
with recent nourishments using upland sand sources (FDEP 2020i). The 1.6 mile stretch of beach has a 50-
year sand need of 2,300,000 cubic yards.  
 
The longest segment of the Miami-Dade SPP is the Miami Beach segment which runs from Surfside Beach 
to Government Cut. The initial nourishment of this beach occurred in 1975. Since 2002, nearly 1,500,000 
cubic yards of sand have been placed on the beach from mostly upland sand sources. In 2002, 2007, and 
2012 sand was transferred from in Lummus Park to erosion hotspots within the northern portion of the 
project area (FDEP 2020i). The 50-year need for the Miami Beach segment is 6,400,000 cubic yards.  
 
Key Biscayne is located at the south end of Miami-Dade County between Bear Cut and the Cape of Florida. 
This beach has 2.5 miles of critically eroded shoreline which are nourished as part of the Key Biscayne SPP. 
This project has been funded both federally and locally, with sand originating from offshore and upland 
sources. Since 1969, over 800,000 cubic yards have been placed on Key Biscayne (FDEP 2020i). Key 
Biscayne has sand needs of 700,000 cubic yards for the next 50 years.  
 
Currently, Miami-Dade County has no offshore sand resources with available sediment. Bakers Haulover 
Inlet and Ebb Shoal estimate a 50-year available sand volume of 2,900,000 cubic yards. The county’s five 
sand needs projects have a combined 50-year need of 16,500,000 cubic yards, which totals to a sand 
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deficit of 13,700,000 cubic yards (Table 6.14). In order to meet its predicted 50-year sand needs, Miami-
Dade County will need to investigate new sand sources. A comprehensive sand search investigation 
exploring offshore sand sources is underway and results will be available by the end of 2020. 
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Figure 6.17 Miami-Dade County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.14 50-year SAND Summary for Miami-Dade County 
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6.2.13 Monroe County 

The Florida Keys lie within Monroe County (Figure 6.18) at the southern tip of peninsular Florida. Only 1.5 
miles of beaches have been maintained within the Key’s 36.3 total miles of beaches, of which, 13.8 miles 
of beach are critically eroded. Curry Hammock, Coco Plum Beach, Sombrero Beach, Bahia Honda State 
Park, Rest Beach, and Fort Zachary Taylor Historic State Park have been nourished in the past, however, 
these projects have been small emergency placement events and not enough information is available to 
predict a 50-year need and no future nourishment events are anticipated (FDEP 2020f). As indicated by 
Table 6.15, Smathers Beach has an estimated 50-year need of 200,000 cubic yards based on its project 
history since 2000. Due to small placement volumes, RSM or upland sand sources are suggested to meet 
the needs of Smathers Beach. 
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Figure 6.18 Monroe County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.15 50-year SAND Summary for Monroe County 
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6.2.14 Collier County 

Collier County (Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20) is located on the southern portion of peninsular Florida’s Gulf 
coast just above Monroe County. This region contains 15.5 miles of critically eroded shoreline and 7.6 
miles of nourished beaches. Erosion in this area is attributed to winter frontal systems, tropical weather 
systems in the Gulf, and the effects of inlets including Wiggins Pass, Doctors Pass, Gordon Pass, Little 
Marco Pass, Big Marco Pass, Capri Pass, Caxambas Pass, and Blind Pass (FDEP 2020j). Nourishment 
projects in the county include the Vanderbilt Beach, Park Shore, and Naples segments of the Collier County 
Beach Restoration Project, the Marco Island Beach Restoration Project, the Hideaway Beach Nourishment 
Project, Delnor-Wiggins Pass State Park, and Barefoot Beach yielding a total 50-year sand need of 
12,000,000 cubic yards.  
 
The Marco Island Beach Nourishment Project includes the central and southern coasts of Marco Island 
and encompasses 1.8 miles of critically eroded shoreline. Several nourishment projects have been 
constructed using sand from Big Marco Pass/Capri Pass, Caxambas Pass, and a nearshore borrow area. 
Terminal groins were constructed at the southwest end of Marco Island in 1991. A series of breakwaters 
were constructed offshore of the terminal groins in 1997 to further stabilize the shoreline. The next 
nourishment event is scheduled to occur in 2020 with placement of sand from Caxambas Pass (FDEP 
2020j). This project has a 50-year need estimated to be 1,700,000 cubic yards.  
 
Hideaway Beach is located on the northern portion of Marco Island, adjacent to Big Marco/Capri Pass. 
The area was originally included in the Marco Island Beach Restoration Project in 1990 and 1991. Between 
1997 and 2001, seven temporary sand-filled geotextile groins were installed along Hideaway Beach. After 
proving effective in stabilizing the shoreline, the temporary groins were replaced with ten permanent T-
head groins in 2005. Additional groin installations and nourishments occurred in 2010, 2013, and 2016 
(FDEP 2020j). Hideaway Beach has an estimated 50-year sand need of 1,900,000 cubic yards, which is 
balanced by the 50-year estimate of available sand at Big Marco/Capri Pass. 
 
The Collier County Beach Restoration Project includes Naples, Park Shore, and Vanderbilt Beaches which 
have a combined 10.2 miles of critically eroded shoreline. These non-federal projects were first funded in 
1996 using sand from offshore borrow areas. The Naples segment contains both timber and T-head groins 
(FDEP 2020j). Sand is regularly placed as part of bypassing efforts at Doctors Pass, which has an estimated 
50-year RSM volume of 500,000 cubic yards. Just north of Doctors Pass is the Park Shore segment. Since 
its original nourishment, the Park Shore segment has been primarily nourished by means of upland sand 
sources with only 5,000 cubic yards being placed from RSM strategies (FDEP 2020j). Further north in the 
county is Vanderbilt Beach. Similar to the other segments, Vanderbilt Beach has been nourished by upland 
sand sources on a number of occasions. However, in 2006 an offshore borrow area supplied 178,000 cubic 
yards. The next nourishment of this segment is scheduled for 2021 (FDEP 2020j). Combining the 50-year 
sand needs estimates across the three segments indicates a 6,400,000 cubic yard sand need.  
 
Delnor-Wiggins Pass State Park is estimated to have a 50-year need of 600,000 cubic yards. The park has 
received five nourishments since 2000 averaging a placement volume of 32,000 cubic yards per placement 
(FDEP 2018). The 0.5 mile project area contains 0.1 miles of critically eroded shoreline according to FDEP 
(FDEP 2019b). Wiggins Pass acts as the sand source for the park, implementing RSM strategies.  
 
Barefoot Beach Preserve contains 0.4 miles of critically eroded shoreline. The erosion threatens this 
critical habitat for sea turtles and gopher tortoises. Although the Park is state owned, it is managed by 
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Collier County. The Preserve receives sand from Wiggins Pass and other adjacent channels. Sand here is 
often placed in the nearshore, allowing for coastal processes to build the beach (FDEP 2020j). The Preserve 
has a need of 1,500,000 cubic yards over the next 50 years.  
 
Collier County has an estimated sand need of 12,000,000 cubic yards over the next 50 years. Proven and 
Potential borrow areas contain an estimated 7,600,000 cubic yards of sand and Unverified Plus sand 
sources indicate the possibility of an additional 10,400,000 cubic yards off the coast of Collier County. 
Table 6.16 summarizes Collier County’s sand needs and resources, with an estimated 50-year RSM volume 
of 4,900,000 cubic yards. Wiggins Pass supplies 1,000,000 cubic yards of this 50-year estimate, which is 
insufficient alone to continue supplying the 50-yr sand needs at both Delnor-Wiggins Pass State Park and 
Barefoot Beach Preserve. The largest RSM contributor is Big Marco/Capri Pass Ebb Shoal which provides 
an estimated 1,900,000 cubic yards. Insufficient information was available to provide 50-year estimates 
for Caxambas Pass and Hideaway Beach RSM sources. With a net positive budget of 500,000 cubic yards, 
it is suggested that Collier County continue permitting measures for the Potential offshore sand sources 
and further investigate Unverified Plus areas in order to meet their 50-year sand needs. A federal 
feasibility study is currently underway for Collier County. The draft feasibility study identifies offshore 
borrow areas T-1 and T-2 (located 40 mi northwest as shown on Figure 6.20’s inset map) as viable sand 
sources. 
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Figure 6.19 Collier County Sand Needs and Sources (South) 
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Figure 6.20 Collier County Sand Needs and Sources (North) 
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Table 6.16 50-year SAND Summary for Collier County 
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6.2.15 Lee County 

Lee County (Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22) is located on the southwest coast of the Florida peninsula 
between Collier and Charlotte Counties. According to FDEP, the area contains 23 miles of critically eroded 
shoreline resulting from winter frontal systems, tropical weather systems in the Gulf, and the effects of 
inlets including Boca Grande Pass, Captiva Pass, Redfish Pass, Blind Pass, Matanzas Pass, Big Carlos Pass, 
New Pass, and Big Hickory Pass. Nourishment projects in the county include Bonita Beach, Big Hickory 
Island, Lovers Key, Gasparilla Island, Sanibel Island, Captiva Island, and Estero Island (FDEP 2020j).  
 
Bonita Beach is located on Little Hickory Island at the southern portion of Lee County. Lee County sponsors 
the project, nourishing the 0.9 mile segment of critically eroded shoreline. The beach was nourished in 
1995, 2004, and 2014 using sand from the New Pass and Big Carlos Pass Ebb Shoals (FDEP 2020j). Bonita 
Beach has a nourishment planned for 2021-2022. The beach’s 50-year need is 1,300,000 cubic yards.  
 
Initial construction of Big Hickory Island took place in 2013, after the Pelican Landing Community received 
a permit to restore the 0.8 mile stretch of critically eroded shoreline. Sand from New Pass Ebb Shoal, 
located to the north of the island, was placed along the island’s shoreline. Seven concrete groins were 
also constructed to increase the longevity of the nourishment (FDEP 2020j). The project has a 50-year 
sand need of 1,900,000 cubic yards.  
 
North of New Pass and Big Hickory Island is Lovers Key. This area utilizes sand from the Big Carlos Pass 
Ebb Shoal Complex which is located to northwest of the island. Nourishment projects in 2004 and 2014 
placed over 900,000 cubic yards onto the Key’s beaches (FDEP 2020j). Lee County sponsored these 
projects with collaboration from the Division of Recreation and Parks. The 50-year need for Lovers Key is 
estimated at 3,900,000 cubic yards.  
 
Just north of Lovers Key, Estero Island is a portion of the larger federal project area. The federal project is 
not currently viable due to federal easement requirements. Estero Island may be getting benefits from 
nearshore placement of dredge material from Fort Myers Entrance Channel (USACE 2020). However, 
without an extensive nourishment history, the project team could not calculate a 50-year need estimate 
for Estero Island.  
 
Sanibel Island Beach Restoration project is south of Blind Pass and west of San Carlos Bay. This portion of 
beach has been nourished seven times using offshore borrow areas and RSM material from Blind Pass. 
Nearly 330,000 cubic yards of sediment have been bypassed from Blind Pass onto the shoreline of Sanibel 
Island. This project is often constructed in conjunction with the Captiva Island project which is located on 
the northern side of Blind Pass (FDEP, 2020j). Sanibel Island has a projected 50-year sand need of 
3,100,000 cubic yards.  
 
Captiva Island is one of three segments of the federal Lee County SPP. The project area encompasses a 5-
mile segment of critically eroded shoreline along the Gulf coast of Captiva Island. Nourishment events 
have taken place since 1981, however federal participation did not occur until 1989. Terminal groins have 
been constructed at each end of the island and the project is renourished every eight to ten years. 
Nourishment events in the 1980’s used the Redfish Pass Ebb Shoal located at the northern section of the 
project area. However, the more recent nourishment events have used offshore borrow areas (FDEP 
2020j). The next nourishment is not expected until 2021-2022. This project has a 50-year need of 
11,500,000 cubic yards. 
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Just north of the Charlotte Harbor Entrance Channel is the Gasparilla Island segment of the Lee County 
SPP. The project area includes portions of Gasparilla Island State Park and has been receiving nourishment 
since 1981. Maintenance dredging of Boca Grande Pass was used for nourishment in 1981, 1993, and 
1997, but future maintenance dredging is not anticipated, and only offshore sand sources have been used 
for nourishment since that time. The most recent nourishment occurred in July 2019 at Gasparilla Island 
State Park (FDEP 2020j). The 50-year sand need for the Gasparilla Island segment is 4,700,000 cubic yards.  
 
Table 6.17 summarizes the sand needs and availability for Lee County indicating a deficit of 5,000,000  
cubic yards. The county’s 12,100,000 cubic yards of estimated sand available via RSM strategies, combined 
with the predicted 9,400,000 cubic yards of available sand in offshore resources do not fully meet the 
county’s 26,500,000 cubic yard 50-year sand need. It is suggested that additional offshore resources are 
investigated to meet this large 50-year need.  
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Figure 6.21 Lee County Sand Needs and Sources (South) 
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Figure 6.22 Lee County Sand Needs and Sources (North) 
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Table 6.17 50-year SAND Summary for Lee County 
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6.2.16 Charlotte County 

Charlotte County (Figure 6.23) lies on the Gulf coast of the Florida peninsula just above Lee County. The 
area contains 6.5 miles of critically eroded shoreline, which FDEP attributes to winter frontal systems, 
tropical weather systems in the Gulf, and the effects of the Stump Pass and Gasparilla Pass. Several 
restoration projects to combat erosion along the county’s coastline. Nourishment projects include the 
Charlotte County Beach Nourishment Project and the Manasota Key Beach Restoration Project (FDEP 
2020j).  

The Charlotte County Beach Restoration Project includes portions of Knight Island, Bocilla Island, and Don 
Pedro Island. The project was first constructed by Charlotte County in 1995 placing sand from Stump Pass 
onto the shoreline of Knight Island. Several nourishments have occurred since initial construction, each 
event utilizing material from the maintenance dredging of Stump Pass. A project is scheduled for 2020 
using sand from an offshore borrow area (FDEP 2020j). The 50-year need for the Charlotte County Beach 
Restoration Project is 3,000,000 cubic yards.  

The Manasota Key Beach Restoration Project spans across both Charlotte and Sarasota Counties. The 8.3-
mile segment of critically eroded shoreline lies on Manasota Key, with 4.5 miles in Sarasota County and 
3.8 miles in Charlotte County. Construction first occurred in 1981 with the dredging of Stump Pass. The 
2003 project also utilized sand dredged from Stump Pass and Stump Pass ebb shoal. Additional 
nourishments occurred in 2006, 2011, and 2017. The next nourishment is anticipated in 2020 (FDEP 
2020j). The 50-year need for the project extent within Charlotte County is 700,000 cubic yards.  

The two nourishment projects in Charlotte County have an estimated 50-year sand need of 3,800,000 
cubic yards. This need is satisfied by the 3,500,000 cubic yards of sediment located in Proven offshore 
borrow areas and 700,000 cubic yards of sand provided by Stump Pass. Table 6.18 indicates a sand balance 
of 500,000 cubic yards indicating the county has the available resources to meet its sand needs over the 
next 50 years however, it is suggested that further options are investigated to ensure the sand needs can 
be met.  
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Figure 6.23 Charlotte County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.18 50-year SAND Summary for Charlotte County 
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6.2.17 Sarasota County 

Located between Manatee and Charlotte Counties, Sarasota County (Figure 6.24) has 24 miles of critically 
eroded shoreline (FDEP 2019b). The county has both federal and non-federal nourishment projects 
throughout the county to mitigate for the effects of erosion. The Manasota Key, Venice, South Siesta Key, 
Lido Key, and Longboat Key projects all contribute to the county’s 50-year sand need of 30,500,000 cubic 
yards.  
 
Manasota Key Beach Restoration Project, detailed above in the Charlotte County section, is the 
southernmost beach in Sarasota County. 70% of the Manasota Key is located in Sarasota County, with the 
remainder in Charlotte County. The 50-year need for the project extent within Sarasota County is 
1,700,000 cubic yards. 
 
Venice Beach is located 3 miles north of the Manasota Key Project and has a 50-year need of 6,000,000 
cubic yards. The beach is part of the Sarasota County SPP and has federal authorization along 5.6 miles of 
shoreline. In 2005, the City of Venice funded a project separate from the federal project to protect the 
existing dune system and infrastructure. The most recent project, completed in 2019, placed 25,000 cubic 
yards of sediment sourced from the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) and Venice Inlet (FDEP 2020j).  
 
The South Siesta Key Beach Restoration Project contains a 2.4-mile segment of critically eroded shoreline 
located on the Gulf facing shore of Siesta Key. The county completed initial construction in 2007, with a 
project design consisting of 10 years of advance fill. Sand from two offshore borrow areas was used to 
complete the project. A second nourishment event took place in 2016 which included the additional 
placement of a nearshore sand bar (FDEP 2020j). The County plans to continue monitoring and nourishing 
the project area as needed. South Siesta Key has an estimated 50-year sand need of 7,300,000 cubic yards. 
 
Lido Key contains 2.4 miles of critically eroded shoreline that has been maintained by the City of Sarasota 
since 1964. Offshore sand sources and New Pass have provided sediment for the nourishment of Lido Key. 
In 2002, USACE completed a feasibility study of the area, recommending the restoration of 8,300 feet of 
shoreline and the construction of three groins in the southern region of the project area. The federal Lido 
Key SPP is undergoing initial construction in 2020 and intends to use the Big Sarasota Pass Channel and 
Ebb Shoal (FDEP 2020j). The project has a 50-year need of 6,700,000 cubic yards.  
 
The Longboat Key Beach Nourishment Project extends north into Manatee County. The project area 
contains a total of 10.2 miles of critically eroded shoreline, the majority of which is in Manatee County 
with just 2.4 miles in Sarasota County. Initial construction occurred in 1993 using sand from Longboat Pass 
and New Pass. Since then, numerous nourishments have taken place, including the construction of groins 
and placement of sand-filled geotubes. Offshore borrow areas, upland sand sources, New Pass, and 
Longboat Pass have provided sand for the project (FDEP 2020j). A 50-year need of 8,900,000 cubic yards 
is estimated for the Sarasota County section of the Longboat Key.  
 
Table 6.19 indicates a deficit of -5,900,000 cubic yards of sand within Sarasota County over the next 50 
years. The county currently has 1,400,000 cubic yards of sediment in offshore sand sources. RSM 
strategies account for 23,200,000 cubic yards of sediment with large 50-year volume contributions from 
Big Sarasota Pass and Ebb shoal in addition to New Pass. A comprehensive sand search investigation 
exploring offshore sand sources is underway and results will be available by the spring of 2021.
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Figure 6.24 Sarasota County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.19 50-year SAND Summary for Sarasota County 
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6.2.18 Manatee County 

Manatee County (Figure 6.25) is located on the Gulf of Mexico just north of Sarasota County and south of 
Tampa Bay. The county has 13 miles of critically eroded shoreline and has four active beach nourishment 
projects (FDEP 2019b). The 50-year sand need for the county is 23,800,000 cubic yards split between 
Longboat Key, Coquina Beach, Manatee SPP, and North Anna Maria Island.  
 
Longboat Key Beach Nourishment Project, detailed above in the Sarasota County section, is the 
southernmost beach in Manatee County. A 50-year need of 7,800,000 cubic yards is estimated for the 
Manatee County section of Longboat Key.  
 
Coquina Beach is directly north of Longboat Pass and located in Bradenton Beach. The project is locally 
funded and was nourished in 2011 and 2014. Nourishment is anticipated for 2020 with the placement of 
235,000 cubic yards from an offshore sand source. The project’s taper extends north into the Manatee 
County SPP in Holmes Beach (FDEP 2020j). The 50-year need for the Coquina Beach Project is 4,400,000 
cubic yards.  
 
The federal Manatee County SPP encompasses Holmes and Bradenton Beach on Anna Maria Island just 
north of the local Coquina Beach Project. Initially constructed in 1993 using an offshore borrow area, this 
project has since used the Passage Key Ebb Shoal. A nourishment is anticipated for the area in 2020, 
placing 815,000 cubic yards from Anna Maria Island Borrow Area I (FDEP 2020j). The estimated 50-year 
sand need of 11,200,000 cubic yards exceeds the 50-year RSM volume estimates for the project’s 
historical primary sand source, Passage Key. This disproportionate need indicates offshore sand sources 
should be investigated to maintain the project.  
 
Manatee County nourished the northern portion of Anna Maria Island in 2002 and 2011, placing over 
400,000 cubic yards on the 0.7 mile stretch of beach. The Passage Key Inlet complex acted as the sand 
source for the project. To upkeep nourishment events for the northern section of the island, USACE 
estimated a 50-year sand need of 400,000 cubic yards, as per USACE sources noted in the SAND 
geodatabase. 
. 
This study suggests there is a shortage of sand in Manatee County, given its current sand resources and 
predicted 23,800,000 cubic yard 50-year need. Table 6.20 summarizes the available needs and resources 
estimating a 7,900,000 cubic yard deficit. The county’s offshore sand sources are estimated to contribute 
9,000,000 cubic yards. Unverified Plus sand sources contain an additional 4,700,000 cubic yards but need 
to be further investigated to confirm the estimated sand volumes. The inlet complexes at Longboat Pass 
and Passage Key Inlet are predicted to supply 6,900,000 cubic yards over the next 50 years. A 
comprehensive sand search investigation exploring offshore sand sources is underway and results will be 
available by the spring of 2021. 
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Figure 6.25 Manatee County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.20 50-year SAND Summary for Manatee County 
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6.2.19 Hillsborough County 

Hillsborough County (Figure 6.26) is situated inland of Pinellas County with one beach on the Gulf of 
Mexico. Egmont Key, an island at the mouth of Tampa Bay, contains a 1.6-mile segment of federal land 
that is managed by the State of Florida’s Division of Recreation and Parks. Restoration along Egmont Key 
began in 2000 utilizing sand from the maintenance dredging of St. Petersburg Harbor. Two sand-filled 
geotextile groins were also constructed with the nourishment event. A second nourishment event took 
place in 2006 following damage from the 2004 hurricane season. USACE completed a feasibility study of 
the island in 2009 and recommended no further action. The study indicated the project is not 
economically justified and lacked a local sponsor. USACE utilized material from the maintenance dredging 
of the Tampa Harbor Navigation Channel for nourishment in 2015 and continues to monitor Egmont Key’s 
shoreline (FDEP 2020j). It is predicted that Egmont Key will need approximately 5,500,000 cubic yards to 
maintain its current placement trend. This volume is balanced by the 10,000,000 cubic yard 50-year RSM 
benefit provided by Tampa Harbor. Table 6.21 indicates a 4,500,000 cubic yard surplus for the county.   
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Figure 6.26 Hillsborough County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.21 50-year SAND Summary for Hillsborough County 
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6.2.20 Pinellas County 

Pinellas County (Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28) is located on the Gulf of Mexico north of the entrance to 
Tampa Bay. FDEP reports that 14.8 miles of the county’s 23 miles of critically eroded shoreline have been 
restored. FDEP attributes the County’s coastal erosion to winter frontal systems, tropical storms and 
hurricanes, and the effects of inlets such as Hurricane Pass, Clearwater Pass, John’s Pass, Blind Pass, Pass-
a-Grille, Bunces Pass, and Egmont Channel (FDEP 2019b). Nourishment projects in the area include Long 
Key, Treasure Island, Sand Key, and Honeymoon Island. The segments of beach nourishment in Long Key, 
Treasure Island, and Sand Key are all part of the Pinellas County SPP.  
 
Long Key is the southernmost project in the Pinellas County SPP and is located just north of Pass-a-Grille 
Channel. The Treasure Island segment encompasses beaches between Johns Pass and Blind Pass. The 
northernmost segment is located on Sand Key and has received the largest volume of sediment over the 
history of the SPP. Together, the islands have nearly 19 miles of critically eroded shoreline (FDEP 2019b). 
The SPP has regular renourishment intervals of four to five years, with sand sources of Egmont Shoals, 
Blind Pass, Pass-a Grille, Johns Pass, and offshore borrow area L. Since the first placement on Treasure 
Island in 1969, nearly 16,000,000 cubic yards have been placed on the beaches in the Pinellas County SPP. 
Approximately 30% of the sand originated from RSM sources while 60% originated from offshore borrow 
areas. Geotubes were placed in a T-head groin formation on Long Key in 2006. The tubes were repaired 
in 2008 and 2011 and have since been replaced by rock T-head groin structures. The Treasure Island 
segment has multiple shoreline stabilization structures which help to stabilize the shoreline and include 
rock groins at Johns Pass and Blind Pass (FDEP 2020j). The nourishment histories yield a combined 50-year 
need of 32,400,000 cubic yards with 50-year needs of 7,300,000 cubic yards in the Long Key segment, 
6,100,000 cubic yards in the Treasure Island segment, and 19,000,000 cubic yards in the Sand Key 
segment.  
 
Honeymoon Island is located in the northern part of Pinellas County along the Gulf of Mexico north of 
Hurricane Pass. The island contains 1.4 miles of critically eroded shoreline (FDEP 2019b). The area has 
received several nourishments since 1969, when a groin field was first constructed. Following feasibility 
studies in 1999 and 2004, Phase I of the non-federal Honeymoon Island Beach Restoration Project was 
nourished in 2007 using the Hurricane Pass Ebb Shoal. Project design included 140,000 cubic yards of 
sediment and re-design of the existing groin structures. Phase II of the project was completed in 2015, 
with construction of three additional T-groins and 163,000 cubic yards of sand from an offshore borrow 
area. The estimated 50-year sand need is 1,600,000 cubic yards for Honeymoon Island.  
 
Pinellas County has numerous RSM strategies in place providing an estimated 8,600,000 cubic yards of 
sediment over the next 50 years. Table 6.22 summarizes the Proven and Potential offshore sand source 
volumes indicating 14,300,000 cubic yards of sand available. This sums to an 11,100,000 cubic yard sand 
deficit. Pinellas County should investigate other offshore sand sources in order to meet its 50-year sand 
needs.  
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Figure 6.27 Pinellas County (South) Sand Needs and Sources 
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Figure 6.28 Pinellas County (North) Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.22 50-year SAND Summary for Pinellas County 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)*

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

Honeymoon Island 1,000,000 1,600,000

Pinellas County Shore Protection Project - Sand Key 

Segment
12,300,000 19,000,000

Pinellas County Shore Protection Project - Treasure 

Island Segment
4,700,000 7,300,000

Pinellas County Shore Protection Project - Long Key 

Segment
3,100,000 4,800,000

Proven BA (90% Confidence) 15,000,000 13,500,000

Potential BA (70% Confidence) 1,200,000 800,000

Unverified Plus BA (non-volume contributing) 0 0

Hurricane Pass 700,000

Pass-a-Grille and Ebb Shoal 5,200,000

Johns Pass and Ebb Shoal 1,400,000

Clearwater Pass 2,000,000

Blind Pass and Ebb Shoal 1,700,000

Hurricane Pass Ebb Shoal 200,000

32,800,000 14,300,000 11,100,000 -7,400,000

50-yr Sand Need Offshore Borrow Areas

Estimated 50-yr 

RSM Volume (cy)
Balance (cy)

Sa
n

d
 N

ee
d

s

Pinellas County

*Volumes in the above table are an estimate as of July 2020. Information is sourced from stakeholder input and various source documents. Full source information is located in the main report and within the 

accompanying geodatabase. 
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6.2.21 Pasco County 

Pasco County (Figure 6.29) is located along the Big Bend area of the Florida Gulf coast, just above Pinellas 
County. The region contains 1.3 miles of critically eroded shoreline, in Hudson Beach and Anclote Key 
(FDEP 2020d). Small truck haul projects have been conducted at Hudson Beach, but due to the small 
project sizes the beach does not meet the requirements for a 50-year sand estimate as defined by this 
study (Table 6.23). 
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Figure 6.29 Pasco County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 6.23 50-year SAND Summary for Pasco County 
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 JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT OVERVIEW – PUERTO RICO  

A U.S. territory in the Caribbean Sea, Puerto Rico is located approximately 1,000 miles southeast of Miami, 
Florida and is the easternmost and smallest of the Greater Antilles. The archipelago of Puerto Rico consists 
of one large main island and several smaller islands, including Mona, Culebra, and Vieques. Natural 
beaches encompass most of the 300-mile-long coastline of the main island of Puerto Rico (Dobson et al. 
2020). The beaches attract tourism, which provides approximately 10% of the territory’s GDP. Hurricane 
Maria heavily damaged the islands in 2017, and the tourism industry is slowly rebuilding as the island’s 
infrastructure recovers. 

 Puerto Rico SAND Summary 

Puerto Rico’s beaches have no previous records of nourishment and erosion data are not available to 
calculate the future need. However, USACE, Jacksonville District, is currently conducting a coastal 
feasibility study and has identified a federal interest for Rincon and San Juan beaches. Proposed 
nourishment volumes are available, but volumes and other proposed erosion control measures are 
subject to change as the study progresses. The draft study report will be released in Fall 2021. The 
completion of the final study report is scheduled for summer 2021. 

An overview map illustrates the location of potential future beach nourishment projects and offshore 
sand sources for the island (Figure 7.1). Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 summarize the 50-year needs and sources 
for Puerto Rico. The Percentage of Sand Need Available column in the SAND summary tables illustrates 
the ratio of sand available (offshore sand sources and RSM sources) to the sand needs for each county. If 
this percentage is greater than 100%, it indicates a sand surplus; if less than 100%, a sand deficit is 
identified. 
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Figure 7.1 Overview Map Highlighting Sand Needs 
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Table 7.1 50-year SAND Summary for Puerto Rico with 55% Contingency 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.2 50-year SAND Summary for Puerto Rico without 55% Contingency 

 

 
 

SAJ (Puerto Rico) Summary

50-yr Sand Need 

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Proven and 

Potential Offshore 

Borrow Areas 

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

Unverified Plus 

Offshore Borrow 

Areas Estimated 

Volume (cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

(5%)

Estimated 50-yr 

RSM Volume (cy)
Balance (cy)

Percentage of Sand 

Need Available (%)

Rincon, Puerto Rico 1,200,000 600,000 0 0 -600,000 50%

San Juan, Puerto Rico 1,400,000 0 0 0 -1,400,000 0%

2,600,000 600,000 0 0 -2,000,000 23%

SAJ (Puerto Rico) Summary
50-yr Sand Need 

Volume (cy)

Proven and 

Potential Offshore 

Borrow Areas 

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

Estimated 50-yr 

RSM Volume (cy)
Balance (cy)

Percentage of Sand 

Need Available (%)

Rincon, Puerto Rico 800,000 600,000 0 -200,000 75%

San Juan, Puerto Rico 900,000 0 0 -900,000 0%

1,700,000 600,000 0 -1,100,000 35%
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 SAND Summary Tables 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for the municipalities. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore 
sand sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand 
sources, they are not included in the summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each municipality’s SAND summary. The 
estimated volumes in each table are rounded to the nearest 100,000 cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

7.2.1 Rincon 

Rincon (Figure 7.2) is located on the western coast of the main island of Puerto Rico. The beach at Rincon 
attracts surfers from around the world. USACE provided the estimated 50-year sand need of 800,000 cubic 
yards for this beach. USACE, Jacksonville District, is currently conducting a coastal feasibility study for 
Puerto Rico. The study proposes beach nourishment in combination with other measures such as 
revetments and breakwaters. The draft study report will be released in Fall 2021. The completion of the 
final study report is scheduled for summer 2021.  
 
Bajo Blanco Shoal is the identified Potential offshore sand source for this beach, supplying approximately 
800,000 cubic yards of sand (Rojas Vázquez 2016). Cabo Rojo is a Potential offshore sand source near the 
southwest corner of the main island, which requires further investigation to determine the available 
volume of sediment (MMS 1997). Table 7.3 summarizes the area’s sand needs and resources. The project 
team found insufficient data for estimating the volumes of sand available in RSM sources. 
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Figure 7.2 Rincon Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 7.3 50-year SAND Summary for Rincon 

 

 
 
 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)*

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

Sa
n

d
 

N
ee

d
s

Rincon 800,000 1,200,000

Proven BA (90% Confidence) 0 0

Potential BA (70% Confidence) 800,000 600,000

Unverified Plus BA (non-volume contributing) 0 0

R
SM No RSM Sources 0

1,200,000 600,000 0 -700,000

*Volumes in the above table are an estimate as of July 2020. Information is sourced from stakeholder input and various source documents. Full source information is located in the main report and within the 

accompanying geodatabase. 
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7.2.2 San Juan 

San Juan (Figure 7.3) is the capital of Puerto Rico, located on the northern coastline of the main island. 
USACE provided the 50-year sand need of an estimated 900,000 cubic yards for the San Juan beaches 
which include Condado, Ocean Park and Isla Verde. The Isla Verde project expands east of San Juan into 
the Carolina municipality. USACE, Jacksonville District, is currently conducting a coastal feasibility study 
for Puerto Rico. The study proposes beach nourishment in combination with other measures such as 
revetments and breakwaters. The draft study report will be released in Fall 2021. The completion of the 
final study report is scheduled for summer 2021. 
 
There are no borrow areas directly off the coast of San Juan, however there are Unverified Plus offshore 
sand sources near Luquillo and a Potential sand source west of Vieques (Cross, Schwab, and Raker 1998 
and MMS 1997). Table 7.4 summarizes the area’s sand needs and resources. The project team found 
insufficient data for estimating the volumes of sand available in RSM sources. 
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Figure 7.3 San Juan Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 7.4 50-year SAND Summary for San Juan 

 

 
 
 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)*

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

San Juan Isla Verde 300,000 500,000

San Juan Condado 300,000 500,000

San Juan Ocean Park 300,000 500,000

Proven BA (90% Confidence) 0 0

Potential BA (70% Confidence) 0 0

Unverified Plus BA (non-volume contributing) 0 0

R
SM No RSM Sources 0

1,400,000 0 0 -1,400,000

*Volumes in the above table are an estimate as of July 2020. Information is sourced from stakeholder input and various source documents. Full source information is located in the main report and within the 

accompanying geodatabase. 
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 JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT OVERVIEW – U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS 

A U.S. territory in the Caribbean Sea, the U.S. Virgin Islands (USVI) are located approximately 1,000 miles 
southeast of Miami, Florida and 45 miles east of Puerto Rico. Most of the territory’s approximately 
100,000 people live on the three main islands of St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas. The farming and 
industrial center of the USVI is St. Croix. St. John is home to the Virgin Islands National Park, which covers 
about two-thirds of the island. The capital of USVI is Charlotte Amalie, situated on St. Thomas, and is the 
tourism, government, finance, trade, and commerce hub. The territory’s economy is dependent on the 
tourism industry, which was disrupted by the damage caused in 2017 by Hurricanes Irma and Maria 
(Austin 2020). 
 
The U.S. Virgin Islands Department of Planning and Natural Resources (USVI DPNR) manages the 
territory’s coastal zone for the government. DPNR performs a variety of coastal management duties, such 
as watershed management planning, permitting, environmental management, and public safety 
functions, such as weekly water quality monitoring at the territory’s popular swimming beaches (VITEMA 
2020). Permitting for waterfront construction, including beach nourishment, is also reviewed by the USVI 
Coastal Zone Management Commission. This regulatory body consists of three committees, one for each 
of the main islands of St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas (NOAA 2018).  
 

 U.S. Virgin Islands SAND Summary 

Even though USVI has eroded beaches with the need of nourishment, there are only a few small beaches 
having a history of private nourishments completed by hotel owners. The beaches listed in the tables were 
identified by USVI Department of Planning and Natural Resources. However, data to calculate the sand 
needs in alignment with this study are not available and the sand need columns show zeros.  
 
An overview map illustrates the location of these identified beach nourishment projects (Figure 8.1). Table 
8.1 shows the SAND summary for the U.S. Virgin Islands.  
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Figure 8.1 Overview Map Highlighting Sand Needs 
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Table 8.1 50-year SAND Summary for U.S. Virgin Islands  

 
 
 

SAJ (USVI) Summary

50-yr Sand Need 

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Proven and 

Potential Offshore 

Borrow Areas 

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

Unverified Plus 

Offshore Borrow 

Areas Estimated 

Volume (cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

(30%)

Estimated 50-yr 

RSM Volume (cy)
Balance (cy)

Percentage of Sand 

Need Available (%)

St John, USVI 0 0 0 0 0 -

St Thomas, USVI 0 0 0 100,000 100,000 -

0 0 0 100,000 100,000 -
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 SAND Summary Tables 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for each island. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore sand 
sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand sources, 
they are not included in the county’s summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each island’s SAND summary. The 
estimated volumes in each table are rounded to the nearest 100,000 cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

8.2.1 St. John 

St. John (Figure 8.2) is the easternmost of the main islands in USVI. The Virgin Islands National Park covers 
about two-thirds of the island. The main population and tourist center on the island is Cruz Bay on the 
western shore. The Westin St. John Resort on Great Cruz Bay is the island’s sole beach nourishment project 
proposed for this study by USACE. Table 8.2 summarizes the island’s sand needs and resources. The 
project team found insufficient data for calculating 50-year sand needs or estimating the volumes of sand 
available offshore or in RSM sources. 
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Figure 8.2 St. John Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 8.2 50-year SAND Summary for St. John 

 
 
 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)*

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 
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The Westin St John Resort 0 0

Proven BA (90% Confidence) 0 0

Potential BA (70% Confidence) 0 0

Unverified Plus BA (non-volume contributing) 0 0

R
SM No RSM Sources 0

0 0 0 0

*Volumes in the above table are an estimate as of July 2020. Information is sourced from stakeholder input and various source documents. Full source information is located in the main report and within the 

accompanying geodatabase. 
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8.2.2 St. Thomas 

St. Thomas (Figure 8.3) is the largest and most populous of the main islands in USVI. Charlotte Amalie, the 
capital of USVI, is located on the central southern shore of the island. The island’s nourishment projects 
which USACE proposed for this study are co-located with resorts.  These beaches, detailed in the SAND 
geodatabase, are Bluebeard’s Castle Resort, Marriott’s Frenchman Cove, Secret Harbour Beach Resort, 
The Ritz-Carlton, and Wyndham Margaritaville.   
 
In support of this SAND study, USVI DPNR provided USACE with a history of dredging throughout the 
territory. One potential RSM source is the Charlotte Amalie Harbor Maintenance, for which a permit is 
pending as of July 2020. Beach quality sand is estimated at 60,000 cubic yards of the 255,000 cubic yards 
of dredged material proposed for removal. This beach quality fill could be placed on a nearby beach, if 
economically feasible.  Table 8.3 summarizes the island’s sand needs and resources. The project team 
found insufficient data for calculating 50-year sand needs or estimating the volume of available offshore 
sand. 
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Figure 8.3 St. Thomas Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 8.3 50-year SAND Summary for St. Thomas 

 
 
 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)

Volume (cy) with 

+55% Contingency 

Estimated Volume 

(cy)*

Estimated Volume 

(cy) with 

Confidence Factor 

Wyndham Margaritaville 0 0

The Ritz-Carlton 0 0

Marriott's Frenchman's Cove 0 0

Bluebeard's Castle Resort 0 0

Secret Harbour Beach Resort 0 0

Proven BA (90% Confidence) 0 0

Potential BA (70% Confidence) 0 0

Unverified Plus BA (non-volume contributing) 0 0

R
SM Charlotte Amalie Harbor 100,000

0 0 100,000 100,000

*Volumes in the above table are an estimate as of July 2020. Information is sourced from stakeholder input and various source documents. Full source information is located in the main report and within the 

accompanying geodatabase. 
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 MOBILE DISTRICT OVERVIEW – FLORIDA  

Florida has 1,350 miles of coastline which includes environmentally sensitive wetlands and over 800 miles 
of sandy beaches (FDEP 2019a). These coastal areas provide important habitats for a variety of species 
and are a vital component of the state’s economy. As the state’s primary tourist attraction, Florida’s 
beaches produce millions of dollars for Florida’s economy each year (FDEP 2020g). USACE Jacksonville 
District (SAJ) encompasses 27 of the 35 coastal counties along the Florida peninsula. Florida’s Department 
of Environmental Protection (FDEP) Office of Resilience and Coastal Protection regulates the state’s 
coastal resources, managing over 4.9 million acres of subaerial and subaqueous coastal land in Florida 
(FDEP 2020b). The Beaches, Inlets, and Ports Program and the Coastal Construction Control Line Program 
manage the permitting for beach nourishment projects (FDEP, 2020a). FDEP works together with USACE 
and BOEM to permit borrow areas located in federal waters. The Florida Inland Navigation District (FIND) 
and the West Coast Inland Navigation District (WCIND) partner with USACE and local sponsors to manage 
many of the state’s upland sand sources and waterway dredging, both of which are vital RSM programs. 

All of Florida’s coastal counties experience erosion. Natural coastal processes, storms, the creation of 
inlets, and the development of infrastructure near the shoreline all contribute to shoreline erosion (FDEP 
2020g). The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) defines a ‘critically eroded shoreline’ 
as: 

a segment of the shoreline where natural processes or human activity have caused or 
contributed to erosion and recession of the beach or dune system to such a degree that 
upland development, recreational interests, wildlife habitat, or important cultural 
resources are threatened or lost.  

In 1986, the State of Florida tasked the FDEP with determining which of the State’s beaches met the 
‘critically eroded’ criteria and developing a comprehensive long-term plan for their restoration (Florida 
Statute 161.101 and 161.161). This long-term plan calls for the annual publication of the State’s Critically 
Eroded Beaches Report and Strategic Beach Management Plan. The Critically Eroded Beaches Report 
updates the list of beaches designated as critically eroded and the Strategic Beach Management Plan 
details beach management activities (FDEP 2019b). FDEP develops inlet management plans which provide 
maintenance plans for many of the inlets statewide. According to FDEP, a combination of local, state, and 
government agencies actively manage 53% of the State’s critically eroded shoreline within peninsular 
Florida through beach restoration and nourishment (FDEP 2020g).  

 Mobile District (FL) SAND Summary 

The sand needs analysis for the Florida portion of the Mobile District includes nine federal and eight non-
federal beach nourishment projects that meet the requirements for this study and require 132,600,000 
cubic yards of sand district- wide (85,500,000 cubic yards of sand without the 55% contingency). Within 
the District there are four potential future projects, denoted by italics in the respective county’s table. In 
addition to the 50-year sand needs, Taylor Engineering compiled the offshore and RSM sand sources to 
estimate the scale of each county’s sand surplus or deficit. A district overview map illustrates the location 
of beach nourishment projects and available sand (Figure 9.1). Figure 9.2 summarizes the SAND balance 
volumes and percentage of sand need available in each county.  
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Table 9.1 and Table 9.2 summarize the 50-year needs for the USACE Mobile District, Florida. The 
Percentage of Sand Need Available column in the SAND summary tables illustrates the ratio of sand 
available (offshore sand sources and RSM sources) to the sand needs for each county. If this percentage 
is greater than 100%, it indicates a sand surplus; if less than 100%, a sand deficit is identified. 
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Figure 9.1 District Overview Map Highlighting RSM Features, Sand Needs, and Offshore Sand Sources 
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 Figure 9.2 SAND Balance Volume and Percent of Sand Need Available  
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Table 9.1 50-year SAND Summary for Mobile District (Florida) with 55% Contingency 
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Table 9.2 50-year SAND Summary for Mobile District (Florida) without 55% Contingency 
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 SAND Summary Tables by County 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for each county. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore sand 
sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand sources, 
they are not included in the county’s summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each coastal county’s SAND summary, 
organized from east to west along the Gulf of Mexico coastline. The estimated volumes in each table are 
rounded to the nearest 100,000 cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

9.2.1 Wakulla County 

Wakulla County is the eastern-most county on the Florida Panhandle. Its coastal region contains a diverse 
blend of marshes, islands, tidal creeks, estuaries, and sandy beaches. Major cities along Wakulla’s coast 
include Panacea and St. Marks. FDEP reports that approximately 1.3 miles of shoreline are critically eroded 
in this county along Shell Point and Mashes Sands County Park (FDEP 2019b).  
 
The Shell Point Beach Nourishment Project was completed in 2018 using Deepwater Horizon Natural 
Resource Damage Assessment funds. This stretch of shoreline is heavily armored with seawalls and 
revetments, but 2,600 cubic yards of beach quality sand was trucked to the beach in 2018 creating a berm 
seaward of the coastal protection measures (FDEP 2020k). There is no 50-year need estimate for this 
project due to its one-time, small nourishment event not meeting this study’s requirement.  
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9.2.2 Franklin County 

Franklin County (Figure 9.3) is located east of Gulf County and west of Wakulla County. Cities along 
Franklin County’s coast include Apalachicola, East Point, and Carrabelle. Inlets along the county’s coastline 
are Indian Pass, West Pass, Bob Sikes Cut, and East Pass. The county contains 13 miles of critically eroded 
beaches on the Gulf-facing beaches of Dog Island, Little St. George Island, St. George Island, St. Vincent 
Island, and Alligator Point. Due to funding obstacles and local opposition, none of these critically eroded 
beaches have been restored (FDEP 2020k).  
 
Alligator Point contains 1.1 miles of critically eroded shoreline. FDEP authorized the project in 2011, but 
the county withdrew its support for the project in response to local interests. The project proposed the 
placement of 1,700,000 cubic yards with a tombolo leading to Alligator Point. Due to the lack of 
nourishment history, no 50-year need was calculated by this study (FDEP 2020k).  
 
USACE authorized the Apalachicola Bay Navigation Project in 1952, creating the Bob Sikes Cut in 1954. 
This inlet, when newly constructed, caused the maintenance of West Pass to be discontinued. In 1956, 
jetties were built to flank the inlet. Between 1958 and 1975, approximately 40,000 cubic yards of sand 
was dredged from the pass each year. After this time period, dredging was not as frequent and quantities 
are unknown. Material from the channel was placed on the adjacent shoreline or in a nearshore disposal 
site. In 2016, approximately 42,000 cubic yards of sand was placed along 1,500 feet of the inlet’s western 
shoreline. The infrequent dredging of Bob Sikes Cut results in the Western Shoreline project not having a 
50-year sand need. 
 
Franklin County has 4,900,000 cubic yards of sand available in Proven offshore sand sources and 
approximately 1,400,000 cubic yards of available sediment from the Bob Sikes Cut, which provide a sand 
surplus of 6,300,000 cubic yards, as shown in Table 9.3.  
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Figure 9.3 Franklin County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 9.3 50-year SAND Summary for Franklin County 
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9.2.3 Gulf County 

Gulf County (Figure 9.4) lies along the Gulf of Mexico extending from St Vincent Island in Franklin County 
to Mexico Beach in Bay County. The county’s shoreline includes Cape San Blas and St Joseph Peninsula, 
which are separated from the mainland by St Joseph Bay.  
 
The St Joseph Peninsular Restoration Project was nourished in 2009 and 2019 placing over 4,300,000 cubic 
yards of sand on the beaches. Prior to both projects, Gulf County completed feasibility studies and borrow 
area investigations. The 2019 project repaired the eroding southern end of the project and proposed 
coastal structures which are currently under review by FDEP (FDEP 2020k). This project has an anticipated 
50-year need of 5,600,000 cubic yards which is currently met by the Proven offshore sand sources within 
the county (Table 9.4). 
 
The Port St. Joe Channel is a potential RSM source, as the St. Joseph Peninsula has migrated into the 
channel. There are proposed plans to realign the channel and incorporate a sediment trap (Godsey 2020). 
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Figure 9.4 Gulf County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 9.4 50-year SAND Summary for Gulf County 
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9.2.4 Bay County 

Bay County is located between Gulf and Walton Counties. St. Andrews Inlet is located at the center of the 
county and connects St. Andrew Bay to the Gulf of Mexico. East of the inlet are Shell Island and Crooked 
Island. Panama City is the largest city in Bay County, located in the back bay north of St. Andrews Inlet.  
Tyndall Air Force Base and Mexico Beach, which both sustained major damage from Hurricane Michael in 
2018, are located in low-lying coastal areas along the Gulf of Mexico on the southeastern border of the 
county. FDEP attributes much of the county’s erosion to hurricanes and the effects of St. Andrews Inlet 
(FDEP 2020k). Within Bay County there are three beach nourishment projects (Figure 9.5). 
 
Located at the county’s eastern boundary is Mexico Beach. This segment of shoreline has 0.9 miles of 
critically eroded shoreline. FDEP and the City of Mexico Beach completed a feasibility study in 2008 which 
recommended increased inlet bypassing at the Mexico Beach Inlet and a restoration project along the 
beach’s critically eroded shoreline (FDEP 2020k). A few emergency restoration events have occurred at 
Mexico Beach, but a future post-Michael repair project is proposed, placing sand from offshore borrow 
area MB-I, as per USACE sources noted in the SAND geodatabase. The 50-year sand need of 1,900,000 
cubic yards for Mexico Beach is based on the nourishment volume of the proposed project. No 50-year 
volume estimate was provided for Mexico Beach Inlet, as it is a potential future project that is still under 
investigation. 
 
The Panama City Harbor Navigation Project involves the maintenance dredging of the channel leading to 
the Port of Panama City by USACE. The Panama City Harbor and ebb shoal are expected to contribute 
5,900,000 cubic yards of sediment over the next 50 years. Since 1984, the beach quality material from the 
Panama City Harbor Navigation Project has been beneficially placed on the beach and in the nearshore 
along St. Andrews State Park. In 2015, 130,000 cubic yards of sand were placed in St. Andrews State Park 
(FDEP 2020k). St. Andrews State Park has an estimated 50-year sand need of 1,100,000 cubic yards, which 
is met by the current USACE RSM and bypassing practices.  
 
In 1998, the Panama City Beach Erosion Control and Storm Damage Reduction Project received federal 
authorization. The Bay County Tourist Development Council provides local project funding. The project 
has a design nourishment interval of 5 years and extends from the county border with Walton County to 
St. Andrews State Park. The first nourishment was completed in 1999, placing over 9,100,000 cubic yards 
of sand from an offshore borrow area. Since its initial nourishment various segments have been restored 
placing over 5,600,000 cubic yards from offshore borrow areas in 2006, 2011, and 2017. The next 
renourishment is proposed to occur in 2020-2021 to repair damage from Hurricane Michael (FDEP 2020k). 
The 50-year sand need for the Panama City Beach Erosion Control and Storm Damage Reduction Project 
is estimated to be 28,000,000 cubic yards.  
 
To meet the 50-year sand needs of Bay County (31,000,000 cubic yards), additional sand sources will need 
to be investigated. Currently, offshore sand sources are estimated to contribute 11,300,000 cubic yards 
of sand, with RSM sources contributing an additional 5,900,000 cubic yards (Table 9.5Error! Reference 
source not found.). The project team recommends that the Unverified Plus borrow areas located offshore 
Bay County be further investigated for additional beach quality sediment. 
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Figure 9.5 Bay County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 9.5 50-year SAND Summary for Bay County 
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9.2.5 Walton County 

Walton County is located to the west of Bay County and the east of Okaloosa County (Figure 9.6). Walton 
County has 26 miles of coastline fronting the Gulf of Mexico, 18.8 miles of critically eroded shoreline, and 
4.8 miles of nourished shoreline (FDEP 2020k). Three state parks with unique coastal dune lakes are 
located along the County’s 26-mile-long coastline—Deer Lake State Park, Grayton Beach State Park, and 
Topsail Hill Preserve State Park (FDEP 2020l).  
 
To protect these rare features, a county-wide feasibility study was completed in 2006 by USACE, Walton 
County, and FDEP. The study was federally approved in 2013, and in 2014 the Walton County Hurricane 
and Storm Damage Reduction (HSDR) Project was authorized by Congress. However, in 2016 the Walton 
County Commission postponed this federal project, which proposed to restore 18.8 miles of critically 
eroded areas in Walton County (FDEP 2020k). The HSDR project planned for an initial placement of 
5,700,000 cubic yards with subsequent placements of 4,300,000 cubic yards every ten years (USACE 
2020). Sand would be excavated from an offshore borrow source. This design information yields a 50-year 
sand need of 35,500,000 cubic yards over the next 50 years.  
 
Simultaneous nourishment of the western end of the Walton County shoreline and the eastern end of the 
Okaloosa County shoreline occurred in 2007 during the Walton County/Destin Beach Restoration Project. 
69% of the project footprint lies within Walton County and 31% lies within Okaloosa County. This state-
funded emergency effort included local project sponsors: Walton County, the City of Destin, and Okaloosa 
County. The project has a renourishment interval of 8 years and overlaps the federally authorized yet 
unconstructed Walton County HSDR. The 2007 nourishment event placed over 2,800,000 cubic yards from 
a borrow area to the south of East Pass (FDEP 2020k).  
 
Table 9.6Error! Reference source not found. summarizes the sand needs and sources for Walton County. 
The Walton County HSDR has a 50-year sand need of 35,500,000 cubic yards. Currently, offshore of the 
county there is an estimated 18,200,000 cubic yards of sand in Proven sand sources and an additional 
8,500,000 cubic yards in Potential offshore sand sources. Combining the needs and availability yields a 
deficit of 8,800,000 cubic yards for Walton County. It is suggested that Unverified Plus resources are 
further investigated to provide additional sand sources to meet the county’s 50-year need.  
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Figure 9.6 Walton County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 9.6 50-year SAND Summary for Walton County 
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9.2.6 Okaloosa County 

Santa Rosa and Walton Counties lie on either side of Okaloosa County (Figure 9.7Error! Reference source 
not found.). Okaloosa’s major coastal municipalities include Fort Walton Beach and Destin. The eastern-
most part of Santa Rosa Island is known as Okaloosa Island. East of Okaloosa Island and west of Destin is 
East Pass, the channel connecting Choctawhatchee Bay and Gulf of Mexico. To the east of East Pass is 
Norriego Point in Destin. The Santa Rosa Sound separates Fort Walton Beach from Santa Rosa Island. Five 
beach restoration projects have taken place along the beaches of Okaloosa Island, Norriego Point, and 
Destin (FDEP 2020k). 
 
The federal Walton County/Destin Beach Restoration Project, previously detailed in Section 9.2.5, 
contributes an estimated 50-year sand need with contingencies of 1,900,000 cubic yards for the Okaloosa 
County portion of the project. 
 
The Okaloosa County Coastal Storm Risk Management (CSRM) project does not have a 50-year need. The 
project is currently in year two of a three-year feasibility study, investigating methods to improve the 
resiliency of Okaloosa County to coastal storms. USACE’s preliminary estimates for sand required 
throughout the county’s public shorelines (R-1 through R-50) are on the order of 6,500,000 cubic yards 
for a project life of 50 years. 
 
The first nourishment of the federal Western Destin Beach Restoration Project occurred in 2013 after 
federal authorization in 2010. The City of Destin and Okaloosa County acted as the local project sponsors. 
Stakeholder opposition during initial design prompted the project to be divided into two segments with a 
small gap in the center. The first segment involved the placement of nearly 500,000 cubic yards between 
FDEP Monuments R-15.5 and R-20.7 and the second segment involved the placement of approximately 
150,000 cubic yards between FDEP Monuments R-23.5 and R-25.5 (FDEP 2020k). An erosion rate of 
approximately 63,000 cubic yards per year was calculated using volume change calculations contained in 
the project’s 4-Year Post-Construction Monitoring Report (Taylor Engineering 2017).  
  
Located adjacent to East Pass and Destin Harbor, the Norriego Point Stabilization and Restoration Project 
is funded by the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA). Initial 
construction in 2017 placed approximately 130,000 cubic yards of sand from the East Pass Federal 
Navigation Channel (including the Old Pass Lagoon Channel also known as the Destin Harbor Channel) at 
Norriego Point (Taylor Engineering 2018). The project length is approximately 1,800 feet and included the 
construction of seawalls and T-head groins to stabilize the fill. The project area has an estimated 50-year 
need of 300,000 cubic yards.  
 
The Air Force and USACE sponsor the Eglin Air Force Base Beach Restoration Project. Authorized in 2009 
and constructed 2010, the project was split into three reaches across the government-owned areas of 
Santa Rosa Island. However, only a portion of the first reach and the third reach were constructed due to 
funding limitations. Nearly 1,000,000 cubic yards of material were placed from an offshore borrow area 
onto the Eglin Air Force Base Beaches during this project (Taylor Engineering 2013). Smaller nearshore 
segments of the project area received approximately 400,000 cubic yards of material from East Pass 
navigation projects between 2006 and 2010. An erosion rate of 65,000 cubic yards per year was calculated 
using volume change calculations contained in the 2010 project’s 3-Year Post-Construction Monitoring 
Report (Taylor Engineering 2013). Using this erosion rate, the estimated 50-year sand need volume is 
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6,000,000 cubic yards for the continued maintenance of the Eglin Air Force Base Beach Restoration 
Project. 
The 50-year sand need for Okaloosa County totals 13,900,000 cubic yards. Currently there is an estimated 
5,100,000 cubic yards of available sand in Proven offshore sand sources located off the county’s coast in 
the Gulf of Mexico. The East Pass RSM source is estimated to provide 2,000,000 cubic yards of sand over 
the next 50 years. Additional RSM material may potentially be available in the East Pass Sand Trap; 
however the sand trap is currently in the design and permitting phase. The material from the sand trap 
will be placed on either Okaloosa Island, Norriego Point, and/or Holiday Isle in West Destin on an as-
needed basis. Figure 9.7 shows the five projects in Okaloosa County and its sand sources while Table 
9.7Error! Reference source not found. summarizes the needs and resources indicating a deficit of 
6,700,000 cubic yards. It is suggested that additional sand resources are investigated to meet the County’s 
current projected 50-year needs.  
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Figure 9.7 Okaloosa County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 9.7 50-year SAND Summary for Okaloosa County  
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9.2.7 Santa Rosa County 

Santa Rosa County (Figure 9.8) is located east of Escambia County and west of Okaloosa County. Major 
cities in the county include Navarre, Gulf Breeze, and Milton. Waterbodies in the county include Santa 
Rosa Sound, Escambia Bay, and Pensacola Bay. A small portion of Santa Rosa Island is part of Santa Rosa 
County and contains the community of Navarre Beach. The barrier island protects the mainland during 
hurricanes while also providing critical habitat for shorebirds and sea turtles (FDEP 2020k).  
 
The sole project in Santa Rosa County is the Navarre Beach Restoration Project. Funding for the project 
comes from a variety of sources, including the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), FDEP, 
the Santa Rosa County Tourist Development Council, Santa Rosa County, and a municipal services benefit 
unit (MSBU) of Navarre Beach Leaseholders (Santa Rosa County 2016). The shoreline contains 4.1 miles 
of critically eroded beach as defined by FDEP. The first nourishment took place in 2006 placing nearly 
3,000,000 cubic yards of sand for the beach and dune. Subsequent projects occulted in 2010 and 2016. 
The 2010 project was a small, emergency placement of 12,000 cubic yards from an upland sand source at 
the western project limit. Both the 2006 and 2016 projects used material from offshore borrow areas 
(FDEP 2020k).  
 
Table 9.8 lists the estimated 11,000,000 cubic yard need for Navarre Beach over the next 50 years. 
Currently, the county has 3,900,000 cubic yards of sand located in Proven borrow areas off the coast of 
Santa Rosa County. To meet the 50-year needs within the county, additional sand resources will need to 
be investigated. 
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Figure 9.8 Santa Rosa County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 9.8 50-year SAND Summary for Santa Rosa County 
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9.2.8 Escambia County 

Escambia County (Figure 9.9) is the western-most coastal county in Florida. Major towns in the county 
include Pensacola, Pensacola Beach, and Perdido Key. This county includes portions of two barrier islands, 
Perdido Key and Santa Rosa Island. Water bodies located in the county include Santa Rosa Sound, 
Escambia Bay, Pensacola Bay and Harbor, and Perdido Bay. Beach nourishment projects occur at Perdido 
Key and Pensacola Beach, totaling a 31,300,000 cubic yard 50-year sand need in Escambia County.  
 
The Pensacola Beach Restoration Project is located on the western end of Santa Rosa Island. The project 
is locally funded by the Santa Rosa Island Authority (SRIA) and FDEP. In 2003, the restoration involved 
placing 4,200,000 cubic yards along 8.2 miles of the island. The project design interval is eight years and 
uses offshore borrow areas. A turtle friendly beach template is implemented in the design of the beach. 
Since its initial placement, there have been two projects at Pensacola Beach placing an additional 
4,800,000 cubic yards of sand within the template (FDEP 2020k). The 50-year sand need of the Pensacola 
Beach Restoration Project is 19,900,000 cubic yards. 
 
The Perdido Key Beach Restoration Project is divided into east and west segments. The project is funded 
through USACE, Escambia County, and the Florida Park Service. The island of Perdido Key extends into 
Alabama but primarily lies within Florida. The Perdido Key East and West projects lie adjacent to one 
another spanning a total of 14 miles. The Perdido Key East project receives nearshore placement material 
from Pensacola Pass maintenance (USACE 2020). Since 2012, over 1,200,000 cubic yards have been placed 
into the coastal system at Perdido Key East yielding a 50-year need of 9,500,000 cubic yards. The Perdido 
Key West project is a future project, requiring an estimated 1,900,000 cubic yards of material over the 
next 50 years. The project, originally scheduled for 2013, has yet to be constructed (FDEP 2020k).  
 
Combining the needs at Pensacola Beach and Perdido Key yields a 50-year sand need of 31,300,000 cubic 
yards for Escambia County. Table 9.9 shows a sand deficit in the county of 15,700,000 cubic yards 
indicating additional sand resources will need to be explored to meet the 50-year need. Pensacola Harbor 
and the Fort McRee DMMA are anticipated to contribute 3,800,000 cubic yards of sand over the next 50 
years while Proven and Potential offshore sand sources provide 11,800,000 cubic yards.  
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Figure 9.9 Escambia County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 9.9 50-year SAND Summary for Escambia County 
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 MOBILE DISTRICT OVERVIEW – ALABAMA  

Alabama’s coastline spans approximately 50 miles along the Gulf of Mexico. Mobile and Baldwin Counties 
share the state’s coastal region, with Mobile County located west of Baldwin County. The state’s 
approximate 50 miles of Gulf facing beaches and 70 miles of bay beaches are a major recreational amenity 
and tourist attraction (ADEM 2020a). The 15-mile-long barrier island of Dauphin Island protects Alabama’s 
coastline against storms and is the state’s only barrier island separating the Mississippi Sound from the 
Gulf of Mexico. Little Dauphin Island is a sand spit that extends north from the northeastern edge of 
Dauphin Island and into the Mississippi Sound. Pelican Island and Sand Island are ephemeral islands 
located southeast of Dauphin Island (Alesce and FitzHarris 2012). Mobile Bay separates Alabama’s coastal 
counties and provides a deep-draft port that connects the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf Intracoastal 
Waterway (GIWW). The bay contains a diverse estuarine system that includes many oyster reef areas. 
Neighboring Mobile Bay to the southwest is Bon Secour Bay which is known for its maritime forests. The 
western coastal region of the state (southern Mobile County) is defined by marsh islands and submerged 
aquatic vegetation. The Deepwater Horizon oil spill created significant adverse impacts for the state’s 
coastal region. 

The Alabama Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) operates the Alabama Coastal Area 
Management Program (ACAMP) which regulates the state’s coastal permitting. The program’s purpose is 
to, “promote, improve and safeguard the lands and waters located in Alabama's coastal area through a 
comprehensive and cooperative program designed to preserve, enhance, and develop these valuable 
resources for present and future generations” (ADEM 2020b). The Alabama Department of Conservation 
and Natural Resources-State Lands Division (ADCNR-SLD) handles policy development and planning 
throughout the state. ACAMP works together with ALDCNR-SLD to enforce the policies set by ALDCNR-
SLD. ACAMP regulates permitting and monitoring throughout the coastal Alabama region. ADEM works 
together with USACE and BOEM to ensure federal consistency for projects that require federal permits, 
this includes projects that are located in federal waters. USACE SAM and local sponsors manage the state’s 
upland sand sources. 

Unique geographic features, numerous hurricanes, dredge and fill projects, and coastal development have 
contributed to shoreline erosion along Alabama’s coastline. Dauphin Island helps to protect western 
Alabama’s coastal, estuarine, and marsh environments. The island is widest at the eastern end while the 
western portion experiences heavy erosion and breaching during storms and tropical cyclones. In 2004, 
Hurricane Ivan initiated a breach at approximately the halfway point of the Island. This breach later 
widened during Hurricane Katrina and is now known to be the Katrina Cut. In general, the Alabama coast 
experiences prevailing southeasterly winds and waves with east to west currents that trigger a net 
westward sediment transport. There is a large ebb shoal located within Mobile Pass, the area between 
Dauphin Island and Morgan Peninsula, where the westward sediment transport combines with the 
outgoing Mobile Bay currents. The littoral transport regime causes erosion on the western side of the 
navigation channel and accretion on the eastern side of the channel (Alesce and FitzHarris 2012). 

 Mobile District (AL) SAND Summary 

The sand needs analysis for the Alabama portion of the Mobile District includes six federal and two non-
federal beach nourishment projects that meet the requirements for this study and require 53,500,000 
cubic yards of sand district- wide (34,600,000 cubic yards of sand without the 55% contingency). Within 
the District there are four potential future projects, denoted by italics in the respective county’s table. In 
addition to the 50-year sand needs, Taylor Engineering compiled the offshore and RSM sand sources to 
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estimate the scale of each county’s sand surplus or deficit. A district overview map illustrates the location 
of beach nourishment projects and available sand (Figure 10.1). Figure 10.2 summarizes the SAND balance 
volumes and percentage of sand need available in each county. 

Table 10.1 and Table 10.2 summarize the 50-year needs for the USACE Mobile District, Alabama. The 
Percentage of Sand Need Available column in the SAND summary tables illustrates the ratio of sand 
available (offshore sand sources and RSM sources) to the sand needs for each county.  If this percentage 
is greater than 100%, it indicates a sand surplus; if less than 100%, a sand deficit is identified. 
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Figure 10.1 District Overview Map Highlighting RSM Features, Sand Needs, and Offshore Sand Sources 
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Figure 10.2 SAND Balance Volume and Percent of Sand Need Available  
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Table 10.1 50-year SAND Summary for Mobile District (Alabama) with 55% Contingency 

 
 
 

Table 10.2 50-year SAND Summary for Mobile District (Alabama) without 55% Contingency 
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 SAND Summary Tables by County 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for each county. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore sand 
sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand sources, 
they are not included in the county’s summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each coastal county’s SAND summary, 
organized from east to west along the Gulf of Mexico coastline. The estimated volumes in each table are 
rounded to the nearest 100,000 cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

10.2.1 Baldwin County 

Baldwin County is the eastern-most county in coastal Alabama and is home to the beach towns of Orange 
Beach and Gulf Shores. While there are no barrier islands along the county’s coastline, Morgan Peninsula 
extends towards Mobile Pass to the west and acts as a buffer between the Gulf of Mexico and Bon Secour 
Bay. There are three beach nourishment projects within Baldwin County as seen in Figure 10.3. 
 
The Lillian Park Beach Habitat and Shore Protection Project (SPP) was one of several projects chosen by 
the Alabama Gulf Coast Recovery Council to restore and protect natural resources and environments 
following the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The project is currently in the design phase and Baldwin 
County plans to construct it. One of the objectives of the restoration is to engineer a stable sand beach 
alongshore Perdido Bay in Lillian, AL. Design volumes are not yet available for the project, so no 50-year 
need is listed in Table 10.3. 
 
The City of Orange Beach, ADCNR, and the City of Gulf Shores sponsor the Orange Beach/Gulf Shores/Gulf 
State Park Beach Restoration Project. In 2001, over 1,600,000 cubic yards of sand were placed along the 
eastern stretch of the Gulf Shores shoreline from the offshore borrow areas BA-1, BA-2, BA-3, and BA-5. 
Following this initial nourishment, the project area was expanded, extending from the Bon Secour 
National Wildlife Refuge to the Florida-Alabama border. The 2006 and 2013 projects both used the same 
offshore borrow areas as the 2001 project placing over 9,600,000 cubic yards within the expanded project 
area. The Orange Beach/Gulf Shores/Gulf State Park Beach Restoration Project has an estimated 50-year 
sand need of 29,100,000 cubic yards. Notably, offshore borrow areas are currently being re-permitted. 
Project information provided by stakeholder, as noted in the SAND geodatabase. 
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In 2003, a one-time emergency placement occurred along nearly four miles of Gulf Shores, AL. The West 
Gulf Shores Emergency Beach Fill Project placed approximately 700,000 cubic yards of sand with FEMA 
funding (WCU 2019). This emergency project does not have a 50-year need identified. 
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Table 10.3 summarizes the sand needs and availability in Baldwin County. There is an estimated 
19,700,000 cubic yards of sand available in Proven offshore sand resources. Perdido Pass and its 
Impoundment Basin are predicted to supply 6,200,000 cubic yards of sediment for the Orange Beach/Gulf 
Shores/Gulf State Park Beach Restoration Project over the next 50 years. Applying the predicted available 
sand to the sand need yields a deficit of 3,200,000 cubic yards for Baldwin County over the next 50 years. 
The project team suggests investigating the Tier 1 and 2 Unverified Plus sand sources to meet the county’s 

50-year needs. It is recommended that further geotechnical investigations be performed to ensure 

compatibility for future beach use.  
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Figure 10.3 Baldwin County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 10.3 50-year SAND Summary for Baldwin County 
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10.2.2 Mobile County 

Mobile County (Figure 10.4 and Figure 10.5) is the western-most county of Alabama.  The shores of 
Dauphin Island, Marsh Island, and Sand Island receive periodic nourishment. Dauphin Island defines the 
county’s gulf facing shoreline, protecting the sensitive marsh environments surrounding the mainland city 
of Bayou La Batre. The state, county, and city understand the importance of restoring the beach system 
along Dauphin Island as it provides coastal protection and has numerous environmental benefits. 
 
USACE provided an estimated 50-year need for the future Little Dauphin Island Restoration of 800,000 
cubic yards. The project will be a one-time placement in the nearshore. The sand source is anticipated to 
be the GIWW or an upland sand source. 
 
The western half of Dauphin Island contains a breach called the Katrina Cut. Hurricane Ivan started the 
breach in 2004 and Hurricane Katrina worsened the breach one year later. In 2010, the State of Alabama 
funded an emergency response project to protect the marshes and estuaries north of Dauphin Island 
following the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The project intended to prevent oil from seeping into the 
Mississippi Sound by temporarily filling Katrina Cut. The state placed 260,000 tons of stone and 95,000 
cubic yards of sand along the 1.5-mile-long breach (Thompson Engineering 2020). The Katrina Cut 
Temporary Berm Project does not have a 50-year sand need. 
 
In 2016, the Dauphin Island East End Beach Project restored approximately 5,000 feet of shoreline placing 
320,000 cubic yards of sand from an offshore borrow area on the eastern end of Dauphin Island. The 
ADCNR sponsored the project. The National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) study indicates that this 
project is a viable project for the east end of Dauphin Island. Future projects will consist of an initial 
placement of 1,200,000 cubic yards and successive placements of 350,000 cubic yards yielding a 50-year 
need of 5,700,000 cubic yards (NFWF-GEBF 2020). 
 
USACE Section 406 of P.L. 111-212 Supplemental Funds funded placement of sand on Sand Island in 2011 
from the Sand Island Benefit Use Area (SIBUA) offshore borrow area in order to mitigate the impacts of 
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The project placed 1,500,000 cubic yards of sand on Sand Island with the 
intention of littoral transport positively affecting Dauphin Island and Pelican Island (ADCNR 2020). In 2014, 
the State of Alabama applied for RESTORE funds to allow for USACE continue to place sandy material in 
the littoral transport system for the benefit of Sand Island, Pelican Island, and Dauphin Island. The 
outcome of the application is not known. No 50-year volume estimates apply to this project.  
 
A NFWF study evaluated a suite of restoration measures for the west end of Dauphin Island. This future 
project consists of an initial placement of 4,600,000 cubic yards of material. Successive placements will 
be 1,400,000 cubic yards. Sand is likely to come from the Petit Bois Pass-Alabama East and West borrow 
sites identified by the USACE Mississippi Coastal Improvements Program (MsCIP) (NFWF-GEBF 2020).  
 
Table 10.4 summarizes the 50-year sand needs and resources, indicating a surplus of 700,000 cubic yards 

within Mobile County. The quantities of available offshore sand shown in Figure 10.5 and Table 10.4 are 

constantly changing due the ongoing MsCIP barrier island restoration projects, and may not be accurate 

after July 2020. The East End and West End Dauphin Island Projects and Little Dauphin Island Restoration 
yield a 50-year need of 24,400,000 cubic yards for the county. There is an estimated 17,800,000 cubic 
yards of sand located offshore of the county in the Gulf and an additional 7,300,000 cubic yards available 

from RSM sources at Mobile Bar (Mobile Harbor/Sand Trap), Fort Gains, and Pass Drury. It is recommended 

that further geotechnical investigations be performed to ensure compatibility for future beach use.  
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Figure 10.4 Mobile County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Figure 10.5 Inset Map from Figure 10.4 Mobile County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 10.4 50-year SAND Summary for Mobile County 
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 MOBILE DISTRICT OVERVIEW – MISSISSIPPI  

Mississippi’s coastline spans approximately 44 miles making it the shortest state coastline along the Gulf 
of Mexico. USACE Mobile District (SAM) oversees Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson Counties, which all 
border the Gulf of Mexico. These coastal counties contain six barrier islands which protect the interior 
coastline against storms—Cat Island, Ship Island, Horn Island, Petit Bois Island, and West Petit Bois Island 
(formerly known as Sand Island). Deer Island and Round Island are coastal preserves located in the 
Mississippi Sound between the mainland of Mississippi and its barrier islands. The state has numerous 
ports and bays which connect the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) to the Gulf of Mexico, intersecting 
within the Mississippi Sound. The Port of Pascagoula, Port of Gulfport, and Port Bienville can 
accommodate deep-draft vessels encouraging maritime trade within the state.  

The State’s Office of Coastal Resources Management handles the enforcement of the Mississippi Coastal 
Program and controls the permitting of projects for coastal preserves, invasive species, wetlands, and BU 
(MSDMR 2019a). Mississippi’s Coastal Preserves Program is located within the Mississippi Department of 
Marine Resources (MSDMR) (MSDMR 2019b) and works to manage, restore, conserve, and preserve the 
state’s 83,000 acres of sensitive coastal wetlands.  MS DMR works together with USACE and BOEM to 
permit borrow areas located in federal waters. USACE SAM and local sponsors work to manage many of 
the state’s upland sand sources. 

Unique geographic features, numerous hurricanes, dredge and fill projects, and coastal development have 
contributed to shoreline erosion along Mississippi’s coastline. Over time, the barrier islands have been 
shaped parallel to the Mississippi coast due to dominant southeasterly winds and east-to-west currents 
which cause sediment transport to shift the barrier islands north and west (USACE, 2016). Mississippi has 
experienced the destructive effects of many tropical storms and hurricanes which lead to barrier island 
erosion and breaching; an example of this occurred in 1969 when Hurricane Camille breached and split 
Ship Island into two, creating East and West Ship Islands. Hurricane Katrina (2005) triggered drastic 
expansion of the cut widening it from 0.25 miles to 3.5 miles. In 2020, USACE closed the breach separating 
the Ship Islands as part of the Mississippi Coastal Improvements Program (MsCIP) barrier island 
restoration effort. Another contributor to Mississippi’s barrier island erosion is the historic removal of 
millions of cubic yards of sediment from the inlet systems connecting the Mississippi Sound to the Gulf of 
Mexico through maintenance dredging operations (Byrnes et al 2012).  

In 2009 and 2010, MsCIP and the Mississippi BU Program were created to relieve coastal erosion effects 
and implement BU and RSM strategies throughout the state. These programs aim to restore and create 
tidal marshes and barrier islands through the BU of sediments. The Mississippi Coastal Preserves Program 
manages, conserves, and restores coastal ecosystems throughout the state. The State of Mississippi 
recently received funding from the Phase III Gulf of Mexico Energy Security Act (GOMESA) to protect and 
enhance the Mississippi coast. The funding is to go towards the creation of erosion control structures, 
living shorelines, and upland nature sites (Kulo 2019).  

 Mobile District (MS) SAND Summary 

The sand needs analysis for the Mississippi portion of the Mobile District includes four federal and six non-
federal beach nourishment projects that meet the requirements for this study and require 22,200,000 
cubic yards of sand district- wide (14,300,000 cubic yards of sand without the 55% contingency). In 
addition to the 50-year sand needs, Taylor Engineering compiled the offshore and RSM sand sources to 
estimate the scale of each county’s sand surplus or deficit. A district overview map illustrates the location 
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of beach nourishment projects and available sand (Figure 11.1). Figure 11.2 summarizes the SAND balance 
volumes and percentage of sand need available in each county. 

Table 11.1 and Table 11.2 summarize the 50-year needs for the USACE Mobile District, Mississippi. The 
Percentage of Sand Need Available column in the SAND summary tables illustrates the ratio of sand 
available (offshore sand sources and RSM sources) to the sand needs for each county. If this percentage 
is greater than 100%, it indicates a sand surplus; if less than 100%, a sand deficit is identified. 
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Figure 11.1 District Overview Map Highlighting RSM Features, Sand Needs, and Offshore Sand Sources 
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 Figure 11.2 SAND Balance Volume and Percent of Sand Need Available  
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Table 11.1 50-year SAND Summary for Mobile District (Mississippi) with 55% Contingency 

 

 

Table 11.2 50-year SAND Summary for Mobile District (Mississippi) without 55% Contingency 
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 SAND Summary Tables by County 

To better understand the sand needs and availability within the District, the study team created SAND 
summary tables for each county. These tables list each 50-year sand need project, available offshore sand 
sources, and RSM volumes. Although Unverified Plus sand sources are itemized as possible sand sources, 
they are not included in the county’s summation. The sand sources within this category only indicate a 5-
30% confidence of beach quality sand, and further investigations must occur to delineate the sand source 
and design a borrow area. The remainder of this report presents each coastal county’s SAND summary, 
organized from east to west along the Gulf of Mexico coastline. The estimated volumes in each table are 
rounded to the nearest 100,000 cubic yards. 
 
Within the tables, italic text indicates potential future sand needs projects. As discussed in Section 2.1, 
the summary tables include future needs if they have permitting documents or official studies with 
associated project volumes. If future projects are within the planning and permitting phases, the county 
summary includes their volumes. There are numerous reasons a project does not have an estimated 50-
year need within this study. Example reasons include: no nourishments in the last 10 years, project was a 
one-time placement, or there is not enough available data to calculate a 50-year need. The SAND 
geodatabase lists specific information as to why a project does not have a 50-year need calculated. Certain 
RSM sand sources also contain no volume estimates due to no dredging history being readily available, no 
knowledge of current volumes, and no published infilling rates. However, these sites could be evaluated 
for use in the future.  

11.2.1 Jackson County 

Jackson County (Figure 11.3 and Figure 11.4) is the eastern-most coastal county in Mississippi. Its major 
cities include Ocean Springs to the west and Pascagoula to the east. Horn Island, West Petit Bois Island, 
and Petit Bois Island are three of the barrier islands in Jackson County. Additionally, Round Island is located 
in the Mississippi Sound. Jackson County includes Biloxi Bay on the west and Pascagoula Bay on the east. 
The Pascagoula River delta occupies the middle of the county’s coastline. Approximately 15.4 miles of 
beach and 6.3 miles of marsh make up Jackson County’s Gulf of Mexico shoreline. Table 11.3 summarizes 
the county’s 50-year sand needs at Pascagoula Beach, Ocean Spring East Beach, and Ocean Spring Front 
Beach.  
 
The Pascagoula Beach Restoration Project has an estimated 50-year sand need of 1,200,000 cubic yards. 
Since a federal beneficial use placement from the Pascagoula Federal Navigation Channel in 2009 minimal 
volume has been placed on the beach. The 2009 project placed 310,000 cubic yards in front of the 
Pascagoula Seawall. The federal government does not plan to renourish Pascagoula Beach and the state 
and/or county are responsible for any future nourishments. Upland sources have been used to place 
approximately 1,000 cubic yards between 2016 and 2018 to touch up the project. An erosion rate of 
12,840 cubic yards per year (calculated loss since 2009) was used to calculate the 50-year need.  
 
Jackson County manages the beaches in Ocean Springs. Two projects occur here, the East Beach and Front 
Beach Restorations, and incur a combined 50-year need of 500,000 cubic yards. Jackson County and 
USACE provided information for both projects which regularly obtain sand from an upland sand source 
for small scale nourishment projects. Between 2017 and 2019, nearly 5,000 cubic yards of sediment was 
placed in East Beach. Front Beach received 14,000 cubic yards of sand between 2017 and 2019.  
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Jackson County’s predicted available sand meet its sand needs yielding positive sand balance of 

11,100,000 cubic yards. The quantities of available offshore sand shown in Table 11.3 and Figure 11.4 are 

constantly changing due the ongoing MsCIP barrier island restoration projects, and may not be accurate 

after July 2020. The three active beach nourishment projects in the county have a predicted 50-year need 
of 1,700,000 cubic yards while proven offshore sand sources contain approximately 12,800,000 cubic 
yards of sand. 
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Figure 11.3 Jackson County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Figure 11.4 Inset Map from Figure 11.3 Jackson County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 11.3 50-year SAND Summary for Jackson County 
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11.2.2 Harrison County 

Harrison County’s coastline and barrier islands (Cat Island and Ship Island) have experienced nourishment 
projects to mend eroded shorelines (Figure 11.5). Major coastal cities in this county include Pass Christian, 
Long Beach, Gulfport and Biloxi. Within the county is a 26-mile long seawall that was built between 1925 
and 1928. The USACE constructed a beach seaward of the seawall in 1951/1952 using nearly 6,000,000 
cubic yards of sand. Notably, this is the longest man-made beach in the world (Olmsted 2016). 
 
To the southeast of Biloxi is Deer Island, a 3.5-mile long island that is part of the Mississippi Coastal 
Preserves Program and served as a pilot project for the BU Program with placement occurring since the  
late 1960’s (MSDEQ 1994). To restore the island, the Deer Island Restoration Project is co-managed by the 
MS DMR and USACE. Approximately 1,950,000 cubic yards of material from an adjacent borrow area were 
placed on the west end breach and southern shoreline in 2010. The 2010 project also included the 
construction of a lagoon to serve as a BU site for the fine-grained sediments from the nearby navigation 
channels with a capacity of 1,000,000 cubic yards. Another BU site is located on the northeast tip of the 
island. This site was originally built in 2002 and restored in 2010 (Roth et. al. 2012). MsCIP authorized 
extending the southeast end of Deer Island, which is undergoing design as of August 2020. The island 
primarily serves as a BU site for the placement of fine-grained sediments not suitable for beaches, 
therefore there is no 50-year sand need volume associated with the Deer Island Restoration Project. 
 
The purpose of the Ship Island restoration element of the Mississippi Coastal Improvements Program is 
to restore sediment to the system; rejoining East and West Ship Islands which were first breached and 
split by Hurricane Camille in 1969. USACE MsCIP funded this five phase, 2.5 year project to fill the nearly 
3.5 mile breach known as Camille Cut (USACE 2016). The first, second, fourth and fifth phases of 
construction are complete. Phase 1 and 2 were completed in 2019 with the placement of approximately 
14,400,000 cubic yards. Phase 4 was completed in 2020 with the placement of 1,100,000 cubic yards 
within the prior Camille Cut segment. The third phase of the project is the current placement of 
approximately 1,200,000 cubic yards along East Ship Island (Godsey 2020). The sand sources are located 
over 30 miles south of Ship Island. Phase five planted the project area with over 330,000 dune plants 
(Godsey 2020). The MsCIP Ship Island Restoration Project is anticipated to be completed in September 
2020 (Perez 2019). There are no future plans to renourish the site and thus no 50-year sand estimate.  
 

The National Park Service (NPS) sponsors the West Ship Island North Shore Restoration Project; the most 

recent nourishment occurred in 2020, placing approximately 300,000 cubic yards around the fort (Godsey 

2020). The sand placed originated from the adjacent Old Gulfport Harbor Navigation Channel. According 
to USACE sources, West Ship Island has been renourished seven times prior to the 2020 nourishment. The 
earliest recorded nourishment event was in 1974 when approximately 550,000 cubic yards of material 
was placed around Fort Massachusetts, a fort built on a northwestern part of Ship Island following the 
War of 1812. Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s, sand was bypassed from Ship Island Point and the 
adjacent channel to be placed around the fort. To preserve Fort Massachusetts, the NPS has shown 
interest in future nourishments of West Ship Island North Shore. The segment of shoreline has an 
estimated 50-year need of 3,100,000 cubic yards based on historic nourishment events.  
 
With information provided by USACE, the Harrison County Sand Beach project is estimated to have a 50-
year need of 8,000,000 cubic yards. This project has a nourishment interval of 8 years. Since 2000, three 
nourishment events have occurred placing nearly 2,700,000 cubic yards of sand along the 26 miles of 
coastline. The federally authorized project was initially constructed in 1951; Harrison County has funded 
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the project with regular nourishments since initial construction. Sand sources from within the Mississippi 
Sound have been used to nourish the county-wide project.  
 
USACE and the State of Mississippi sponsored the Cat Island Beach and Dune Restoration Project in 2017. 
The project placed approximately 2,100,000 cubic yards of sand originating from an offshore borrow area 
on the Island’s beach (McDonald 2017). USACE applied an estimated erosion rate of 40,000 cubic yards 
per year to estimate the 50-year sand need of 3,300,000 cubic yards. The state may choose to renourish 
Cat Island in the future based on estimated erosion rates.  
 
Harrison County’s sand balance indicates a 4,400,000 cubic yard deficit over the next 50 years (Table 11.4). 
The county’s 14,300,000 cubic yards of needed sand outweigh the 9,900,000 cubic yards available in 
combined offshore and RSM sources. 
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Figure 11.5 Harrison County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 11.4 50-year SAND Summary for Harrison County 
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11.2.3 Hancock County 

The western-most county in Mississippi is Hancock County (Figure 11.6). Beach nourishment has occurred 
along South Beach Boulevard in Bay St. Louis, Waveland, and Lakeshore. This shoreline trends southwest 
to northwest beginning at Bayou Caddy and ending at US Hwy 90 and the net longshore transport is 
generally from northeast to southwest (CH2M Hill 2011). A 10-mile seawall was constructed along this 
shoreline in 1928 (Schmid 2001). The beach seaward of the seawall provides additional coastal storm 
protection and has an estimated 50-year sand need of 6,200,000 cubic yards.  
 
The Bay St Louis Seawall Beach is located at the mouth of Bay St Louis, extending two miles south of the 
Bay St Louis Bridge. USACE MsCIP placed approximately 60,000 cubic yards of sand along the toe of the 
Bay St. Louis Seawall between 2010 and 2012. USACE MsCIP constructed the project with local funding 
from the state (USACE 2012). Sand was placed to protect the seawall toe and not replenish the beach, 
therefore no 50-year need is necessary for this study. 
 
Annually, USACE and Hancock County redistribute between 50,000 and 75,000 cubic yards of material 
from the nearshore along Hancock County Beach between Highway 90 and Bayou Caddy. In 2011, Hancock 
County placed 300,000 cubic yards of BU material from Pass Christian in Harrison County (WLOX 2011). 
Approximately every 10 years, larger renourishment events occur along Hancock County Beach. The beach 
is divided into two segments separated by Buccaneer State Park. Hancock County Beach has a 50-year 
sand need of 6,200,000 cubic yards. Hancock County and USACE provided project specifics and the 50-
year sand need.  
 
Table 11.5 summarizes the Hancock County sand needs and availability indicating a deficit due to no sand 
sources located within the county. 
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Figure 11.6 Hancock County Sand Needs and Sources 
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Table 11.5 50-year SAND Summary for Hancock County 
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 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The SAND study is an integral component of SACS that supports long-term resiliency for coastal 

communities that rely on beach quality sand to protect populations and infrastructure as well as support 

environmental habitat. Results indicate numerous areas across the SAD area of responsibility are in critical 

need of sand resources and have not identified sources to support needs for the next 50 years. Coastal 

counties in all states (North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi) and 

municipalities in Puerto Rico have not identified sand volumes to account for 50% of their 50-year needs.  

Overcoming the sand needs challenges associated with rising sea levels, hurricanes and coastal storms, 

and natural coastal erosion will require a coordinated effort among the coastal management community, 

stakeholders, and industry to support research & development, technology, and implement innovative 

policies today and in the coming decades. Two primary recommendations to address sand deficits and 

support long-term coastal resilience are to:  

1) develop regional prioritization of sand needs and strategies to address needs; and  
2) identify opportunities to increase efficiencies to optimize use of available resources.  

 
The SAND study was led by a multi-agency stakeholder team including the federal government and 

representatives from all states and territories within SAD and a comparable collaborative approach should 

be applied to assess and implement the suggested recommendations. 

A fundamental component of developing a prioritization of needs and strategies is to maintain the SAND 

database. Accurate and up-to-date information is required to make informed decisions. In addition, 

maintenance of the database supports coordination and collaboration across coastal management 

agencies from local to federal, supports education, outreach, and training of staff and stakeholders, and 

keeps this critical issue visible to decision makers at all levels.  

The SAND study volume balance was based on the sand needs of all beach nourishment projects in SAD 

and primarily RSM or beneficial use sources and offshore resources. Volume contributing offshore 

resources were limited to “Proven” and “Potential” borrow areas, but hundreds of areas have been 

identified as “Unverified Plus” which are defined as areas that are hypothesized to contain beach quality 

sand based on limited geophysical or geotechnical data. The SAND team recommends assessment of the 

“Unverified Plus” areas adjacent to beaches identified with prioritized needs. 

The second recommendation, identifying opportunities to increase efficiencies to optimize use of 

available resources, complements the former recommendation of finding additional resources. 

Opportunities to maximize use of available resources include but are not limited to reducing borrow area 

excavation inefficiencies and dredging losses, sediment filtering and sorting to remove undesirable 

material, developing strategies to reduce buffers for environmental resources, infrastructure, and 

unexploded ordnances, and utilizing regulatory flexibility to increase utilization of other sediments. 

Many borrow areas have been assessed and beach quality sand was deemed unusable or inaccessible due 

to silt and rock components or proximity to resources and infrastructure. Research and development of 

technologies to sort sediments and minimize impacts to resources and infrastructure are ongoing and 

should continue. An example of this research is the collaborative work between USACE, BOEM, FDEP, and 

industry to quantify sediment sorting during the dredging process and assess the fate of fine material 

during excavation and placement. As more economically available sand sources are exhausted, inclusion 
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of techniques and equipment to sort material will become more common. Rock screening and sorting 

equipment is already utilized for several projects throughout the region and advancement of these 

techniques and technologies should be supported. 

Sediment compatibility regulations provide flexibility in several states in SAD and should be utilized to 

address immediate and long-term needs. For example, the “Sand Rule” in Florida (Florida Administrative 

Code 62-B-41.007) specifies sediment for beach nourishment be similar in grain size distribution to the 

native or existing beach and comprise 5% or less of fine material but sediment placed in the nearshore 

can comprise up to 10% fines. Additionally, material from navigation channels used for beach nourishment 

can comprise up to 10% fines if placed on the beach or up to 20% if placed in the nearshore. Expanded 

use of these regulations in Florida and other states with comparable policies should be encouraged. States 

that do not have similar policies should consider implementing comparable regulations in the future. 

Sediment sorting and flexible regulations allow for use of additional sand resources to support beach and 

nearshore environments which will be critical to meet long-term requirements. 

The SAND study meets components of all Congressional requirements for SACS (Water Resources 

Development Bill of 2016, Section 1204) which are to: (1) conduct a comprehensive analysis of current 

hurricane and storm damage reduction measures with an emphasis on regional sediment management 

(RSM) practices; (2) identify risks and vulnerabilities of areas to increased hurricane and storm damage as 

a result of sea level rise; (3) recommend measures to address vulnerabilities; and (4) develop a long-term 

strategy to address increased storm damages and identify opportunities to enhance resiliency, increase 

sustainability, and lower risks. The next logical step is to implement the identified strategies and 

recommendations. The SAND team recommends building on the current effort by supporting a two year 

collaborative effort consistent with the stakeholder and consensus building approach employed by the 

SAND team to develop an execution plan to strategically implement SAND study recommendations for 

beachfront communities now and into the coming decades.   
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